WE'VE GONE TU GREAT LENGTHS
TO MAKE SERIES 600 THE
ULTIMATE 16 TRACKCONSOLE.
The new Series 600 has been designed as the
universa116 track console. From Y2" personal recording
facilities to the professional 2" studio standard.
In analogue recording, the tape is the weakest link
Therefore, it's vital that whatever you put onto the tape is
of the highest quality - whichever tape format you use.

At Soundcraft we've used all our latest technology in circuit design
to ensure that the performance of Series 600 outshines any other 16
track console.
We've included internal line matching links and switches which
enable the user to re -set the console from the professional
+4dBu standard to -10dBV for Y2" and 1" multitrack.
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In addition to 16 equalised monitor channels which
are separate from the input modules, Series 600 includes
16 LED bargraph meters, switchable pealVVU, plus two
conventional VU meters on the mix buses.
Four auxiliary sends on each channel can be routed to six auxiliary
buses. And the master module contains extensive monitoring facilities,
including access to three two track sources for playback.
All line inputs and outputs (except input channel
direct out) are balanced, utilising Neutrik XLR connectors.
An external 19" rack mounting power supply allows for
clean and stable DC voltages to the console.
Series 600 also incorporates many more features than you'd
expect from a console so reasonably priced.
So, whichever tape format you use, you should go to great lengths
to ensure your console is a Soundcraft Series 600.

Soundcraft Series 600
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd., 5 -8 Great Sutton St. London EG IV 08X.Te1: 01 -253 6988. Facsimile: 01-253 7115 Soundcraft Electronics USA, 1517 20th. St,
Santa Monica, California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591. Facsimile: (213) 453 5634 Soundcraft Japan, 4F Yoyogi Living,1221 Sendagaya 5, Shibuyaku,Tokyo 151.
Tel: (03)341 6201 Facsimile: (03) 3415260 Soundcraft Canada Inc,1444 Hymus Blvd, Dorval, Quebec, Canada H9P 1J6. Tel: (514) 6851610 Facsimile: (514) 685 2094.
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Serious Effects,
Sale or Rental.
Now you can buy or rent the best range of studio processors available from Music Lab
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AMS MIX 16

9 program plus "soft shoe" loca ions for p eviously

issued programs, optional 99 memory remote control /bar code readoptional delay memory extension (1600m /s).

er,

AMS DMX15 -80S
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delay available wi h up to
32 secs at full bandwidth, full loop editing, VCA, external trigger, 9
memory locations, optional pitch change cards/de- glitch cards, plus
optional DMX -K Interface allowing
sampled sounds to be played
under keyboard control.

LEXICON 200 6 program digital reverb, stereo in/out, 9 memory.

LEXICON PCM60 2 program (room /plate) digital reverb with
suitable size and decay settings, and bass/treble cut off.

Nawj.

2 channel digital

224X

LEXICON 224XL Thu ultimate digital
processor featuring all hyperthetical reverb programs plus many
effects and split programs. LARC Remote/control, 60 stores.

BEL BD80 up to 8 seconds digital sampling, full bandwidth, external trigger, loop edit facility, VCA.

DRAWMER DS201 2 channel stereo linkable noise gate, frequency conscious keying with adjustable attack, hold and decay
controls.

DRAWMER VACUUM TUBE 1960 Dual compressor limiter
using vacuum tubes in conjunction with semi conductors. Soft -knee
compression characteristics. Classic valve guitar sound, stereo
linkable.

DRAWMER DL221 2 channel, stereo linkable compressor/

455. 3, 9. 26
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limiter, variable threshold, ratio, attack release, separate peak limiter,
VU and gain reduction display.
1111

KLARK TEKNIK DN780 Now available, new digita reverb
offering choice of simulated plate, hall, chamber, or room sett ngs. 39
presets and 50 available stores.

APHEX AURAL EXCITER TYPE B Psychoacoustic processor,
fast becoming standard studio tool.

ADA STD -1 '>tereo tapped delay image processor, multivoice
chorusing, true stereo flanging, holographic positioning, true stereo
outputs, stereo outputs from mono source.

MUSIC
LAB SALES
72
4

BSS DPR 402 2 channel compressor limiter, de -esser and peak
limiter. All facilities available at once, stereo linkable.

DBX166 2 channel dynamics processor featuring gating, over easy compression, gain reduction LED display.

RANE HC6 six stereo headphone amplifiers in a single rack
space, individual volume controls. Up to six separate mixes available.

MUSIC
01-388

-76 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NW
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DUTORIAL

DITORIAL
This month's comment from Keith Spencer -Allen

Developments in testing
Trying to avoid the phrase `Golden Age' when explaining a
period of fast moving innovation and change is difficult. There
is also a huge amount of truth in the saying that `Golden
Ages' are never the present time. So what I should refer to our
current experiences as, I will leave open for discussion. There
are vast changes happening and many more about to happen
that will leave the face of pro -audio very different by the end
of the decade. I am not just referring to the fact that we have
two signal media running parallel and an ever growing choice
of software media, but the changes that are taking place in all
fields -even those bastions of slow change -the topics featured
in this issue.
On the subject of test equipment, we have chosen to
concentrate on automated test equipment. Due to the cost of
such equipment, it has often had little application outside of
industrial and research use. This is now changing thanks to
the staircase pattern to product development (along) and cost
(down) and some of the advantages of such equipment are
becoming possible for larger studios. Checking complete mixing
consoles for faults over night while unattended and other such
uses will be welcomed in facilities where downtime is just too
expensive. Robert Metzler's article is a summary of what is
currently available in the field and then a brief look at how
his own company is tackling aspects of automated testing in
their new System One. There is always great danger in
publishing such an article written by a manufacturer within
that field, however I feel that Mr Metzler has been very fair in
his survey. This article has not set a precedent however, except
when we cover areas which have no knowledgeable authors
other than manufacturers. There are other developments in
test equipment that we have not covered in this issue although
we have articles in preparation that will appear later in the
year leading into practical measurements and tests to illustrate
their value. This includes the Crown Tecron and Meyer SIM
Systems.
Also in this issue, Rod Duggan advocates an approach to
installation and wiring based upon the system as a complete
entity rather than a collection of independent interfaces. One
of the areas that he touches on is that of cable, or more
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particularly linear-crystal oxygen -free types. Within the hi -fi
press -certainly in the UK -it is commonly stated that vast
improvements occur from the use of such cables (although I
have noticed the inverse view recently being stated). While I
am prepared to admit that improving the purity of the
conductor within a cable must be beneficial, the actual benefits
of using such a cable must depend on what was used before
almost anything will be better than twin -flex for speakers. We
have made some casual experiments with such cables and I feel
that it is too early to comment yet. I am told that it is on long
cable runs that the difference is most noticeable. It would seem
to me that the only way that it would be possible to really see
any improvement in sound quality would be to completely
rewire your signal chain. Therefore you have to believe that
there is something in it before you check to see if really there
is, which is not really very scientific. If you feel the expense is
warranted then go ahead and use such cables but where do you
stop? Do you have to rewire microphone and mixer innards etc?
I am sitting firmly on the fence ready to be influenced by facts
and practical experience that can be demonstrated clearly.
Wild improvement claims I feel are suspect.
We are also in the process of checking out a contact fluid
that is non -conductive although is claimed to improve electrical
conduction between two contacts. I have heard solid claims
from respected sources about the worth of this fluid and are
prepared to persevere. Initial experiments with audio contacts
at all signal levels have proved interesting although
inconclusive. (What this really means is that subjectively we
may have detected a slight improvement in the use of the fluid
and more extensive use of the fluid at all signal junctions is
probably the next correct subjective action. We are however
understandably reluctant to leap into this before we know the
long term aspects of this fluid on contacts.) It has however
improved my TV reception noticeably following a squirt in the
aerial socket so we must follow through.
Can you imagine such a topic of discussion even a few years
ago? -which takes me back to my opening point. A great deal
has changed so fast that we are now almost prepared to believe

-

in

magic.
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COMPEX
SLAVE MASTER

10,1 1162°

The Original
COMPEX is still
selling well after a decade...
COMPEX 2 with its extended facilities
will see you into the 90's
SIMPLY THE BEST DYNAMICS PACKAGE!
Two lu-channels are required for stereo operation
COMPEX I continues to be available.

Audio+Design
The Hit Sound in Audio Science

Audio Design Calrec Ltd.,

Audio Design Calrec Inc.,

RO. Box 182,

P.O.

Reading, Berks.
RG2 9BA England
Tel: Reading (0734) 861088
Telex: 848722 ADR UI<

Bremerton,
WA98310, USA

Box 786,

Tel: (206) 275 5009

Telex: 152426 ADR USA

Trimm Coaxial Patching System

ffD

íFD

30 MHz switching Jac
(ori GHz singleJack.
audio Jacks).

1

BNC

adaptor
Screened

blanking or
terminating
plug.

Test point

BNC adaptor cord.

bridging plug.
Economy

20,24 or26 Jacks
per row.

Standard
bridging plug.

bridging plug.

Standard patchcord,
hybrid cordsavailable.

FUTURE RIM DEVE1 OPMENTS
114 Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.
Tel: 01 -434 3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables:Allotrope -LondonWl.
PO

P.O. Box 3DG,
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How to choose the perfect MTR for your studio.
Whilst the Otari MTR90 multitrack steals the
limelight, there are dozens of other MTRs for
specialised, precision mastering.
To begin with, there's the 10 or 12 family,
depending on whether you want normal or
extended capacity reels. (2)
You then choose two, three or four tracks.
A choice between standard mastering, the
added facility of centre track time code, or a
four channel machine for cassette or
specialist applications. (6)
The MTR 12 stereo versions also give you
the choice of running quarter or half inch
tape. (8)
Your last easy decision is between a low
profile or overbridge style cabinet. (16)
Now get started on the accessories.
There are three types of remotes. A ten
memory brain, a simple search version and
transport functions only. (48)
Isolating options are next. Plug in high performance transformers are available on both
inputs and outputs. (144)
And if you intend to run locked to time
code then the high speed read processor

card or the tally interface may well come in
useful. (432)
Finally, there's yet another custom PCB
which lets you operate the transport controls
via an RS232 interface. (864)
With nearly a thousand versions to choose
from, it's reassuring to know that our expertise with Otari helps us help you find exactly
the model for your application.
It goes without saying that the performance of these recorders is state of the art.
We have discovered that the MTR series
performs tight in on spec. So whenever we
deliver a machine we send along an
engineer for final comissioning and line up.
Our technical expertise with these tape
recorders has resulted in Turnkey becoming
the recommended agent for service.
Call Garry Robson or Jon Ridel for more
information on these machines. No one offers
a more comprehensive service of supply
installation and backup.

W.T.key studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 TEL Tel; 01 -202 4366
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the New Shure FP31.
MuRes light work of ENG mixing.
The Shure FP31 is a 3 -in 1 -out mixer specifically designed for
ENG crews demanding a professional audio mixer in the
smallest, lightest package possible. Powered by standard 9V

batteries or external power source, and with an impressive
array of features including built -in slate microphone, the FP31
offers a unique combination of performance and portability.
Contact HW International for full details.

HW

N

International, 3 -5 Eden Grove, London N7 8E6.

A

COURSE FOR STUDIO ENGINEERS
THE 12th COURSE IN THE SERIES WILL BE HELD
SEPTEMBER 13 -20, 1985
UNIVERSITY OF SURREY
This highly- successful series is designed for sound
engineers, artist engineers, managers, directors and
other personnel involved in the recording of sound for
records, radio, television, theatre, video, film and
educational purposes.

The Course includes lectures on each link in the chain
of operations, Microphone to Finished Product, to
record sound for:
Professional Recording Studios Radio
Television Video
using a large range of modern equipment assembled
especially for this Course + workshops.

Prospectus from:

APRS

Chestnut Avenue,
Chorleywood, Herts., U.K.

Tel: 01 -607 2717

Synchroniser That Speaks
Your Own Language!

Our brand new CM250 synchroniser is a two part
rack -mount and control unit that should make
synchronising audio to video and audio to audio
a great deal simpler.
The control unit has an 80 character LCD display
to give full information on the status of the system.
It even has a `help menu' in a choice of languages
to guide you through the various functions of the
system. The CM250 is totally SMPTE compatible
and incorporates a code generator with later
software options for event controlling. It's available now for all current U -Matic and professional
VHS machines with interfaces for a wide range
of audio multitrack machines. There is so much
new and exciting to say about this system, you'll
simply have to contact us for more information.

Applied Microsystems
Bagshot Road, Chobham, Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.
Telephone: (09905) 6267. Telex: 8952022 CTYTEL G.

23

Telephone: 0923 772907
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AUSTRALIA; Klarion Enterprises. (03) 613541. CANADA; Gen Electro Acoustics. (416) 868 -0528. DENMARK;
AB Music. (06)198733. FRANCE; Studio Ou Hibou. (76) 880158. GERMANY; S.C.O. (7159)7222. HOLLAND;
P.A.C., (040) 424455 ITALY; Stanek. (051) 321063. NORWAY; Audiolron, (02) 3520 96. NEW ZEALAND;
Mewl Communications. (444) 3583. SOUTH AFRICA; Eltron, (011) 293066. SWEDEN; Stage 8 Studio. (031)
2240 90. SWITZERLAND; EMM Studio. (061) 728972. U.K; Don Larking Audio Sales. (0582) 450066. In the
USA, call: (213) 854 -5098.

Exclusive signal processing from Turnkey,
a file of facts you should have at your fingertips
Some of these brand names will be familiar,
others may be new. All represent highly
innovative signal processing, now available
only direct from Turnkey.
Aphex As well as their psychoacoustic
aural exciter, the Compellor has gained
reputation as an intelligent compressor. It
delivers smooth, undetectable level control,
increased loudness and auto gain- riding.
Deltalab Research The legendary
Effectron delays are exclusive to Turnkey.
Directly selectable effects and modulation
are offered in four versions.
Studio Technologies The AN stereo
simulator is a new effect which has received
praise in reviews and from major studios.
An effect once applied, is hard to do without.

Symetrix Precision processing from a

state of the art manufacturer. Products
include compressor, single ended noise
reduction and hybrid telephone interface.
DOD Electronics Popularly priced
Effects, and in particular, a wide range of
graphic equalisers, from 15 to 31 band.
Limiter, reverb and digital delay also.
Ashly Equalisers are this company's
forte. Precision crossovers now avaialble.
Call Tony Williams for a copy of our
exclusive processing file - or to arrange a
demonstration or demoloan of any product.

1

tan key studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel 01 -202 4366
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TRA
FOR SALE

FOR SALE

3M M79, 24 -track with XT24 autolocate
Lyrec 532, 24-track with 32 memory autolocate
Lyrec 532, 24 -track with 32 memory autolocate
Studer A80 VU 16 -track
3M M79 16 -track
3M M56 16 -track with selectake varispeed
Ampex AG440, 8 -track on 1"
Ferrograph studio 8 stereo on console
Studer A80 VU stereo

11,000.00
13,000.00
11,500.00
8,500.00
6,500.00
4,750.00
1,450.00
475.00
3,200.00
Studer A810 twin track with time code, console
and VU's
NEW 5,200.00
M.C.I. JH110 stereo
2,600.00
Proline 2000
1,200.00
Revox A77 H.S.
325.00
Studer C37 valve stereo
750.00
Lyrec TR55 stereo
2,500.00
Studer B62 stereo in case
1,200.00
Neve Kelso 10 -2 classical mixer in flight case
4.500.00
Trident series 80, 32 -24, mint
14,000.00
Quad eight 32 -16 -24
8,000.00
Dolby A360 noise reduction units
390.00
Dolby M16 noise reduction unit
5,500.00

TRAD

Dolby M24 noise reduction unit
Dolby 301 twin chan: noise reduction unit
DBX noise reduction, 26 channel
Tascam DX4D noise reduction
Bel two track noise reduction
Lockwood major loudspeakers, tannoy reds
Kef LS51A monitor loudspeakers, grey
Drawmer dual gates
Drawmer comp /lims
Turner B302 amp, as new
Quad 405/2 amps, new
Quad 303 amps, new
H.H. V800 amp
H.I.T. X800 amp
Crown DC300A amp
MXR O1A digital reverb
A.K.G. BX20 reverb
EMT 140TS echo plate, remote
Eventide instant flanger
Audio and Design F500RS processor
Fairchild 600 Conex
The above prices do not include V.A.T.

£

7,500.00
375.00
2,600.00
175.00
100.00
450.00
150.00
210.00
220.00
260.00
215.00
140.00
475.00
475.00
450.00
1,500.00
1,300.00
2,200.00
195.00
500.00
350.00

ELECTRONICS SALES LTD
149b.
St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, WD2 5BB, England
Tel: Watford (0923) 47988/9
Telex: 262741

WHAT THE BEST CANNOT BETTER
Stanford
B200 MK

II

Power amplifier

2x130W. with 4C)load
continuous average power.
Rack montatile.

a professional choice

Manufactured by TELEVIC
Panoramastraat 36
B
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-1810 WEMMEL (Brussels)

TEL.: 32- 2/479.99.70
TELEX : 24120 Televic b.

Packages from Soundcraft,
Systems from Turnkey
Sounds just the same, but there's a subtle
difference. One comes as two large crates,
the other is hands on from the word go.
When we turn a package into a system,
more of our expert staff become involved
with your needs than any manufacturer could
dream of sparing.
There are finance, design, acoustic and
building considerations. The ancillaries, the
installation, the commissioning and the long
term backup.
And of course the deal.
Because as well as offering the same price
as buying the package direct, we'll put
together the best deal we can for anything
else you need to get your system up and
running. Total savings, buying this way are
often dramatic.

Our experience with Soundcraft products is
unequalled. Our knowledge of their products
and our long relationship means that any
problems are solved with speed.
The Producer System shown below offers
the most cost effective, two inch format sixteen track in the market today.
Their TS24 in -line console and and twenty
four track recorder offer even more
advanced facilities for upgrading studios.
Call Garry Robson for full information on
our complete studio systems. Nobody knows
Soundcraft better.

a

iLkey studio

systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel;

01 -202 4366
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We admit ourAudio Test Set is no better
thanthose that sell at
four times the price!
?-:7g*

ingi
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To be perfectly honest, the Ferrograph
RTS 2 is not everybody's idea of the

perfect

test set.
It will not measure drift to within 0.001 of a

dB. Nor will it perform test functions as quickly
as some far more expensive units.
Yet, despite all this, the RTS 2 continues to
be one of the most highly sought -after test

sets among the recording studios. service
shops and broadcasters.
The reason for this is simple.
While the RTS 2 performs all the routine
calibration checks normally required of a test
instrument Frequency response, wow and
flutter, distortion, signal -to -noise Ratio, drift,
gain it also costs less than other all-function
test sets. A good deal less.
But as economical as it is, nothing about
the RTS 2 smacks of compromise.
In point of fact, it's an exceptionally well built instrument designed to withstand the
rigours of everyday use and abuse.
What's more, it can actually reduce audio
test time by up to 30% by doing away with the
need for time -wasting connections to

-

-

separate instruments.

It is also particularly
significant that when you link
the RTS 2 to its sister audio test
unit, the Ferrograph ATU 1, its use is easily
extended to include professional equipment.
With the RTS 2, the natural tendency to
pigeon -hole a test unit in one category or
another is best forgotten. It is thoroughly
versatile, portable, easy to operate and
accurate, it manages to be a lot of things.
If you're intrigued by the thought of what
an RTS 2 can do for you, phone or write to
A.V.M. Ferrograph. You may just find that the
true measure of a test instrument isn't what it
costs.

..

FERROGRAPH

Audio Video Marketing Limited
Unit 20/21, Royal Industrial Estate,
Jarrow, Tyne & Wear, NE32 3HR.
091- 4893092/4896233. Telex 537227.

THE DIFFERENCE
IS WELL WORTH THE DIFFERENCE
IIIIIIIIIIIIIti11111111
IIII n l::(lt1t11111_
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Swiss precision craftsmanship always costs a bit more but when you
invest in an FM ACOUSTICS power amplifier you get more than
precision craftsmanship. Thanks to proprietary technologies, unique
selection procedures and circuits, FM ACOUSTICS is rewarding you
with more naturalness and true fidelity.
For the ultimate in musical accuracy move up to FM ACOUSTICS.
There is no alternative.
LONDON BOROUGH OF ISLINGTON

BRITANNIA
ROW

12

NJ

,442 01 -226 3377
TELEX: 268279 BRITRO

BRITANNIA ROW LTD

G

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON N18QH
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FM ACOUSTICS LTD

FM ACOUSTICS LTD, Tiefenhofstr. 17, CH -8820 Wädenswil /Switzerland
Telephone: 01 / 780 64 44, Telex: 875414 FMAC
US office: FM ACOUSTICS USA, P.O. Bóx 311, 956170311 Davis CA
Phone: (916) 7586300
In Canada: Perspective Audio PA. Inc., 23 Chatel, Lorraine, P.O.
J6Z 3C4 Phone: (514) 621 -4087

The lengths some manufacturers go to
to sell you their dynamic processing.
The techniques of automatic gain control
have been refined over the years. Quality
circuits which perform with minimum noise
and distortion abound.
So its not surprising that manufacturers
seek unique ways to attract your custom.
At Turnkey, we stock at least nine different
models. Each with something different to
offer.

Drawmer first appeared with an intelligent
noise gate with sidechain processing. In the
wake of its success their DL221 also became
a sales leader as a result of extra facilities.
The sidechain access for ducking or deessing is featured. - with the capability to
monitor this signal. A unique bi- directional
LED disaplay, offers level or gain reduction
display in two colours.
Most recently a new compressor features
an old component - the vacuum tube. The
smooth overload characteristics are featured
in a unique, equalised front end design. A
unique 'round' sound for sale.

Aphex have gone almost completely the
other way by eliminating controls on their
stereo Compellor product.
The control circuits include analog computers which constantly analyse the input
signal, varying complex control charcteristics sent to a single VCA per channel.
Set the input level, and the mix balance
between compression and leveling. The
Compellor will then provide complete
dynamic control - smooth inaudible corn pression, increased loudness, freedom from
constant gain riding and the desired density
- all automatically.
Its unique circuitry enhances transient
qualities making even heavy processing
undetectable.

stereo
compressors employing PWM technique.
MXR and Fostex both manufacture

This is a fast switching circuit which actually
chops our energy from the signal. The result
is excellent low frequency performance.

There is none of the waveform distortion
associated with many conventional fast attack
circuits. Both feature continuously variable
attack and release, ratio selection, plus the
added bonus of a noise gate built into the
Fostex product.
Rebis offers a complete, rack frame
system, which their compressor fits.
This, the most compact and most
economical of all the professional
compressors has variable attack,
release and ratio. Stereo link swith
and LED indication are all featured
on this narrow module.
The Rebis processing rack is the
best way to buy an extensive array
of effects.
'

dbx
j
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.111111111111

dBx are the pioneers in level sensing as used
in their noise

reduction systems. Their range

of compressors features an 'Over Easy' ®, soft

knee characteristic making them extremely

smooth to use. Both the 160 & 165 have 'Infinity
Plus' compression, providing negative gain
control for 'dynamic reversal' effects.

We also stock low cost compressors
intended for personal studio use.
Contact Turnkey for more information on
the best in dynamic control.

Likey studio

systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel;

01 -202 4366
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PROFESSIONAL STUDIO EQUIPMENT
NEW EQUIPMENT

Special deals on:
Dynamix 3000 consoles 24 8 2
Dynamic 3000 consoles 24.16 2
Dynamic 3000 consoles 16. 16 2
Dynamic 3000 consoles 16/8 2
Trident 65 Series from
Trident T.I.L. console (supplied to order).
Amek Angela
Amek 2.500
T A.C. Scorpion

£1,848
£2,360
f 1,934
£1,475
£3,000
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Lexicon P.C.M.60

E1,575

A.M.S. 1580s
A.M.S. RMX 16
Audio and Design (vocal stresser)
Quad 520 amp
Lexicon 2000 digital reverb

£

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

1.035
E340
£4,950

Bose range of monitors in stock (Telephone).

J.B.L. Monitors
Tannoy
Neumann

Sennheiser

Beyer

AKG

BROKERAGE SALE
Trident T.S.M. 40/24/40 frame 32/24/24 monitor, fitted, 3 years old
(Alison automation available if required P.O.A.I
M.C.I. 542 42 in -line console plasma display. Latest rom update,'

automated
Harrison 40/32 frame. 32 fitted with 3 spare modules. Alison 65k
programmer and 32 channels fadex
USED EQUIPMENT
Trident 70 series 28/16/24 2 years old (mint)
A.H.B. Syncon A 28/24 with patch bay
Soundcraft 1600 32/8/24 ex. demo
Neve 36/16/24 monitor console
M.C.I. JH14 24 -track recorder
M.C.I. JH16 24-track recorder (last of the greys)
Trident TRS 24 -track recorder, 12 months old
Lyrec 24- track, 4 years old, with autolocate
Studer Mkll A80
Amek 16/8/8 console with 8 bar graphs
Midas 19/2 road desk with packing case and 100 metres of multi -core
A.M.S. 1580m 408 cards
E.M.T. 240 plate TS stereo
Lexicon PCM 60 reverb
Tascam 85/16b (new)
Tascam 85/16b (second handl
Soundcraft 760 16 -track 2" high speed recorder
Yamaha RX15 drum machine Inewl
Dolby TTM rack with cat. 22 cards set of 24 (new)

C36.500

£35,500
031,250
£9,500
07,500
£9,750
P.0.A
£13.750
£14,500
E12.250
£12,250
£14,500
E900

£1,850
£2,850
£2,250
E1,575
£6,450
£4,500
£5,750
£431

E8,500

WE ARE CONSTANTLY ON THE LOOKOUT FOR USED EQUIPMENT. PLEASE GIVE US A RING

RING TONY BAYLEY ON 061 -483 9563/4299 anytime
or WRITE TO US AT:
4 CHEVIOT ROAD, HAZEL GROVE, STOCKPORT, CHESHIRE SK7 5BH

19th international exhibition of music,
high fidelity, video and consumer electronics

september S9,
SIM -HI-FI -IVES
General Secretariat
Via Domenichino, 11 - 20149 Milan (Italy)
Tel (02) 49.89.984 - Telex 313627

1985 milan

fair

Halls 16- 17- 19- 20- 21- 41F -42
Entrances: Porta Meccanica (P.za Amendola)
Porta Edilizia (V.le Eginardo)
Hours: 9 a.m. - 6 p.m.

Musical instruments, PA. Systems, Hi -Fi sets,
Equipment for discothèques, Recorded music, Broadcasting,
Video systems, Television, Consumer electronics
14
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PRO-AUDIO
DIRECTORY
1985/86
Available now from the publishers of Studio
Sound and Broadcast Systems Engineering
- the 1985/86 edition of the Pro -Audio

Directory.
The world's leading journals for the
recording and broadcast industries have
combined their wealth of knowledge to
produce the sixth edition of this vital source
directory. It continues to be unrivalled as the
sole guide to international audio products,
services and companies throughout the
world.
* Completely updated and revised to
ensure up to the minute information.
* Cross- referenced and indexed
throughout with an easy to use classified

guide to industry services and products.
Encompasses hardware from Acoustic
Material through to Tape Recorders: Reel
to Reel.

* Extensive address listings of distributors

and manufacturers worldwide.
* Full illustrated.

DON'T BE WITHOUT YOUR COPY OF
THIS VITAL INTERNATIONAL
REFERENCE WORK.
Size A4
152

pages

Soft cover
ISBN 0 -86296-032 -0
ISSN 0266 -2248
£8 / $12 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

I

P lease send me
1985/86.
£9 (UK)

£ 10.50 Europe

£12.50 World Airmail.

copies Pro -Audio Directory

Name

Address

$17 USA Airmail
Includes Postage and Padang.

enclose a cheque /postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

Or debit my credit card

Credit card No.

a

VISA

I

I

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 550, quoting credit card No.

Signed

01 -686 2599,

(please print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.
15

SPEND MORE TIME MAKING:
MUSIC FOR AUDIO

MUSIC FOR VIDEO

MUSIC FOR FILM

MUSIC FOR MONEY!
it's

SMPLGet the most complete synchronizer system on the market today! You'll
spend more time making music while the SMPL System's 10 point
autolocator quickly locates audio, video and MIDI tracks and synchronizes
audio /audio, audio /video, MIDI /time code.

SMPL supports all North
American and European video
and film formats.

Automatic punch in and

punch

out,

time code

metronome, recorder remote
control and many more user
friendly production tools are
at your fingertips.
And, all this costs a lot less
than you ever imagined.
1

he Senken

See the

t

SMPLT -M. System

SANKEN EXPANDS
DEALER NETWORK

Now available with

Lock and
MIDI instrument sync
SMPLT-M

Sanken Microphone Co., of Japan, proudly
announces that is has expanded its worldwide
dealer network for marketing the CU -41 unidirectional double condenser microphone and its related
accessories. The CU -41 is one of the first microphones
in the world to unlock the full potential of digital audio
recording. Dealers for the CU -41 (outside the U.S.) are:
Belgium

Norway

Radelco
Italele, 179
B -2000 Antwerpen Belgium
TEL (03) 233 -7800
TEt EX 31640 RADCO B

mg Benum A/R
Box 2493 Soli 0203 Oslo

option...at your local
music or pro audio dealer.

11111111111111
Park House

Dyfed

South Wales

Telephone 0554

821310

2

Norway
TEL 102) 44 22 55
Tr FX 17681 BENUM

N

England

South Africa

Turnkey
Brent View Road

Enron (Pty) Ltd
PO Box 23656 Joubert Park

London NW97FL England
TEL (01) 202 -4366
TELEX 25769 TKBAND G

Johannesburg 2044 South A1nca
TEL (0111 29 3066

France

Sweden

3M France

Tal & Ton

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

TELEX 48 9416 SA

Boulevard de Oise
95006 Cergy Pontoise
TEL 1031 031 -6423
TFI FX 695185 TRIMI F

Elektronik AB
Kampegatan 16.S 41104 Goteborg
Sweden
TEL (031 80 3620
TELEX 27492 TALOTON S

Denmark

Switzerland

Studie ä lydteknik ApS l SLT)
Helgesvel9 13 DK -2000
Kobenhavn F Denmark
TEL (01134 -1284
TELEX 22924 SLT DK

SgnuSdx

The Netherlands

Australia

Stage Theater En Stud otechn ek

Syntec International Pty Limited
53 Victoria Ave Chatswood
N S W Australia 2067
TEL 406 4700
TELEX 02 70570 SYNTEC AA

-i

Ankermonde 5. 3434 GA
Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
TEL 03402. 65781
TELEX 76428 STAGE NL

The

SA.

Route Cantonale 116. CH 1025
St Sulpice /Lausanne Switzerland

lightweight portable with
heavyweight features.

TEL 021 35 35 01 -02
TELEX 26 325 SX CH

rE

Universal option includes mono neo -pilot compatible,
stereo synchrotone.
c

Sanken

*
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Very low power

x

mike. 2

I

x

variable Tine,

U x

fixed line

-

Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 12" spools to be used. including NAB.

S}L\V

Japan

in di

consumption 190 110 mA).

Simultaneous inputs- 2

SWITZERLAND

11

n,no >-1iir.luuloi

Optional plug -in 50 60 Hz synchronizer.

.k 6

Japans most original microphone maker
Sole agent Pan Communications. Inc 5 -72 -6 Asakusa Taito kv Tokyo
Telex J27803 Hi Tech Telephone 03- 871.1370

4.9 kg Total operational weight.
EBU SMPTETime -codegeneratorversionavailable.
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COMPUTER MUSIC STUDIOS

Llangenech

o 2068 Hauterive -Ne,
Switzerland.TeI:038 33 42 33.
Telex:35 380.

UK Distributors. FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS. 114 Wardour Street, London WlV 3LP, England
Tel. 01434 3344 & 01-4371892. Telex. 21624 ALOFFD G. Cables Allotrope -L c i, ion WI

I

Off the peg synchronisers suffer from trying to
be all things to all people.
At Studer, they have a no- compromise
approach: the tailor -made TLS 4000
synchroniser. After all, who knows the needs of

Studer transports better than Studer?
The advantages of this intimate knowledge
are immediately apparent:
Economy.
The TLS 4000 costs less than a lid' Studer
tape machine.

Versatility.

Performance.

can be supplied as an integral part of the
A810, or as a rack- mounted option for other

Resolves auxiliary references: pilot frequency,
video frame pulses, film bi -phase pulses,
move pulses etc.
Write or 'phone for full details.
Studer TLS 4000. Cut to perfection.

It

Studer transports.
Choice.
Available as a simple chase lock synchroniser
or with a sophisticated local control unit.

Flexibility.
The TLS 4000 will resolve two SM PTE time codes of any standard. There is also a RS -232
serial remote port.

STUDER
CH -8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01)8402960

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 329 -9576
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 423 -2831

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01 -953 0091. Telex 27502

you GET a FREE
WITH EVERY

PAIR OF HANDS
MASTER MIX

Remember the old days? That homely
atmosphere you got in the control room as the
musicians and their roadies gathered round the
console to help you with faders on the final mix?
That wonderful sense of achievement that greeted
you as, finally the drummer's roadie managed to
bring the brass section in on cue after the
hundredth attempt? What you needed was an
extra pair of hands - and that was on sixteen -track
Nov, thank goodness, those days are
passed. Now you have Master Mix, by Audio
Kinetics. The independent console automation
system. It's easily fitted to your automation -ready
console, and to many others with the addition of
the Master Mix VCA fader system. You'll hardly
know it's there - until you need it Master Mix
doesn't interfere with your normal mixing process
- it enhances it It remembers your fader
movements, your channel muting, your chores. No
longer do you have to go over the same complex
sequences time and again, because Master Mix
remembers it the first time. Instead, you can
concentrate on the music Isn't that what you were
trying to do in the first place?
And the free pair of hands? They're yours.
Audio Kinetics Ltd.
Kinetic Centre, Theobald Street,
Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire,
WD6 4131 England
Tel: 01 -953 8118 Telex 299951
Audio Kinetics Inc,
4721 Laurel Canyon Blvd.,
Suite 209, N. Hollywood,

California
(818)980 5717

sa

AUDIO KINETICS

The Greengate DS:3 is the definitive sound sampling system for the working
musician /composer/producer/engineer. There are bigger names and bigger
prices but none compete on a price/performance basis with this 4 -voice
polyphonic, 15kHz, 2.8s system.

DS:3
he Midi connection

Based on the APPLE II series of computers (II, II +,
EuroPlus and IIe) the DS:3 produces sparkling quality
sound samples with editing and looping facilities available
only to those systems costing twenty and fifty times as
much. The use of a proven, reliable, work -horse computer
(The Grandad of all personal machines!) allows
continuous updating of the system performance both in
powerful software and complementary electronic
additions.

For a very modest price the DS:3 owner will be
able to avail himself of the sound quality and
dynamic range of CD -and with the extra voices
and sample length expected from the very best
16 -bit systems of the genre. Existing DS:3
owners will be offered this first since it is
Greengate policy to look after its own...

Please send me information on the DS:3 Digital Sound
Sampling Sequencer and its peripheral devices:

At the time of writing, looping and keyboard splitting are
current facilities which were offered to our installed base
on time and on spec. A full MIDI interface will be

Name

10 second sampling follows; step -time
sequencer to complement the existing real -time function
and duration recording software complete the '85
offerings for the system itself.

Address

available;

But the most interesting update of all is the DS:4...

Company

Tel:

Greengate Productions Ltd., 24 Missden Drive, Hemel Hempstead,
Hertfordshire, England, HP3 8QR. Tel: (0442) 3496
Greengate Productions, 2041 Pioneer Court, Suite 15, San Mateo,
California 94403, U.S.A. Tel: (415) 345 3064

VITAVOX

ANNOUNCE THE

N EW

S6 PRESSURE DRIVER
HIGH /MID FOR PROFESSIONAL
HIGH QUALITY MUSIC P.A.

AND
HIGH POWER MONITORS

STANDARD 2" DIA PLATE MOUNT

AVAILABLE

NOW

THROUGH OUR NORTH OF ENGLAND DISTRIBUTOR

VITAVOX

-

SSE HIRE LTD.,

UNIT 5, KENT HOUSE,

LTD

GOOCH STREET NORTH,

BIRMINGHAM B5 6QT
021 -622 -4572/4029
TELEX 37329 AMEKNT

WESTMORLAND ROAD, LONDON NW9 9RJ

01 -204 4234
TELEX 8954243 VITOX

WITH OVER 44 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANUFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOJSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY:

J

TAND
EASY

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
YOU NAME IT!
WE MAKE IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Microphone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /combiner transformers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for
Guitars, Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line
transformers, Line transformers to British Telecom Standard Isolating
Test Specifications. Tapped impedance matching transformers,
Gramophone pickup transformers, Audio Mixing Desk transformers (all
types), Miniature transformers, Microminiature transformers for PCB
mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers,
Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts.
Inductive Loop transformers, Smoothing Chokes, Filter inductors,
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000
watts), 100 volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching
transformers (all powe-s), Column Loudspeaker transformers up to 300
watts or more.

9

MANUFACTURERS OF STANDS, RA,k'J AND

S,RLLNF:ùk

Di

We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -FI
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANSFORMERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
speciality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us to post quotation by return.

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IP1 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IPI 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 52794 & 0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

Stands

for all makes
of consoles

We can rack anything
for less than
you would think

lata Larking
audio sales
tuten,

20 G,i

Telephone
Telex

slakee

do,d 5,,e, Lem,

Bede

loon 105821 tSC066
825488 DONtAS G
:

.Me 5oead H.

Clough Sneer, Hanky, SMebe Tree
Telephone Sukea.Uee 10782124257

''

1

405-303-34 44 - FM4

Acoustitile & Acoustisheet
in

all in

stock

stock

U87 - U89 - KM84 - U47

& Accessories
in

Patch Panels

17

stock

All Effects and Reverb -

versions & Patch Cords

SWITCHCRAFT

ISOTRACK - STUDIOSPARES BANTAM

DI

Trade counter now opens 8am to 5.30pm

Access

Phone for free 50 page fully illustrated catalogue

minute's walk
Administration 01 485 4908

Camden Town Station

Orders 01 482 1692

16
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Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW1 6NS

Boxes in stock

BARCLAYCARD

MSMULTIMIX
TOTALLY MODULAR

DUDIOFILE
modularity really meet your requirements,
- inTruetheater
and multipurpose hall installations.
to

different input, grouping.
- familymetering
of some
and output modules.
modules for control room and
- Special
headphone monitoring, test signals, talkback,
control
--- remote
Heavy duty steel chassis.
Transformer balanced inputs and outputs.
20

A

fader,

etc.

-

-

Wide range meters, 60dB display

MCA; MICROCOMPUTER CONTROLLED
AUDIO SYSTEM

floppy disk
cues (scenes)
-- Stores
recorders.
four
Controls
set and
digital fader and meter
- Assignable
control output levels.
output groups.
-- Eight
entry push
single
System operation
button.
terminal for remote control and cueing.
-- Pocket
Optional speaker switching matrix.
on

up to 600
up to

tape

to

cue

by

MUCH MORE THAN
DIGITAL AUDIO
RECORD/PLAYBACK

SCENE

AUDIENCE

.2.

MCA

X

PEYO,E

ADVANCED MUSIC SYSTEMS*

MULTIMIX

,N¡

¡n'
(/"

TO

N

Ci

MS-AUDIOTRON
Laitilantie 10

FINLAND

00420 HELSINKI 42

e

90- 5664644

Telex 125778 msa sf

Wallstreams Lane, Worsthorne Village, Burnley, Lancs,
BB10 3PP. England.
Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex 63108 AMS -G.

ADO

V DEO DATA

A superb range of innovative loading
and duplicating technology

Worldwide

the leaders

Tape Automation Ltd, Unit 2, River Way, Harlow, Essex CM20 2DN.
Telephone (0279) 442946, Telex 265871 MONREF G quoting Ref: 84 :AUL001

EUROPE USA

JAPAN UK INDIA

TOOLS, METERS, TEST EQUIPMENT, PARTS,
TEST TAPES, FILOFAX AND SERVICE MANUALS
FROM THE PEOPLE WITH 30 YEARS EXPERIENCE
IN THE STUDIO /MUSIC INDUSTRY.

WOW
and
FLUTTER METERS

TOOLS
A good tool kit is as important to you as is the latest mark III x 8
digi 64k ram /rom x 19" rack remote deglitched vibe exciter. The
only difference is what would the latter be worth in 8 years time?
A tool kit minus test meters costing £100 eight years ago has
a present value of £600 today. To bring that tool kit to date
including replacing broken & lost tools costs £140 and will
handle a complete £150,000 studio.
Each tool kit supplied is customised to your needs from

a kit
complete 46 track studio.
30 years of experience in studio servicing including the running
of our own 24 track in house studio has made us sympathetic
to your personal needs. A list of your equipment is all that is
required for us to quote.
Whether you are travelling, servicing Revox and UHER or in
house at Bert Bloggs 24 track we have tools ready on the shelf.
We also assemble kits, utilising your own personal tools.
All tools and meters etc are from a vast stock range which
supplies include:

to service

a

Fender guitar to

a

kit for

a

ADVANCE/A +B eng /ACH "MIN /AVO /ANTEX /BACH SIMPSON /BROWN
BOVERI /BACHO /BELZA/ COOPER/CRESCENT /CK /CEKA /CIRCUITAPE/
CHALLENGE / DRAPER /EXCILITE /EZ "HOOK /ELORA /EXPO /EDIT'ALL/
FLUKE /FACOM/GLOBAL /KNIPEX /LEADER/LINDSTROM /MOODY/MAGNO/
MILBAR /MICROTEST/NICHOLSON /OK IND /PROTO /PHILLIPS/RECORD/
SHACK (TEST TAPESI /SHACK (HAND METERS) STANLEY /SALTER/
STAEDTLER /SOAR/THANDER/TOPPER ICASESINACO/WELLER/WISS
You don't throw half of our tool kits away.
1""

17 The Cornmarket,
Wimborne,
Dorset.

;a

Telephone: Wimborne
102021

CUSTOM TOOLS LTD
24
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Four different models, for appropriate
applications, plus Wave Analyser and
Automatic Distortion Meter. Also, DIN Test
Records and tapes
Manufacturers: WOELKE Magnetbandtechnik, 8069
Schweitenkirchen, Germany.
U.K. Distributors: LENNARD Developments Ltd.,
206 Chase Side, Enfield EN2 OQX.
Tel: 01 -363 8238/9

NEW
A4 size STUDIO SOUND binders are now
available leach holds 12 copies).
Keep your copies of STUDIO SOUND in
smart black binders with the title in gold
block letters on the spine.
At only £3.50 each
including inland and overseas postage
and packing. Send your order with
cheque or postal order to: Modern Bookbinders Ltd., Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs BB2 4AG (state clearly your name
and address and the relevant magazine
title).
OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER

I

LINK HOUSE GROUP

(Limited number of old
size binders available).
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For every connection.

.

instruments
control and
measurement of sound levels? Ernest
Turner manufactures a comprehensive
range of VU and PPM analogue and
electronic analogue meters. Well known
for performance and quality, meters are
available to most international
specifications.
Do you need accurate

Remember

competitive
prices and
deliveries
keep us
steps ahead.
Send now for our t

new catalogue.

.OIr1QCirr

.
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is Road
met He
9PF Eng
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lex. 8955 ? SGA
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k Road
Stamford
.06906 U.S.A.
(203)3242889
Tel .643678
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The introduction of the Tandberg Series TCD 900 shatters the
barrier of Cassette decks for professional use.
For the first time
superior sound
capability, outstanding mechanical and
electronic design,
and total control flexibility based on a
8 -Bit microprocessor
with 32 K of EPROM
memory are combined in one machine.

TCD 910 Master

Cassette
Recorder.
TCD 910 is designed to replace the conventional combination

THE BREAKTHROUGH CASSETTE DECKS
of both reel and cartridge machines.

Features include:
- High precision 4 motor tape transport.
- Discrete, Tandberg designed, three head system with built -in
record azimuth adjustment.
- Superb sound quality with Tandberg's exclusive discrete
circuitry and latest generation Dolby B and C.
- Built in autolocator with 10 cue points in real time, auto cut
search and cue /review.
- Auto stop and/or rewind after cut.
- Wide range of options and accessories.

TANDBERG AUDIO A.S.
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TCD 911 Playback Cassette Deck
Offers the same quality of construction and design as TCD 910
with special features such as:
- Playback pitch control.
- External playback azimuth control. The TCD 910 combined
with the TCD 911 makes for an ideal match of performance
and price.

TANDBERG TCD 900

SERIES
PROFESSIONAL CASSETTE DECKS

PO.BOX 49, N -2007 KJELLER - NORWAY.
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SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIP ENT
2, 8 -14 William Road, London
Tel: 01- 3871262, 01 -734 2812
Telex: 27939 SCENIC G
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Loudness Meter
is an indicating device
which displays the composition of the average
acoustically related program material in visual form, as
well as peak amplitude of the audio signal.

The Dorrough Loudness Monitor

Electronic Analogue PPM Meters
advantages of the latest in CMOS
circuitry have been coupled to an
analogue neon plasma scale presentation
to produce a range of programme level
control meters with excellent readability,
even in poor ambient lighting conditions.
Particular attention has been given, at the
design stage to ensure that size is reduced
to a minimum. The result is an extremely
compact unit.
The

FEATURES
Clear, flicker -free display
All- electronic circuitry unaffected by

vibration
DIN standard housings
Excellent readability in most ambient
lighting conditions
Compact design
Operation unaffected by mounting
attitude
Satisfies electrical specifications for VU
and PPM meters
Integral driver electronics available
Range of auxiliary supplies
Electrical performance conforming to
BS.5428 -9 1979 and IEC 268 -10A

-6-5

-4-3
-g

-1

:

For

complete data on this and our other product lines, please contact:

MCAUDIO SYSTEMS
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COMPONENTS LTD., 4a King Street, Mortimer, Reading RG7 3RS. Tel:

0734 -333100

?X=

SERIIK

LEAVING OTHER POWER AMPLIFIERS
IN THE DARK AGES
Harrison Information Technologymeets the accelerating
demands of contemporary Sound Professionals with
even more sophisticated technical specifications
incredible SECOND GENERATION MOS -FET
amplifiers. A range of power amplifiers which are
exceptional in every way, smaller size, lighter weight, and
total reliability.
Performance quality is optimum, so Harrison gives
you superb sound handling capabilities, stunning
bass outputs, crystal clear high frequency
response and ultra low distortion - all for a remarkably
modest price.

-

X150

75 +75 Watts stereo

150 Watts mono (1U)

X300

150+ 150 Watts stereo

300 Watts mono (2U)

X600

300+300 Watts stereo 600 Watts mono (3U)

X1000
X1200

500 +500 Watts stereo

1000 Watts mono (3U)

600 +600 Watts stereo

1200 Watts mono (4U)

X1600 800 +800 Watts stereo
P900

LET YOUR PROFESSIONALISM
SOUND THROUGH.

HARRISON
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

LTD

Unit 3, Button End, Harston,
Cambridge CB2 5NX
Telephone 0223 871711, Telex 81687 HITCAM G

1600 Watts mono (4U)

450 +450 Watts stereo (3U)
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Contracts, APRS, advice

Contracts
Sountec Studios, Norwalk,
Connecticut has refurbished
its Studio A. Major new items
of equipment include a custom
Neve 8058 console and Otari
MTR-90 MkII 24 -track and
MTR-10 MkII 2 -track recorders
with Dolby.
Quad has supplied 40
ESL-63 loudspeakers to Philips
in Holland for use of all its
Theatres has awarded a
contract to Swiss manufacturer classical music recording work.
The ESL-63 was first shown at
Sondor for 12 OMA3 dual
gauge magnetic film recorders the Hamburg AES in March
and reproducers, 3 -, 4- and
and has been developed for the
extra demands placed on
6-track machines which are
used with 35 mm and EBU.
recording quality by CD.
Neve contracts include their
Sondor also supplied A-Libra
20th console into Nashville:
machines to its second studio
in India, owned by Jaynanta
Sound Emporium have taken
delivery of a Neve 8128 with
Mukerji.
Audio Kinetics has installed NECAM 96 moving fader
a third Q.Lock synchroniser at automation system: Pacific
Audio in Canton ordered a
Battery Studios, London and
similar package: 51 series
two more to TVS.
consoles were ordered by ABC
Lifecycle Productions Inc is
film studios in Australia and
installing a permanent sound
Anglia TV's new post
system at the newly
production suite. The Federal
refurbished Apollo Video and
Entertainment Center in New Broadcasting Corporation of
York and will include full
Nigeria has purchased 14
Neve 5432 consoles to be used
audio for concert sound,
multitrack recording and audio in local studios and the
Services Sound and Vision
for live television.
Corporation which provides
Newly opened Media
Music's 24 -track studio in
material for British Forces
Brixton, London is based
overseas has ordered six 5322
round Soundcraft TS -24
consoles.
Ulster Television placed an
console and Soundcraft
order with FWO Bauch for two
24 -track recorder.
Carnegie Hill Studios, New complete video tape editing
suites including Studer 900
York, recently installed an
series console, 961 console,
Amek Angela console fitted
with ARMS computer, supplied A800 and A810 tape recorders
and A710 cassette recorders.
by Martin Audio.
Dolby Laboratories in the
US sold its 100th SP-24
multitrack noise reduction
unit to Digital Despatch rental
group of Soundcastle
Recording in Los Angeles.
Dolby claim there are
currently 350 SP-24 units in
use worldwide.
London City Dubbing

APRS Producers' Guild
The inaugural meeting of the
APRS Producers' Guild was
held in April when a wide
range of subjects including
digital technology, education
and training, and aspects of

the producer's relationship
with artists and record
companies was discussed.
The meeting was attended
by producers Tony Swain,

Steve Jolley, Mike Vernon,
Robin Millar, Alan Parsons,
Gus Dudgeon, Rupert Hine
and Phil Wainman (who is
also a member of the APRS
Executive) and other
Executive members Simon
White (Marquee Studio) and
Bob Hine (BASF). It was
decided that future
membership would be by

invitation.
The first group of new
members includes Colin
Thurston, John Eden, Alan
Winstanley, Pip Williams,
Peter Collins, Trevor Horn,
Hugh Padgham and Terry
Britten.
have a shrewd suspicion that
very few tape archives are
protected against the effect of
lightning strikes upon
magnetic recordings. You may
I

The agreed purpose of the
Guild is "to present a unified
body with the strength to
influence other producers and
record companies, also
manufacturers and studios to
establish, maintain and
improve standards ".
Bob Hine has been elected
chairman: "The intention is
that the Guild's attitude will
be positive, never negative.
The members want a strong
united voice when talking to
the record industry, but they
do not in any way want to
destroy the rapport they
already have with the
industry."
Affiliated to the APRS, the
Guild is administered by the
Association's Secretariat.
The concept of such an
organisation was first mooted
almost two years ago but it
was at APRS 84 that the first
moves were made when
producers who attended the
exhibition were invited to
respond to a questionnaire.

Lightning may damage
magnetic recordings

which can carry heavier
lead before it evaporates and
currents could be significantly
larger.
this current was sufficient to
Just how can tapes be
partially erase tapes near the
down lead. As might be
protected from this very
expected the erasure is cyclic
serious threat to large and
interesting results.
with the winding diameter on
valuable archives?
Clearly it was a pretty
The obvious first option
the reel.
heavy hit as part of the
would be to fit lightning
Tapes stored further from
central heating system ended
the down lead did not suffer
conductors and store the tapes
up at the far end of his
erasure but it appears that the well away from the grounding
garden. Most of his tape
print through has increased
conductors. How far `well
archive survived with little
away' is I do not know but
substantially and is quite
damage, but some previously
intolerable in some instances.
30 ft (10 m) might be enough.
valuable tapes are now
Further precautions include
In this instance the danger
useless.
keeping tapes well clear of any
area around the down lead
Tapes had been stored next
appears to have been a radius conductor which might be
to what is thought to be a
energised by a lightning
of about 2 ft (600 mm).
coaxial television down lead.
Logically the danger area
strike. Such conductors are
Clearly a strike to the
electrical wiring of any type,
television antenna can produce around heavier conductors

think this thought is a little

far -fetched but a friend of
mine who has an archive of
several thousand tapes had his
house struck with some
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a hefty current in the down

water pipes, drain pipes, steel
reinforcement in the building,
etc.

A final thought is that
storing magnetic recordings in
metal racks might not be such
a good idea, lightning takes
some very peculiar paths and
might jump across the racks.
It would be most interesting
to hear of any other
experiences of the effect of
lightning strikes upon
magnetic recordings, just
think what would happen if
the Inland Revenue data bank

was struck!

Hugh Ford

I would further add that

we

would be interested in
information on any experiences
with lightning and professional
recording equipment that any
readers might like to

share -Ed.

The Waveterm is the central component of the PPG-Music-Compu -

ter-System. Its technology makes your music: 16 bit Sampling and
bit Wavetables for perfect sounds. Ultimate standard of sound
manipulation with the new 4- Channel -Mix-Page, digital fade, digital
delay, digital overdub, digital mixing of loops etc. The easiest of
handling for the most difficult operations: Automatic -loops,
-sustain, -level etc. Event Generator (Sequencer) up to 32 Channels
for 32 sythesized and /or sampled sounds simultaneously. Fourier Analysis for Sample Sounds. Immediate access to any Page. High
Speed Loading: 8 Sample Sounds in 16 sec. Dual -Processor-System
with 16/32 bit MC 68000 CPU. For more information about the
Waveterm, the complete PPG-System, the PPG -Sound -Library and
the PPG -Demo -Cassette please contact your local music dealer or
PPG, Palm Instruments GmbH, 2000 Hamburg 70, Wandsbeker
Zollstraße 87 -89, Germany, phone 040/68 22 75.
16
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View Road, London NW92 TEL.
Tele P hone 01 -202 4366. Telex 25769
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Contracts, events, in brief

In brief

Contracts
SSL have recently supplied
an SL4000E with Total Recall
to RAK Studios, London for
installation in Studio 3; and
an SL4000E with Total Recall
and plasma metering to PWL,
Pete Waterman's production
company private 2- studio
complex. Platinum Australia
studio in Victoria completed a
studio rebuild with newly
installed SSL console and
Studer machine. Other SSL
contracts have included an
SL4000E for Skyline in New
York city with studio
computer and Total Recall.
Built into the producer's desk
are vintage Neve and API
equalisers.
The BBC have placed orders
for computer- assisted audio
consoles for two new stereo
control vehicles. Each SCV
will be fitted for simultaneous
broadcast as well as recording
with the SL4000E and studio
computer, Otani MTR90
24 -track machines, Dolby noise
reduction and three Studer
A80 2- tracks.
Sound Ideas Studios, New
York City has completed
installation of an SL6000E
series stereo video system in
Studio B.
Counterpoint Studios, New
York, have installed two SSL
stereo Video Systems SL6000E
with studio computer and
Total Recall.
Soundtracs contracts for
their CM4400 digital routing
console to date include Theater
Am Turn and Video Tec in
Frankfurt; SAV Studio,
Aviolec, Thomas Dolby, Steve
Glen, Hot Knights and
Richard Harvey in London;
Charles Lane Studios, New
York; Samichael Studio,
Malaysia; Fantasy, Tennessee;
Studio Ladan, Sweden and
SM- Studio, Finland.
Philips Multi-channel
Reverberation sound system
will be installed in the newly
refurbished Saalbau, a
municipal auditorium in West
Germany's Neustadt an der
Weinstrasse.
Audio FX, having recently
acquired the Electric Keyboard
Company, provided Art
Garfunkel with a complete
control room in the vestry of
St Paul's church, Wimbledon,
London, consisting of a TAC
Matchless mixing console,
AMS reverb and monitoring
foldback. This enabled them to
Studio Sound, August 1985
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overdub the church choir on to
an Art Garfunkel /Jimmy Webb
Christmas album. A complete
studio was also supplied for
Wham in China with a TAC
Matchless and two Otani
MTR90 machines.
Tele-cine's newly installed
film to tape transfer suite
features the Bosch FDL60
ccd/digital telecine and FRP60
film reproduction programmer,
has recently been equipped
with two Lexicon 1200 audio
time expander /compressors.
They can now expand or
compress the running time of
film material which has to be
transferred to tape to fill an
exact slot, with 2- channel
pitch compensation which is
important when both the final
and M &E or stereo tracks are
required on the transmission
tape master.
Unique Recording in New
York have added Quantec QRS
room simulator and a fourth
Otani MTR90 MkII 24 -track
recorder to their equipment
list.
Turbosound has supplied the
new house speaker system for
the Grand Ole Opry complex
in Nashville, Tennessee. The
system, installed by Spectrum
Sound of Goodlettsville,
Tennessee, consists of nine
TMS-1 cabinets, seven TMS -4
cabinets and two custom -built
mid/high frequency enclosures
to provide rear upper balcony
fill.

Harrison Systems are
supplying a 24 -input PRO -7
audio console system for the
US Pavillion at Expo '85 in
Tokyo. The console will be
used in the computer -

in -line console and Studer A80
and A810 tape machines...

The APRS Studio Link Up,
featured in June's APRS
column, is now in operation.
The Viewdata service is
operated through Prestel and
gives booking information. It
is open only to APRS
members, who may buy pages
to list their facilities and
availability. There is also a
message board. Further
information from GWV,
Manfield House, 376 Strand,
London WC2R OLF. Tel:
01 -379 5523... Artisan Sound
Recorders has been purchased
by the Latorre family of El
Paso, Texas. Fernando Latorre,
spokesman for the family
made the announcement that
William Rogers would be
appointed general manager
and Greg Fulginiti would be
director of mastering. The new
company will continue to
operate under the name of
Artisan Sound Recorders ...
John Deacon, bass player in
Queen, has opened a 24 -track
studio in North London with
partner Henry Crallan: Milo
Studios. The installation
includes Amek Angela 28/24

The Independent Labels
Advisory Service (ILAS) has
been set up as a replacement
for the ILA, acting as a bridge
between individuals,
independent labels and major
organisations. ILAS, 52
Woodgrange Road, London E7.
Tel: 01 -519 5658 ...Granta
Windings offers a rapid service
manufacturing OEM
transformers; computer-aided
design enables them to provide
a quote within 24 hr and to

construct and despatch a
sample shortly after that.
Granta Windings Ltd, Earith
Road, Willingham, Cambridge
CB4 5LS, UK. Tel: 0954 60861

...Original Equipment
Manufacturers Agreement
between Philips and Tesla
Bratislava, Czechoslovakia has
been signed under which
Philips will supply compact
disc players and VHS video
recorders to Tesla this year.
This is the first step in a
5 -year plan to deliver
equipment, modules and know

-

how to Tesla.

Odyssey refit
used in Europe before, plus a
Solid State Logic 6000 series

Odyssey recording studios in
London has completed a major
refit to Studio Two.
The studio incorporates an
RPG Diffuser Systems acoustic
diffuser which has not been

console.
On the video front, Odyssey
have recently installed Barco

monitors.

Alpha Audio distribution
A

third distribution centre for

Sonex acoustical foam has
controlled electronic music
been opened by Alpha Audio
presentation which has been
Acoustics in north Las Vegas.
prepared and will be presented The new warehouse will serve
by the University of Buffalo
the West Coast accounts,
under the auspices of the US
Information Agency.
Gateway Studios, London
recently added a Bel BD80
ITA, UK distributor of Ursa
digital delay processor with
Major effects, has reached an
CV input, Roland SMPTE
facility, Bechstein grand piano agreement with Ursa Major to
supply and market the units
and Q.Lock.
at a set stable price which is
Performances of Andrew
unaffected by the fluctuations
Lloyd Webber's Requiem at
of the pound vs dollar.
Westminster Abbey, London
used a sound system which
incorporated Tannoy Wildcat
Leopard and Lynx units, the
system being required to
enhance the natural sound of
October 8 to 10,
Internepcon, Brighton, UK.
the live instruments within
the Abbey.
October 13 to 17, AES

augmenting existing facilities
in Richmond, Virginia and St
Paul, Minnesota. This will
reduce the shipping costs to
those accounts by as much as
a half.

ITA/Ursa Major
ITA is also setting up a
dealer network for Ursa Major
all over the UK. Any
interested dealer should
contact Dave Cottam at ITA
on 01 -748 9009.

Forthcoming events
Convention, New York, USA.
March 4 to 7, 1986, AES
Montreux, Switzerland.

564 PRODUCTS,
81 MANUFACTURERS,
13 YEARS EXPERIENCE,

46 MTR90'S SOLD,
AND
1

CUSTOMER.

At ITA we have only one customer

-

and that's you. Each
customer's requirements are different and we'll try to
define and evaluate them for you individually so we can be
sure that you're getting the products and services you need.
After all, we've been around longer than most of our
competitors and we feel that our stability and expertise
gives us the edge in the service we offer.
You can buy almost anything audio at ITA, from a reel of
splicing tape to a complete 24-track studio. Whatever your
requirements, we guarantee you the best products and the
best service.
ITA for a more personal service.

MI

MN

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

Felgate Mews,

Studland Street, London W6

9JT.

Telephone:

01 -748 9009. Telex: 21897.

Addresses, agencies, people

Gateway -Rebis combine on
course
Gateway studio and Rebis are
collaborating to make Gateway
multitrack courses available at
Rebis' premises near
Wolverhampton, bringing the
course to the Midlands for the
first time. Discussions are
under way to currently
expand the range of courses

available.
Other Gateway courses held
in London include weekly
courses in recording and
synthesiser programming and
weekend workshops on
subjects such as service, DX
programming, Fairlight and
Synclavier work.

Address changes
Shone Sound Ltd is now
located at Carlisle Road,
Manningham, Bradford, West

Yorkshire BD8 8BD. Tel:

and Central and South
America. Overseas sales are
handled through the factory
itself: 1305 Fair Avenue,
Santa Cruz, CA 95060, Tel:

Breaking the

12

record
Ryker Records has broken the
world record for the shortest
time from live performance to
the finished 12 in record being
on sale: 10 hr 22 min.
At the Merseyside Alive '85
Jamboree held in Liverpool,
the Iconoclasts were recorded
live by Station House Studios.
The tape was flown by
helicopter to London's Trident

(408) 458 -0552.
California -based Rubber
Dubbers Inc has moved to 626
Justin Ave, Glendale, CA
91201, tel: (818) 241-5600,
where the new facility is
equipped with an 1800 ft' high
speed Foley /ADR stage capable
of creating room ambience to

Electro Sound Seminar

Agencies

34
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Studios cutting room where
Ray Staff cut the lacquers.
The journey continued by
helicopter to Leicester for
lacquers processing to
stampers and finally back to
Ryker Records factory and the
presses. Records were flown
across to the scene of the
Jamboree where bands were
still playing.

People

Soundcraft Electronics (UK)
has made three new
distributor Sound Marketing
appointments. Barrie Hozier
has moved to 10 Capitol
has moved into the role of
House, Heigham Street,
general manager whilst
Norwich. Tel: (0603) 667725.
maintaining his existing
New facilities include training,
function as financial director.
project management, cassette
Manufacturing management is
now by John Child, including
copying, equipment hire and
service.
all the technical and
The engineering and
administrative aspects of
match any production set
manufacturing facility of
sound. With many different
manufacturing.
Inovonics Inc has relocated to
Following the departure of
surfaces: dirt, rock, parquet,
larger premises in Santa Cruz, iron, sand and water, computer Kate Charters, marketing coCalifornia. This coincides with automation allows full
ordination is now with Claire
a restructuring of the
Finch who previously worked
diversity of room acoustics.
in the sales department.
company's marketing and
ACO Pacific Inc has moved
distribution policies, which is
Munro Associates has
to 2604 Read Avenue,
handled completely by Marcom Belmont, CA94002, USA.
expanded its team, Ann Riden
Inc in the US, Canada, Mexico Tel: (415) 595 -8588.
joins administration and
Christopher Trowell becomes
architectural assistant. Ann
joined the company after
The 1985 Electro Sound
spending many years on the
Francisco, August 20 to 23.
Seminar will be on
sales team at HW
More details are available
International and before that,
Applications for Better Quality from Electro Sound Inc, 160
Cassettes and is being held at San Gabriel Drive, Sunnyvale, Shure Electronics (UK).
the Hyatt, Union Square, San CA 94086. Tel: (408) 245 -6600.
Crown International Inc has
appointed Patti Smith as
purchasing agent, with
responsibilities including
Sanken has appointed Stage Menlo Scientific, 39 Menlo
scheduling and ordering as
Theater en Studiotechniek as
well as assisting the
Place, Berkeley CA 94707,
sole Netherlands agent for the USA. Tel: (415) 528 -1277.
purchasing manager in
CU -41 double condenser
Recently established Prom development.
microphone and its accessories. Audio Belgium NV (part of
Mathew S Ceterski,
Enquiries are invited and
Prom -Audio Holland)
formerly in marketing and
loans may be arranged for
represents Fostex personal
sales management with Sony
evaluation.
multitrack, Soundtracs and
Corp of America has moved to
Stage Theater en
Sixmix consoles, Annis
Recortec Inc as vice -president
Studiotechniek, Nieuwegein,
demaggers and
marketing.
The Netherlands. Tel:
magnetometers, C -Ducer
AKG has appointed J While
03402 -65780. Telex: 76428.
microphones and Posso reels
as national sales manager
Menlo Scientific, Berkeley,
and accessories in Belgium.
(previously northern area sales
California has been appointed Prom -Audio Belgium NV, Av
manager) with responsibility
as US agent for the Japanese
de Stalingradlaan 61, 1000 for professional and hi -fi sales.
Bodysonic Company's line of
Brussels. Tel: 02 -512 35 90.
Malcolm McLachlan has joined
professional low frequency
the company as sales /office
Meyer Sound has appointed
transducers (for seating), floor three new dealers in the US:
supervisor.
panels and associated signal
Newly appointed southern
Sounds Good Audio, Lansing,
processor /amps that use bone
area sales representative for
MI; TD Audio, Montclair, NJ;
conduction to radiate the
professional products is R
and Sound Genesis, San
tactile perception of sound.
Francisco, CA.
Barducci. He previously
(0274) 491481.
Norwich -based A/V

in world

worked for Hayden
Laboratories, 3M and AEG
Telefunken where he was
involved with system design as
well as sales. Immediately
prior to joining AKG he was
at Jacob's Studios in Surrey.
Larry Shank has joined
Tecron, division of Crown
International Inc as a TEF
salesman. Coming from a
computer background he is
responsible for marketing of
the TEF 10 systems
analyser /computer, the TEF
technology and the coordination of the markets.
Crown appointments include
Ed Weidenhaft as assistant
controller and Michael D Moon
as information systems
manager.
Kim Person has been
appointed staff engineer at
Alpha Audio, Richmond,
Virginia. Previously she was
running her own studio which
Alpha installed.
David Walker is director of
operations and development,
overseeing marketing and
development of product and
product lines as well as
marketing the Boss computer controlled editor Sonex and
Alpha Acoustics products.
P N Bone and H S Bishop
have retired from Shone Sound
in Bradford although they will
continue to act as consultants
for studio design. All
correspondence should,
however, be addressed to
Gordon Kaye at the new
Bradford office (see address
changes).
David Rohl, music
writer /producer, has recently
become artistic director of
Media Music, London; Bernard
McKenna is managing
director and Rafael Panko is
chairman.

Modern recording techniques
have evolved greatly in
sophistication in recent years.
Technology allows today's
writers and musicians to create
and process new and complex
sounds with greater ease than
ever before.
For the time being at least,
however, the heart of the
recording studio remains the
mixing console and the
multitrack recorder. ITA has
been supplying tailored system
"packages" for more than ten
years to every part of the
industry, and we can offer the
widest range of studio systems
for all applications, be they 8,
16, 24 or more tracks.

-

16-TRACK The new Otari
MX70 1" 16-track will change a

lot of peoples' minds about 2"versus -1 "; with the TAC
Matchless console, it makes a
highly effective and versatile
system. The MX70, in
common with all Otari's
multitracks, comes with a full
syncroniser interface, making
locking sound-to -video quick
and simple.
24-TRACK: For the serious 24track studios, the Otari MTR90
Mk. II is far and away the only
logical choice of recorder.
With the Amek Angela inline console, an unbeatable

-

SERIOUS SYSTEMS FOR
SERIOUS USERS.

Certain equipment
combinations have shown
themselves to be particularly
effective in operation and
reliability, for a variety of
different applications.
The three systems below are
high- quality packages for the
serious user:
8-TRACK: For writers,
arrangers, and in -house video
units we think the range of
Scorpion mixers from TAC
compliments the Otari Mk III-8
perfectly.

THE HEART
OF THE

SYSTEM
combination of superb
engineering, operational ease
and flexibility is the result at a
sensible price.
The ITA deal also gives you
complete integrated studio
systems, installation, studio
design and building, help with
finance and second-to -none
technical backup. And don't
worry about future upgrades
we're always ready to discuss
buy -backs when the
time comes.

-

-

For more information on these, or any other
studio systems, call us on 01 -748 9009.

INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone:

01

-748 9009. Telex: 21897.

DIARY
DIARY
Business, literature, advice

Digital interconnections
Interconnection of digital
processors, like the Sony PCM
Fl, and video recorders, like
the Sony SLF1, is awkward to
organise so that one can
instantly use the desired
facility of the many available.
One needs playback from
either VTR, record on either,
record on both at once,
playback on one and record on
the other (allowing analogue
overdubbing or processing) and
digital copying from one VTR
to the other. All this can be
accomplished by plugging and
unplugging the various
connections but this is tedious
and unreliable. Permanently
connecting the processor and
the two VTRs to a bank of six
latch release push buttons
instantly and reliably gives a
choice of nine facilities (see
diagram).
Counting E and F as two
facilities each (ie analogue
copying with the option of
digital copying with the
Processors Copy Out switch
operated) produces eight
facilities. The ninth option is
simultaneous recording on

both VTRs if C and D switches
are both latched in the
operated mode. A special
wiring connection allows
monitoring off VTR 1 only.
Six latch release
pushbuttons -two with singlemake contacts, three with
double -make contacts and one
with a changeover and a
make-are needed. A diecast
box and six phono sockets
complete the housing
arrangement. To ensure
reliability when on location I
have replaced the phono
sockets and plugs throughout
my installation. In a fixed
studio installation where there
is no need of regular plugging
and unplugging the phono
sockets which exist on the
Sony equipment and its leads
will prove reliable.
Mike Skeet
For further information (and if
demand exists, finished units)
contact Mike Skeet at
Whitetower Records, 44
Challacombe, Furzton, Milton
Keynes MK4 1DP, UK. Tel:
0908 502836.

(A) Playback VTR 1; (B) Playback VTR 2; (C) Rec/Play VTR 1;
(D) Rec/Play VTR 2; (E) Play VTR 1/Rec VTR 2 (digital copy
option); (F) Play VTR 2/Rec VTR 1 (digital copy option).

RANGE OF SWITCHING REQUIRED

(B) (C)

(A)
VTR1

(D)

(E)

OUT

l

IN

OUT

(D)

(C)

(F)

(E)

US studio directory of
facilities equipped with Sony
PCM 3324, published by Sony
which will be updated
regularly. Copies available
from PCM-3324 Directory,
Sony Professional Audio

Division, One Sony Drive,
Park Ridge, NJ 07656, USA.
The 1985 BPI Yearbook
comprising a statistically -based
annual report on the UK
record industry and including
facts and figures relating to
the selling of records and
tapes. Copies are available
from the BPI office (£5 plus
£1.25 p &p), Roxburghe House,
273/287 Regent Street, London
W1R 7PB.
Harris Electronics (London)
has an updated full colour
12 -page catalogue of their
TMK range of test

instruments including
insulation testers, digital line
earth loop impedance testers

plus full range of analogue
and digital multimeters, and
more.
A free copy is available from
Harris Electronics (London),
138 Grays Inn Road, London
WC1X 8AX, UK. Tel: 01 -837
7937.
From MK Electric a 10 -page
colour brochure containing full
technical information on the
MK range of residual current

operated circuit breakers
(RCBs) as well as a section on
the effects of electric current
on the human body together
with guidance on the correct
choice of RCB for different
applications.
Intended for industrial users
and specifiers of RCBs as well
as installers, copies are
available from Marketing
Services Dept, MK Electric
Ltd, Shrubbery Road,
Edmonton, London N9 OPB,
UK. Tel: 01 -803 3355.

(B)

agreement, Westlake Audio's
new Studio D is equipped with
Harrison and an order has
been placed for the first of
Harrison's new Series Ten
totally automated console
systems.

Aosis for Barry Blue
Singer /songwriter Barry Blue
purchased Aosis Studios in
London about six months ago
and a refit and redesign under
the direction of Andy Munro is
now completed. It incorporated
the installation of a Harrison

Y
(A)

will complement their own
line of broadcast consoles.
Auditronics Inc, 3750 Old
Getwell Road, Memphis,
TN 38118, USA.
Tel: (901) 362 -1350.
Telex: 533356.

Literature received

Harrison Systems and
Westlake Audio have renewed
their dealer relationship.
Westlake Audio Professional
Sales will represent Harrison's
complete range of audio
consoles. As a result of the

IN

VTR2

Tapecaster TCM Inc of
Rockville, Maryland which
manufactures tape cartridge
recorders, reproducers and
loaders, has been acquired by
Auditronics. Auditronics feel
that the Tapecaster products

Harrison and Westlake team
up again

(F)

IN

PCM COPY
OUT

Auditronics acquires
Tapecaster

32/32 automated console, Otari
MTR90 MkII 24 -track and
MTR12 '/z in and '/a in
machines, and the Roger
Quested designed soft dome

monitors.

Arbiter back with Fender
_
IN

1
OUT

VTR 1
36
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COPY
OUT

PCM

Arbiter Musical Instruments
has acquired the business of
CBS Fender UK along with
the distribution rights for the
UK, Ireland and Benelux
territories for the entire
Fender musical instruments

and sound equipment range.
Arbiter was associated with
Fender in the '60s and will
be operating from Fender
House, Jeffreys Road, Enfield,
Middx EN3 7HE. Tel: 01 -805
8555.

PROFESSIONAL
VIDEO
INTERNATIONAL
YEARBOOK
The ninth edition of this unique reference source is
available now. Providing complete indepth coverage
of the professional video and television industry
worldwide including both equipment and services.
The Professional Video International Yearbook is an
invaluable reference source vital to everyone in this
growing and complex industry.

Over 3,000 individual companies are featured, together
with their full postal address, telephone and telex
numbers, as well as key contact names.

there are also
comprehensive details of all major aspects of the
In addition to this vital information

industry.
* Thoroughly cross- referenced directory of
equipment and services - everything from Consoles
to Character Generators, to Video Cassette
Recorders to Videotex - giving manufacturers

specifications and many cases guide prices.
* Completely illustrated guides to Cables &

Connectors, Cameras, Caption Generators and most
other sections.

standards throughout the
world with data on domestic TV market penetration
and associated information.

* Unique index of television

138mm x 216mm

approx. 700 pages
Casebound

Make sure you stay informed about this truly
international industry. Order your copies of the
Professional Video International Yearbook today.

ISBN 0- 86296 -031 -2
ISSN 0266-2256
£25 / $38 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

TPlease send me
I

copies Professional Video
International Yearbook 1985/86.
£27 (UK) £30.50 Europe $50 USA Airmail
£35 00 World Airmail.
Includes Postage and Paclang.

Name

Address

T
I

enclose a cheque/postal order/Intemational money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount
I

Or debit my credit card

VISA

t

(please print)

4

Credit card No.

0

Credit card holders can order by simply ringing
ext 550, quoting credit card No.

LSigned

01 -686 2599,

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House Magazines Ltd, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

I

I

I

Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method.
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MonSter and uniVUer
The Real World Technologies
Group uniVUer is a stereo
metering system used in
conjunction with a TV
monitor. Either VU or PPM
ballistics can be specified and
the on-screen display is
superimposed over the
television picture. The
uniVUer is compatible with
both NTSC and PAL systems
and according to the
manufacturer will not degrade
the signal even when used
with the most expensive video
monitor. Horizontal and
vertical size and position are
adjustable and a black frame
can be switched on around the
display to enhance visibility.
The Mono -Stereo Coherency
Evaluator, or MonSter as it is
known is a stereo phase

energy bargraph display
primarily intended for use
where mono compatability is
important. A single row of 15
colour -coded LEDs scaled from
-15 to +3 indicates coherence
through to phase cancellation.
With the input filtering
switched out the unit can be
used to measure point source
phase during microphone
placement, transmission
system frequency sweeps and
tape machine head alignment.
When the MonSter is used in
conjunction with uniVUer the
on- screen display will indicate
phase/polarity errors.

The Real World
Technologies Group Inc,
130 McCormick Ave, Suite
109, Costa Mesa, CA 92626,
USA. Tel: (714) 957 -1061.

Numark SA -110 power
amplifier
The Numark SA -110 delivers
an FTC -rated 55 W /channel
into 852, 60 W into 4 52, both
channels driven. It may also
operate in bridged mode for
mono, delivering 120 W into
852.

The amplifier's features
include: protection against
shorted speakers, clipping and
`power on' transients:

51/4

in

Modutec panel meters
US manufacturer of analogue
panel meters, Modutec, who
are part of the Measurement
Division of Thorn EMI, stock
over 4,000 different types of

meters at their European
MOD Centre at Altrincham.
Their range includes
inexpensive moving magnet
meters to full spec ANSI
shockproof taut band meters.
Most meters feature Modutec's
`translit' illumination which
provides a clear uniform
density of lighting. Failed
bulbs can be easily replaced

LED -arc meters with xl /x0.1

range button and brightness
selector; light weight and
small size (2 U of rack height);
front panel level controls and
speaker system on/off buttons
and dual headphone jacks.

B & B

Modutec Inc, 18 Marshall
Street, Norwalk, CT 06856,

USA. Tel: (203) 853 -3636.
UK: Modutec, Atlantic Street,
Altrincham, Cheshire WA14
5DB. Tel: 061 -941 7001.

Systems' Imagescope

Systems Inc has
recently introduced a rack
mounted stereo display system.
Known as the Imagescope it is
Singer Products Company
3U high and uses a CRT to
Inc, 875 Merrick Avenue,
indicate the relative levels and
Westbury, NY 11590, USA.
positioning of a stereo
Tel: (516) 683 -3000.
soundstage. A graticule
indicates relative level and
positions for left, centre, right
and mono signals. In addition
to controls for intensity, focus
and power on/off, calibration
and scaling can be adjusted on
the front panel. The
manufacturer suggests the
Imagescope be used for
monitoring phase, perspective,
separation and balance.
Among the other metering
single -ended output. Model 507 systems available from B & B
Systems is the AM-1
is a servo balanced output
stage that can be used single ended or balanced and the 508
card is a resistor network that
converts the 507 to four sets of The model 809 Time Align
isolated balanced outputs
studio monitor is a 300 mm
making it suitable for use as a version designed specifically to
distribution amplifier.
mimic the sound quality,
A model 509 extender card is stereo imaging and coverage
characteristics of the larger
also available and is suitable
for all series 500 cards.
model 813 while allowing
near-field monitoring for a
Aphex Systems Ltd, 13340
Saticoy St, North
more optimum direct /reverb
Hollywood, CA 91605, USA. ratio sound field with solid
Tel: (818) 765 -2212.
bass performance.
Power rating is 100 W with
UK: Atlantex Music, Brent
View Road, London NW9 7EL. a sensitivity of 93 dB SPL.
Overall each speaker weighs
Tel: 01 -202 4155.
B & B

without having to dismantle
the meter.
Modutec can also supply
single and double display
bargraphs and their complete
digital meter -Big Little
DPM-is available as a 2 V or
200 mV device. Shortly to be
offered is a clock module
version.

Stereoscope. This is designed to

indicate both peak and
average left and right levels,
phase and SMPTE timecode
errors. Also available are the
AM-2 and the AM -3. The
AM-2 is a simpler version of
the AM-1 and comes without
timecode or switched peak
level ranges. The AM-3 is a 3
meter version of the AM-2.
The MP-4 is a 4-way meter
system that can be configured
according to your own
requirements. Available with any
combination of peak or VU
meters the MP-4 can also be
supplied with custom lettering.

Systems Inc, 28111
Avenue Stanford, Valencia,

Aphex Series 500 modules

B & B

Aphex has created a new
range of modules which
provides a simple, high -quality
method of audio control and
distribution. All the modules
are built on 2.75x3.30 in
cards with a 15 -pin edge
connector and a power supply

CA 91355, USA. Tel: (805)
257 -4853.

requirement of ±15 V.
The model 505 card is a
universal VCA using the
1537A chip. It features a
balanced input and multiple,
buffered control ports. The
model 506 input card is a
servo balanced input stage
with jumper selectable gain,
tunable common mode
rejection and a low impedance
38
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UREI 809 studio monitor
34 kg and measures
23 x 161/2 x 131/2 in. As with

other UREI monitors, mirror
imaged pairs are available for
stereo applications.
UREI, JBL Inc, 8500 Balboa
Boulevard, PO Box 2200,
Northridge, CA 91329, USA.
Tel: (818) 893 -8411.
Telex: 674993.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd,
Mill Street, Slough SL2 5DD.
Tel: 0753 76911.
Telex: 849069.

"Without a doubt the eq

on the AMEK is the best
on any console in the

world..."

Jerry Boys,Livingston Studios

Now available - the world's most advanced mixing computer from AMEK /GML with ultra -fast
motorized faders, twin 68000 processors and Winchester disk storage. The AMEK PM01
Parametric Equalizers may be purchased in Rack -mounting form.

AMEK

AMEK SYSTEMS AND CONTROLS LTD AMEK CONSOLES INC.
10815 Burbank Blvd.
Islington Mill, James Street
North Hollywood, CA 91601
Salford M3 5HW, England
tel: 818 508 9788
tel: 061 834 6747
telex: 668127
telex:662526
1
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Digital clock divider
The Reasonable Alternatives
digital clock divider will take
a clock signal and divide by 1,
2, 4, 8, 32 or 64. This will
allow previously incompatible
units, using different clock
rates, to be synchronised. The
divider also provides an output
similar to that at a Roland
`sync' jack, and will supply the
+5 V run /stop voltage that
Roland devices require. The
divider has a `divide by 1'
mode. In this position, a unit
with a clock rate of 24 pulses
per quarter note can run a
Roland product, which also
requires 24 pulses per quarter
note, but needs a run /stop
voltage of +5 V. By using the
`divide by 1', the clock rate
will not be changed, but the
+5 run /stop voltage will be

Min
clock

sync

in

I

provided at the DIN output.
On a digital delay line with
an external clock input, the
delay can be made to repeat
'in time' to a sync track or
drum machine when the
divider is used to synchronise
the clock rates.
The unit is housed in a light
grey 21/2 in x 41/2 in ABS
plastic box, with an 8- position
DIP switch to select the
division ratio. The clock input
and output are on '/4 in jack
sockets, and the Roland-type
sync signal is on a 5 -pin DIN
socket, as is the +5 V run/stop
connection. The unit is
powered by a 9 V battery.

Reasonable Alternatives,
PO Box 733,

Cranford, NJ 07016, USA.
Tel: (201) 549 -2100.
divided clock
out

0

00

w

ä
3?
64

:.1111Kfltii
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digital
CLOCK DIVIDER

Upgraded BGW power amp
BGW Systems Inc has
upgraded its Model 85 series

rack mounted power
amplifiers. The new Model 85
now delivers 35 W per channel
into 812. The new amps also
feature improved noise
characteristics, and an
anodised brushed aluminium
front panel. A new low
feedback discrete circuit design
is claimed to result in
exceptionally natural sound
coupled with the elimination
of transient intermodulation
distortion. A toroidal power
transformer allows the unit's
low size, weight, stray field
and acoustic noise.
Three versions of the Model
85 are available. The Model 85
has unbalanced inputs on 1/4 in
jacks. The 85-01 has
electronically balanced inputs
on XLR -type connectors, with
a guaranteed 70 dB common

mode rejection. The 85 -06 has

transformer inputs that
provide 15 k Il input
impedance: this version also
uses XLR -type connectors.
Other features of the Model
85 series include welded steel
construction for robustness
and RFI shielding. Modular
construction should make
servicing easier. A mono
bridge switch allows high
power single channel
operation. All three amplifiers
have detented front panel gain
controls and a headphone jack.
Transient -free circuitry is said
to prevent speaker pops or
extraneous noise.
BGW Systems Inc, 13130

South Yukon Avenue,
Hawthorne, CA 90250, USA.
Tel: (213) 973 -8090.
UK: Theatre Projects Services
Ltd, 10 Long Acre, London
WC2E 9LN. Tel: 01 -240 5411.

AXE KT -1000 synchroniser
The AXE KT-1000 is a
microprocessor -based
programmable digital
metronome/synchroniser that
will store up to 50 different
user -programmable tempos.
The KT-1000 allows you to
program a tempo to run for a
specific number of beats;
automatically start each tempo
from SMPTE coded video tape,
film or audio tape; generate
metronome pulses and
automatically control MIDI equipped devices including
accelerations and retards thus
maintaining perfect sync.
The KT-1000 can also be
programmed to go from one
tempo to another
automatically, including
accelerating and retarding

03

132

109
......40
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within a specific number of
beats. An RS-232C computer
interface is provided and
through the Save and Load
facility, user programs can be
stored on tape or on a special
non -volatile AXE Memory
Card.
Tempos can be entered into
the synchroniser either in
beats per minute or in frames
per beat. Four frame formats
are available -Film, EBU,
NTSC Drop Frame and NTSC.
Duration can be either total
number of beats or a specific
length of time. Accuracy is
claimed to be 1 /100 s.

Gauss monitor system
Cetec Gauss has announced a
new single -point source studio
monitor. The model 7258
measures 24 x 191/2 x 29 in and
uses the 200 W co -axial drive

Artists X- ponent
Engineering, PO Box 2331,
unit originally introduced last
Menlo Park, CA 94025, USA. year. Frequency response is
Tel: (415)
365 -5243.

s

4'

-12

dB.

According to the

manufacturer the speakers are
claimed to give superior stereo
imaging without the need for

specially matched pairs.
Cetec Gauss, 9130 Glenoaks
Blvd, Sun Valley, CA 91352,
95 dB.
USA. Tel: (213) 875 -1900.
Attenuation and roll -off
UK: Cetec International, Unit
are
fitted
as
standard,
controls
the attenuation control being a 15, Northfield Industrial
high frequency balance control Estate, Beresford Avenue,
Wembley. Middx.
with a range of +3 dB to off
Tel: 01 -900 0355.
and the roll -off control

claimed to be 35 Hz to 18 kHz
with a 30 °Hx30 °V pattern at
2 kHz. Sensitivity at 1 m is

h4

adjusting high frequencies in
the 6 to 15 kHz band 0 to

The new Sony mit
and its pen friends
Sony Lavalier microphones have a long
established reputation for quality, performance,
serviceability and reliability throughout the
broadcasting and entertainment industry.
And now, that reputation will be enhanced by
the introduction of a new generation of Lavalier
microphones providing superior performance
and a wider range of applications.
Of special importance is the new ECM -77.
This unit is so small (only 5.6mm in diameter), and
lightweight (only 1.5 grams), that it will fit snugly
into the pocket using a standard size pen clip.
Despite its size it has a frequency response from
40Hz to 20KHz.
Further, the wide range of accessories
ensures that these microphones are the most
versatile, compact and easy to use units available.

The Range
ECM -77 Available in silver and black.
Ultra compact and lightweight.
Omni -directional.
ECM -66 Available in silver and black.
Uni- directional.
ECM -55 Available in silver and black.
Omni -directional.
ECM -44 Available in silver and black.
Omni -directional.

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY®

Broadcast

Betgrave House
Basing View Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 011
international +44 256 55 0
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2 /G3 (0256) 474585

11

1
For more information, send the coupon to:

1

Marketing Promotions, Sony Broadcast Ltd.,
Belgrave House, Basing View,
Basingstoke, Hampshire RG21 2LA.
Telephone (0256) 55011

Name

Position

Company
Address

L
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Valley People model 440
processor
The model 440 is a single channel device offering the
convenience of a peak limiter,
a high quality compressor/
expander package and a
Dynamic Sibilance Processor
section, each controlling a
common VCA. Sophisticated
coupling allows the 440 to
simultaneously limit,
compress, expand and
eliminate high frequency
components in sibilance.
Threshold, attack time, ratio
and release time are all
continuously variable, though
the latter three parameters
are optimised in the Auto
mode for one-control operation.
The compressor also features

an interactive expander
control to reduce residual
noise that might otherwise be
`pumped up' or accentuated by
the compression process. The
limiter section features fast
attack characteristics (1 Ns /dB
or less typically), variable
threshold and release and a
fixed 60:1 ratio.
The Dynamic Sibilance
Processor detects and cancels

MIDI switching from JL
Cooper Electronics

only the coherent and
objectionable portions of the
sibilant sound. By cancelling

Designed to alleviate the
problem of constantly plugging
and un- plugging cables when
rather than equalising these
using MIDI equipment, JL
components in the signal chain Cooper Electronics has
the de -esser doesn't colour or
developed four new MIDI
affect the tonal balance of the
switch boxes.
accompanying mixed
The MSB-1 is a 19 in rack
programme material.
mountable unit allowing up to
Using special control
eight sources to be routed to
intercoupling the model 440
10 separate destinations. Also
processor acts essentially as a
rack -mountable is the MSB-2
compressor following a fast
which can accommodate up to
peak limiter. For critical
eight inputs with 16
applications the limiter section destinations. Routing is
can be linked to a `safety
controlled by an internal
clipper' in order to eliminate
microprocessor. Status is
any extremely fast transients
displayed on the front panel
which might escape the
and an internal battery
limiter.
Barrier strip connectors with
electronically balanced inputs
It
and outputs are provided as
-

11111

standard.
Valley People Inc, PO Box
40306, 2817 Erica Place,
Nashville, TN 37204, USA.

Tel: (615) 383 -4737.
UK: Scenic Sounds Equipment
Ltd, Unit 2, Comtech, William
Road, London NW1 3EN.

s

Tel: 01 -387 1262.

i
¡".:

Angeles, CA 90025, USA.
Tel: (213) 473 -8771.

*
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In brief
Oberheim Electronics: has

Recortec: has announced

-
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JL Cooper Electronics, 1931
Pontius Avenue, West Los

iwwiii¡ïïiïi,.

JBL power amplifiers

42

box.
Also available is a MIDI
lighting controller, MLC-1,
and a MIDI interface for the
Oberheim DSX.

;2b54r'344Z.2

°

released a new MIDI-equipped
synthesiser. Dubbed the
iñ ó
Matrix 12 it has 12
40
independently programmable
voices each of which is
composed of two oscillators.
The 5- octave keyboard has
Two new power amplifiers
rigours of touring. Built on a
velocity and release velocity,
from JBL are the 6230 and the 14 gauge steel chassis the
and is divisible into six user
6260. Built by UREI
programmable zones. The
internal components are
Electronics and designed to
Matrix 12 has 100 single and
adequately spaced for ease of
complement the existing range service and the internal wiring 100 multi -patch memory
of JBL sound reinforcement
has been kept simple in order locations which stores, for
loudspeakers and electronics,
example, details of panning,
to minimise service problems
both amplifiers employ
in the field. Optional
MIDI channels, volume and
discrete circuitry to provide a
transposition of each voice..
accessories include an
fast slew rate allowing the
attenuator security cover and
Oberheim Electronics: has
amplifiers to produce their full 70 and 100 V transformer
just announced the DX
output at the extremes of the
panels.
Stretch, an add -on to the DX
audible range.
An even higher powered
drum machine. Features
The JBL 6230 and the 6260
version of the aforementioned, include a MIDI Out port,
are rated at 150 W/channel
the 600 W /channel 6290, has
Punch In/Punch Out, Cue
and 300 W /channel
just been released in the US.
Tempo, Record Countdown,
respectively.
This is a dual mono amplifier
Drum Output Enable/Disable,
High reliability and full
with separate power supplies
Programmed Click and
system protection is claimed
and cooling fan. Its other
selective loading of songs,
with the adoption of several
specifications are identical to
sequences via an improved
fail -safe measures. These
the 6230 and 6260.
cassette interface ...Otani: the
include temperature sensing,
JBL Inc, PO Box 2200, 8500 long- anticipated EC101
current limiting under adverse Balboa Boulevard,
synchroniser module for the
loads and relay protection
Northridge, CA 91329, USA. MTR90-II is now available in
during power up /power down
Tel: (818) 893 -8411.
the UK. The CB121 remote
phases and fault conditions.
UK: Harman (Audio) UK Ltd, controller will be supplied
The new amplifiers have also Mill Street, Slough, Berks SL2 with the EC101 modules
been designed to withstand the 5DD. Tel: 0753 76911.
inclusive in the price...

i'.'

powered memory can store up
to 16 different `patch'
configurations.
Two smaller, foot -controlled
units, the MSB-3 and MSB-4
are also available. The former
allows switching of two inputs
to four destinations and the
latter is a simple MIDI on /off

a

new super high -speed bin -loop

emulator cassette duplicating
system. Duplication ratios of
x64 and x128 are available
and Recortec's BLE system
provides duplicated pancakes
or reels for loading into CO
cassettes by conventional
cassette loading equipment
Musicomp: has announced
the SIF Interface, a 19 in rack mounted unit which allows
.

control of Sony PCM 3324
track remotes from any SSL
4000 or 6000 series desk.
Musicomp, 2nd Floor, 60
Tavistock Rd, London Wll
lAW ...Applied Research &
Technology: new software has
been announced for all 01 and
01A digital reverbs. The 2.4
software update claims to have
improved all rooms in both
smoothness and character.

There is now a total of 49 user
pre -sets which can be used
either as seven pre -sets for
seven different uses or seven
pre -sets for seven applications.
The 2.4 includes all previous
software updates for the 01
and 01A including the 2.3
version of 10 ms steps of pre -

delay.

NOW A LEXICON FOR THOSE WHO
ALWAYS WANTED A LEXICON

RI.

_.

._

bon

ound in top studios. The sound used by +.
artists. But, frankly, a sound unaffordable to
many who wanted it.
til now

cause now, with the Lexicon PCM 60 die
erberator and room simulator, we have
sought Lexicon sound within reach of even
re artists and studios, at a very affordable,
.ce.
1

d Quality? We made no compromises.
Every sound is a Lexicon Sound. In fact, we
put 128 of the most imaginative, most useful
Lexicon plate and room sounds into the PCM;
60. Despite such flexibility, we made it
exceptionally easy to operate with simple

push -button controls, and by custom
designing our own digital chips we achieved
high performance for the PCM 60 while
keeping the price low
Contact your dealer now to listen to the
superb PCM 60 sound from Lexicon. A
`descriptive colour brochure is yours for the
':asking from Dealers and Distributors
lroughout Europe.
Scenic Sounds Equipment Marketing
Unit 2, 12 William Road, London NW
Tel: 01 -387 1262
Telex 27939

Audio Export,
00 Heilbronn, Germany. Tel:

r

i

Lexicon Inc, 60 Turner Street, Waltham, MA 02154, USA.
Lexicon International, PO Box 122, CH -8105, Regensdorf, Switzerland.
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THE FUTURE OF MULTITRACK
IS IN YOUR HANDS

Otani Corporation
2 Davis Drive,
Belmont, California 94002
Telephone: (415) 592 -8311
Telefax: (415) 591 -3377
Telex: 910 -376 -4890 OTARICORP BLMT

Otani Electric Co. Ltd.
4 -29 -18 Minami -Ogikubo,

Suginami -ku,
lbkyo 167
Telephone: (03) 333-9631
telefax: (03) 331 -5802
Telex: J26604 OTRDENKI

Otani Singapore Pte Ltd.,
625 Aljunied Road,
07-05 Aljunied Ind.,
Complex Singapore 1438
telephone: 743-7711
Telefax: (743) 6430
lèlex: RS36935 OTARI

Otani Electric (UK) Limited
22 Church Street,

Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH
Gielen Strasse 9,
4040 Neuss 1
Telephone: 02101-274011
Telefax: (02101) 222478
Telex: 8517691 OTEL D

Slough,
SL1 1PT
Berkshire
Telephone: (0753) 822381

lelefax:(0753)823707
Telex: 849453 OTARI G

You're holding a picture of the MTR90's
most remarkable feature.
A hole.
To be precise, the hole is located in
circuit board slots 8, 9 and 10 on the Otari
MTR90 Mk.2's transport and CPU

cardframe.
That's the part of the MTR90 that does
all the thinking.
On a mere seven cards is contained all
the information the MTR90 Mk.2 user needs

to create perfect master recordings, with
microprocessor control to achieve ultra -fast,
split second accuracy and total ease of
operation.
But it says a great deal for Otari's vision
that despite everything that seven cards can
do, they've left space for ten.
What could the other three slots
contain? An integral synchroniser?
Something even more advanced?
The answer is that those slots will
control the features that Otari users will be
demanding from their MTR9Os in 1986. Or
1987 Or 1990.
Those spare three cardframe slots may
be empty now. But to Otari users, they're the
future of multitrack.
Because the most important thing about
that hole is the fact that Otari are looking into it.

For more information on the MTR90 Mk. 2 Series or other Otari products, contact
'flunkey Studio Systems, Brent View Road, London NW9 7EL. Telephone: 01-2024366
Industrial Tape Applications, 1 Felgate Mews, Studland Street, London W6 9JT.
Telephone: 01-748 9009

Readers' comments
Letters should be marked `For
Publication' and sent to The Editor,
Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Great
Britain.

DSP and data
storage
Dear Sir, I have just read Barry Fox's
article titled `DSP Facts' in the May issue
Mr Fox is showing his ignorance by
suggesting that Neve should have used a
Winchester hard disk for data storage on
the DSP console.
Floppy disks are a replaceable medium
and were surely employed for this reason.
Hard disks, although faster in data and
access transfer, are more suitable for
storing larger amounts of data than the
DSP needs to store. They are also non removeable and have to be backed up
(usually to floppy disks or tape streamer).
After an initial load, all data transfer
will take place from that half megabyte of
on -board RAM anyway, which will again
be an order of magnitude faster than a
fixed disk.

Yours faithfully, Robin Freeman,
Piusplein 40, 5038WN Tilburg,
Holland.

The editor replies
I think that Barry's original piece should
be taken in the spirit that it was
written, ie not too seriously.

Factor life
Dear Sir, I enjoyed reading about my talk
with Terry Nelson in your December 1984
issue. It is always fun to discover how
distillations of raw data vary among
interpreters. Unfortunately, a few errors
and misimplications crept in. I should

like to correct them, as they affect other
people.
First, the Steve Katz who co-founded
Eventide was not the Steve Katz of Blood
Sweat and Tears, but rather an entirely
different Steve Katz, of Dolby, Star Wars,
and other cinematic adventures. The
audio industry, and indeed the world,
has an abundance of Steves Katz, and we
should endeavour to keep them separate.
Second, the article states, correctly, that
Eventide is `responsible for many
innovations in the recording industry as
far as special effects are concerned...
and implies that I am personally
responsible for those innovations.
Eventide is a company, and as such is
composed of many individuals, of which I
am only one. By far the most work on our
Harmonizer line of special effects devices,
and on our SP2016 digital signal
processor was done by Anthony Agnello,

our vice -president of engineering. Many
other engineers have over the years also
contributed to our unique product line,
and I don't deserve the entire credit in
fact, nor do I desire it by implication.
I do, however, appreciate the
observation `eyes flash with demoniacal
glee'. I've been working on it for years,

and I'm glad somebody noticed.
Yours faithfully, Richard Factor,
President, Eventide Inc, One Alsan
Way, Little Ferry, NJ 07643, USA.

Tape speeds
Dear Sir, With reference to David A
Pickett's interest in the tape speed of the
BTR1 (Letters, March) gossip has it that
a secondary task of General Montgomery
was to get to the Hamburg broadcasting
station to seize one of the infernal
recording machines. This enabled instant
permanent recording and copies thereof
and resulted in broadcasting of speeches
and other propaganda under seemingly
impossible circumstances.
This machine was the Magnetophon,
the father of the BTR. One was rushed to

Hayes and copied precisely. Its speed was
around 77 cm/s and a full reel ran for 30
min.
It is significant that since then, speeds
and quality have fallen.
Yours faithfully, Wm A Jamieson, 51

Morrell Street, Maltby, Rotherham,
South Yorkshire S66 7LH, UK.

DIY suggestion
Dear Sir, I am running a 4 -track studio
and have been reading Studio Sound for
some time. Maybe my following little idea
could be interesting to some of your
readers who also make their own
electronics.
For several purposes it is necessary to
build an optocoupler with a light- emitting
diode or lamp and light dependent
resistor (LED or LDR). The problem with
this combination has always been
adequate housing, which has to be
absolutely light tight, and with

mechanical and electrical insulation. I
have found a solution at low or zero cost,
which is easily done within a short time.
Black plastic film cans, which come
with 24x36 mm photo-film can easily be
modified. The lid is the base of the
optocoupler: simply make four holes with
a needle for the legs of LED and LDR the
right distance apart, put them through
and fix with one glue drop on the back.
The rest of the can is the cover of this
combination, it can be shortened with
scissors if required and closed back on to
the lid.
The complete optocoupler looks like a
tiny cylinder -hat, and legs can be bent to
each measure, as the weight is very low.
It can stand on its own feet.

Yours faithfully, Klaus- Dieter Mundt,
Kupferdamm 93, D2000 Hamburg 72,
West Germany.

BLACK PLASTIC
FILM CAN

STEREO MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
tthiif`ÉtONE AMPLIFtER

'50 or 200 Ohm balanced microphones to balanced lines

LID

'Variety of low frequency characteristics for improving
the clarity of recordings

Inputs filtered against radio interference
'Complete boxed unit or double mumetal screened
amplifier module alone

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD, The

Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG

Tel. 0483 275997
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Sutton Sound
corrections
Dear Sir, It was very good of Janet
Angus to do such a good piece on us
(May Studio Sound, pages 62 -63), but 1
would like to correct one or two points.
Firstly, although in the body of the text
she refers to our offices in Westbourne
Grove, our old address is given at the foot
of the article.
The 9ft Concert `D' grand piano -Dame
Myra Hess's favourite instrument which
she kept at home -was indeed purchased
from her estate by the City Music Society,
and the rehearsal Bechstein is 6ft bin.
Finally I don't think I suggested that
the Neumann KM83 microphone was a

particularly new model.
Yours faithfully, Mark Sutton,

nebulous factor of the human ear or
human preference. Typically a client will
comment, `Your JBL 4350s sound
different to those at studio X.' Similar
comments about Eastlake /TAD systems
have also been heard.
Thankfully, the reaction has been
anything but neutral to the new studio's
wedge -shaped control room and
triangular studio area. Artists, producers
and engineers alike react favourably to its
functional `hi tech' styling. It is free of
(quote your editorial) `so many
combinations of thick pile carpet, timber
and curtains'. Free, too, of any stone or
pine walls or beige- coloured hessian.

We were not entirely free of opposition,
however: during construction many asked
where these very ingredients were to
appear. When faced with the reply
`nowhere', they complained that it would
never sound right, whatever that `right'
was to be.
The results of the finished studio have
turned out as intended and excellent. I
am satisfied that the rejection of
conventional materials has still produced
pleasing results.
Yours faithfully, A E McGrail,
Terminal 24 Recording Ltd, Unit 4,
9A Amelia Street, London SE17 3PY,
UK.

IN PURSUIT OF EXCELLENCE

Managing Director, Sutton Sound
Ltd, lila Westbourne Grove, London
W2 4UW, UK.

Disc cutting

remembered
Dear Sir, Just a simple note to express
my appreciation for an outstanding
article on Hazel Yarwood at Abbey Road
(May issue). I believe her philosophy
about disc cutting may be shared by
many, certainly including myself.
It has been seven years since I last
lowered a cutting stylus to a lacquer
surface but clearly Hazel's words about
the disc cutter's personal involvement
with each project and her reverence for
the equipment struck a chord with me.
Yours faithfully, William C Wysock,

President, Professional Sound
Systems, 2527 Treelane Avenue,
Monrovia, CA 91016, USA.

Rejecting
conformity
Dear Sir, Having committed myself to
conceiving and constructing a studio in
the summer of 1983 it was an opportunity
to provide a facility that was to look and
sound new. This was very much a strong
reaction against the `hotel lobby look', the
conformity that we have become used to
seeing and using.
Despite the well-documented problems
inherent in Eastlake's `have tape will
travel' approach to studio design
uniformity, studio owners still attempt to
copy this approach, whether big or small.
They perhaps forget that even slight
variations in monitor set-ups and other
equipment will invariably alter the sound
of the room.
Nothing, of course, will counter the

vision for your studio For more than 10 years Scenic
Sounds have been committed to helping people realise their
technical ideals We are dedicated to excellence, we import.
distribute and support the widest range of specialist high
technology audio and post -production tools available in the UK.
These include Amek, dbx, Lexicon, Cipher /BTX, Orban. H H and
Schoeps products
As the approachable specialists we can provide superb
back -up and down to earth advice Why not call or visit us easy
parking in central London) to discuss how we can help you with
affordable excellence
You have a

Unit 2,

12

Scenic Sounds Equipment Marketing Ltd,
William Road, London NW1 3EN. Tel. 01- 3871262. Telex: 27939
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Automated testing has been
common in some segments of
the electronics industry for 15
years, but has had little
impact on most audio people
until recently. The difficulties
of providing automation at
adequate performance levels for critical
audio applications are finally being
overcome, and costs are becoming
reasonable enough for many audio
workers to consider test automation for
the first time.
Since `automatic' may be a rather loose
term nowadays, let's define what it will
mean here. Automatic audio testing can
perform a complete test, or set of tests,
according to predefined instructions, and
store or present the test results in a
desired format. It does this without
operator assistance except for that
required to set up the device under test
and make connections between it and the

test equipment.

Why automate?
For speed: audio test equipment can
acquire data five to 50 times faster than
manual test gear, thus shortening test
times or providing more complete data in
the same time.
Expedition of data analysis, or even
performance of analysis automatically:
automatic equipment can present test
data in graphical form for quick analysis,
or compare to limits and make go /no -go
decisions.
Better documentation: printed or
magnetically- stored test documentation is
accomplished quickly and cheaply.
To eliminate drudgery: automation
frees the engineer for more creative
work.
Tests can be performed by people with
lower skill levels (trained people are
becoming both more expensive and
harder to find).
To provide control: humans have bad
days, skip things, exercise judgement
variably, and sometimes say they did
things even when they didn't. Automatic
test systems don't.

Why hasn't everyone?
Entry costs into automated audio testing
are higher than manual. Automated test
instruments cost more than manually
operated instruments with similar
performance capabilities. The controller
(computer) adds still more cost (though it
does seem that many people already
have them these days). The result is that
the total cost of automated audio test
equipment plus computer can range from
48
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this initial cost by time saved in testing,
and perhaps via lower salary levels
necessary in production test applications.
Software cost is the highest of all if
traditional programming approaches are
required. This may be somewhat hidden
and is often omitted from a hasty cost
projection if you plan to do it yourself
instead of hiring someone to do it, but
the costs are real nonetheless. Man weeks to man -months of programming
effort are typically required depending
on the type of device to be tested.
Automation has typically involved
performance tradeoffs. Many automated
audio test systems lack the residual
distortion levels and low noise
performances of their manual

Bob Metzler argues

the case for automated
testing and describes
instruments available
including his own
Audio Precision
System One
1.5 to 2 times the cost of manual
equipment for a personal computer -based
system, to 3 to 6 times the cost of
manual equipment for IEEE -488 -based
systems. One normally expects to recover

TABLE

1

Generator comparison
Audio Hewlt Sound Tech
Proj
Amber Precis Packrd Tech
5500

Min frequency (Hz)
Max frequency (kHz)
Max output into 600 (dBm)
Max output into 150 (dBm)
Max open- circuit volts
Min output into 600 (dBm)
THD @ max output (dB)
Flatness 20 -20 kHz (dB)
Level accuracy (dB)
Level resolution (dB)

Freq accuracy ( %)
Freq resolution
SMPTE IMD
Twin -tone IMD
Burst
Squarewave
600 source
150 S2 source
<50 12 source
Number of output channels
3-2

Sys

10

10

100
30
30
24.5

200

-70
-80

1

30
30
26.6

-70
-102

Wandel
Tektrnx Gltrmn

3100A

MJS401 SG5010

20
100

1

10

10

15

102
30.6
30
28.6

150
30
30
24.5

163.8
28
28
21.2

60
26
26

-100

-94

0.1
0.2

0.15
0.25
0.1

2

12

NS
6

-68
-80

-90

-70

-72.5
-100

0.05

0.2
0.05
0.03
0.01%

0.1
0.1

YES
YES
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES

0.06
0.2
0.3
0.3
0.3%
NA
NA
YES
NA
YES
NA
NA

0.1

0.05
0.05
0.005 %r
TBI
TBI
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES

YES
NO
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

TBI
TBI
NA
YES
YES
YES
YES

0.05
0.01
4.5 dig
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES
YES

2

2

1

2

2

1

0.1

0.05

NS
0.1
NS

0.1

0.1%

NFA-1

8903A

NS
1.0%

15

-70
-80

0.003
0.5 Hz
NA
NA
NA
NA
YES
YES
YES

TABLE 2 Analyser comparison

Wandel
Audio Hewlt Sound Tech
Tektrnx Gltrmn
Proj
Amber Precis Packrd Tech
5500
Sys 1 8903A 3200A MJS401 AA5001 NFA -1

Freq meas error (%)
Freq meas resolution (digits)
Ampl meas error (dB)
Ampl meas resolution
Flatness 20 Hz -20 kHz (dB)
Resid noise 80 kHz BW (dBu)
Full system BW (kHz)
Crest factor
Number of detectors
Number of lowpass filters
Number of highpass filters
Common mode reject ratio (dB)
Phase meas error (deg)
Phase meas resolution (deg)
THD meas error (dB)
THD meas residual (dB)
SMPTE IMD residual (dB)
Twin tone IMD resid (dB)
Wow & flutter
Number of input channels
Bandpass mode
TBI: to be introduced in 1985
NA: not available
NS: not specified

0.2

NA
NA
0.2
3.5 dig
0.1

0.001
5 dig
0.25
NS
0.15

500

300

270

20

12*

4
4
3

4

3
3

2

3
2
2

2

2

1

60
NA
NA

60

70

50
NA
NA

60

1

1

0.005
0.005
4.5 dig 5 dig
0.1
0.2

0.004
5 dig

-100

-108

-88

500

500

500

NS

3
3
2

7

3

4

2

3

2

1

3

1

NS
NA
NA

70

0.2
0.01 dB 0.01 dB 3.5 dig
NS
NS
0.05

1

-80

2

0.1
0.5

-95 * ** -80

0.01
5

dig

0.1
4 dig
0.1

-101

1

1

-100
-100

0.002
4 dig
0.2
analogue

-112 ** -108

NA
NA
NS

-94

-115"
1

1

1

1

NS

-90 * ** -80
NA
-90
NA
-95

NS
NS
NA

TBI
TBI
TBI

NA
NA
NA

NA
NA

TBI
TBI
NA

NA

YES

2

2

1

2

2

1

2

YES

YES

NA

YES

YES

NA

YES

THD measurement residual specification for fundamentals from 20 Hz to 20 kHz in 80 kHz
bandwidth
*MJS401D crest factor specified at 12 dB below full scale
** Bandwidth for noise specification 22 kHz
* ** Total system residual, generator & analyser

counterparts, due to the inclusion of
noisy logic and microprocessors in a box
where sub -microvolt noise levels can set
performance floors. It is also a difficult
design task to provide computer -variable
analogue control elements with
adequately low distortion.

What's available?
This article will principally discuss
general purpose, flexible automated
audio test equipment for professional
applications. These instruments are able
to do audio stimulus and measurements
over a wide range of user -selectable
frequencies and levels. They have most
or all of the features necessary for
professional audio applications, including
balanced output generators, balanced
input analysers, and residual distortion
and noise levels no higher than 0.01%
( -80 dB). Those currently offered or to be
available by 1985 year -end are:
Hewlett- Packard 8903A, introduced in
(approximately) 1980.
Tektronix SG 5010 -AA 5001,
introduced in 1983.
Wandel & Galtermann NFA -1,
introduced in 1983.
Amber 5500, introduced in 1983 -84.
Technical Projects MJS401 D,
IEEE -488 option and oscillator
introduced in 1984 -85.
Audio Precision System One,

introduced in 1985.
Sound Technology 2000 and 3000
series, introduced in 1985.
There are also more specialised audio
test instruments, tailored to specific
applications and not offering fully
flexible control of stimulus frequency or
of measurement modes at all frequencies.
Examples include the Sound Technology
1510A, principally oriented toward tape
machine testing, and units from Ortofon,
RE and others. These instruments will
not be covered here in depth due to their
narrower range of application.
Automated audio test instruments
developed principally for
telecommunications circuit testing tend
to have inadequate residual distortion
performance for critical professional
applications, particularly in light of the
performance levels of 16 -bit digital audio
equipment. Still others lack balanced
capability and are thus unsuitable for
most recording or broadcast -related
applications. These instruments will only
be further discussed where they
represent a noteworthy example of a
particular instrument architecture.

Similarities
In all the instruments listed, though all
are microprocessor- based, signal
generation and analysis are accomplished
by analogue circuitry controlled by

Technical Projects audio measuring system MJS 401D

MP 2902 audio measuring package from Tektronix which includes the SG 5010

programmable oscillator

digital interfaces from a computer. They
make measurements in a conventional
fashion -RC oscillator, AC voltmeter,
and notch filter for total harmonic
distortion. Architectures are analogue
(though differing greatly in detail from
manufacturer to manufacturer) because
A/D and D/A technology is not yet
adequate for the combination of -80 to
-100 dB performance with bandwidths
beyond 100 kHz of most of these
instruments.
Their modes and parameters can be set
up, and their data taken, by a computer.
All can offer, via a connected computer,
some kind of paper hard copy and
magnetic media data storage. They all
offer balanced input and output
capability, although the many design
approaches lead to significant
performance trade -offs in areas of
maximum output level, floating
capability, degree of balance versus
frequency, and common mode noise
coupling. All make level and total
harmonic distortion measurements; all
but the Hewlett- Packard also offer
intermodulation distortion testing or
plan to by the end of 1985. All but the
H -P have selectable source impedances
with 150 Sl and a near -voltage- source in
addition to the older standard of 600 S2.

Differences
Measurement capability: Just as in a
comparison of manual instruments,
measurement capability and performance
varies from supplier to supplier. In the
units listed, guaranteed maximum noise
levels (80 kHz bandwidth) vary from a
high of 301AV to a low of 3 µV. Residual
distortion floors range from 0.01% to
0.001 %, maximum generator output
levels from +12 dBm to +30 dBm,
detector types from 2 to 4, and selectable
filter types from 2 to 6.
Tables 1 and 2 compare the electrical
performance specifications and features
which are most important to most users.
All those instruments listed previously
are covered; the specifications for the
new Sound Technology instruments are
preliminary.

Computer instrument connection:

The computer -to- instrument connection
for all but one of the units listed is
IEEE -488. RS-232 is optionally available
in several cases. Audio Precision's
System One uses an 8 -bit parallel bus
from a personal computer. Combinations
are also available; many computers have
both IEEE -488 and RS-232. A personal computer -based instrument may also
have a 488 card plugged into the PC and
thus operate IEEE -488 instruments via
that bus.
The biggest advantage of IEEE-488 is
that is a standard hardware bus with a
wide range of compatible instruments
available -power supplies, RF and
microwave equipment, pulse and function
generators, transient digitisers, precision
DC voltmeters, and so forth. Test
systems can be configured from several
suppliers' instruments and for almost
any conceivable measurement

requirement.
A major disadvantage of IEEE -488 is
that there is no dominant IEEE -488
computer, operating system, language, or
set of protocols. Because of this nonstandardisation and the high expenses of D
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software development, no IEEE -488
equipment supplier offers a significant
software library or other assistance
usable across the popular IEEE -488
controller types. There is also no
standardisation of the software command
codes required to set up automated audio
instruments, or in the formats of the
data sent by the instruments to the
computer. No vendor suggests that his
instrument will work without software
modification in a system designed for
another instrument. The purchaser of
IEEE -488 instruments and an
independently -selected computer/
controller is thus necessarily pushed into
generating his own software by
conventional programming techniques.

Computer and software
standardisation: Lack of computer and

the fact that over 2,500,000 units of IBM
PCs and compatibles are sold in a year
creates a de facto standard. General purpose software (word processors, spread
sheets, data base management) for the
IBM PC is readily available, powerful,
and inexpensive. Compatible peripheral
devices such as dot matrix printers are
also easily purchased. For these reasons,
a strong movement toward IBM PCbased products has developed in the test
and measurement industry during the
past two years. Audio Precision's System
One is the first exploitation of that
movement in the audio field.
What about the IBM PC as an
IEEE -488 controller? Is it possible to
have the best of both worlds by
combining the official instrument
industry standard bus with the de facto
computer standard? Third-party
IEEE -488 interface cards which plug into
the PC are available; the National
Instruments card is widely used and is
now sold by IBM. Unfortunately, the
IBM PC is not as effective in 488 control
as the dedicated units made by Hewlett -

software standardisation is not limited to
IEEE -488-compatible equipment. There is
relatively little standardisation between
different computer models of any class or
even between versions of a language
such as BASIC. The closest thing to a
standard to emerge in the computer
industry is the IBM Personal Computer
and its clones. Even though no IEC,
DIN, or IEEE document makes it official,
Sound Technology 3200A analyser and 3100A

Packard, Tektronix, Fluke, and others.
The PC has no IEEE -488 commands in
its operating system or in Microsoft
BASIC, requiring more effort and more
code from the programmer. There is no
provision for the computer to respond to
requests for service (interrupts) from the
488 instruments. The 64 kbyte
addressable memory constraint of
Microsoft BASIC is quite restrictive for
most real life applications. If IEEE -488
generator

System One from Audio Precision

Amber model 5500

Wandel

&

Goltermann's NFA -1
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instrument control is the central
objective, the higher cost of dedicated
488 controllers is probably justified by
reduction of programming effort.
Approach to programming: Perhaps
the most significant difference among the
various types of automatic audio test
equipment lies in the manufacturer's
approach to helping the user create the
instructions which will run the system in
its automatic operation.
The conventional programming
approach is where the instrument
manufacturer furnishes documentation of
the instrument command set and data
formats, usually with short program
examples in some dialect of BASIC, and
the user writes the code for his
application. The programming
environment is different from the usage
environment, often with the instruments
not even being connected. The
programming task focuses on IEEE -488
bus protocols, data types, instrument
commands, array definitions and
manipulations, string manipulations,
program flow commands such as
GOSUB, FOR -NEXT, and IF -THEN,
moves and draws if graphic output is
desired, or other forms of output
formatting when tabular results are
needed. If efficiency is required, a
compiled language will normally be used
which then requires re- compilation after
each de- bugging step. However, many
IEEE -488 controllers and interface cards
do not support compiled languages. The
skills required are essentially
independent from audio engineering
skills. On the positive side, the
conventional approach is almost
infinitely flexible in the hands of a
competent programmer. All the units
listed support the conventional
programming approach and some of them
offer additional alternatives.
Test procedure generators are programs
which write programs. They typically
start with a menu and ask the user to
answer a series of questions and make
choices. They are totally sequence oriented and deal with step numbers.
They commonly operate via a create
mode to generate a procedure, an edit
mode when it is necessary to go back
and change a previously -generated step,
and an execute mode to run a test. They
can be thought of as a reversal of the
conventional programming approach; the
machine programs the test engineer
until it gets an acceptable response.
Procedure generators can be quite
effective at generating code for standard
applications, even when the user is not a
trained programmer. They are much less
flexible than conventional programming.
Test procedure generators are offered by
Tektronix, and Wandel & Goltermann's
menu selection approach has some
attributes of a procedure generator
combined with stored setups.
The stored set-ups and keystroke selected generator sweeps method is
typically limited to control of the
oscillator in frequency or amplitude
sweeps (actually a series of steps) with a
constant time per step, and to restoration
of previously- stored analyser panel setups. Step time is normally set for the
expected worst -case settling time of the
analyser and device under test, since the
analyser and generator are not coupled.
When the oscillator sweeps, the
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The RA226 Sampler represents a price
breakthrough in digital audio

technology.
Using inovative techniques in software
driven processing this new Rebis module
gives you 8 seconds record /playback,
expandable to 32 seconds on board,
maintaining 12 kHz bandwidth.

Auto trip makes recording simple.
Creative playback, forward or reverse,
assured by precise start/end edit,
loop, and full remote control.
is

Give yourself the creative edge - get the
full facts today!

Rebis Audio Ltd. Kinver Street Stourbridge West Midlands DY8 5AB. ENGLAND.
Telephone: (0384) 71865. Telex: 335494.
Australia; Audio Mix Systems, Sydney 264-6817. Austria; Bauer Sound, Himberg02235- 89298. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles 522 7064. Canada; Heinl Electronics Inc.,
Ontario 727 -1951. Denmark; Kinovox ANS, Lynge 02 18 76 17. Finland; Studiotec, Espoo 514133. France; Lazare Electronics, Paris 878 6210. High Fidelity Services,
Paris 285 0040. Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Leverkusen 2173- 7806-0. Hausmann Concert Electronic, Berlin 4336097. Hausmann Electronic Starn berg 81511031.
Studiotechnik Jurgen Klever, Hamburg 6901044. Greece; Sun Sound, Athens 6433424, Hong Kong & China; Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., Kowloon 3- 7125251. India;
Kapco Sound, New Delhi 43718. Israel; More Productions B.P. Ltd., Tel -Aviv 454003. Italy; Startek Bologna, 32 10 63. Jamaica; Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston
926 -2569. Japan; Hibino Electro Sound Inc., Tokyo 442 -4101. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 140035. New Zealand; Mawr Broadcast
Systems Ltd., Glenfield 444 -3583. Saudi Arabia; Fadil Halwany & Sons, Dammam 8570848. South Africa; Tru -Fi Electronics, Johannesburg 786 -7177 Spain; Mike
Llewellyn Iones, Madrid 445 -1301. Sweden; Tal & Ton, Gothenburg 803620. Switzerland; E.M.M. Studio, Gempen, 061 72 89 72.
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companion analyser typically can either
drive an analogue plotter (with preprinted grid paper and the usual
alignment and sensitivity calibration
considerations) or a data -logging printer,
so flexibility at the analyser -data output
end is limited and the results may not be
graphic.
Keystroke approaches do not normally
support decisions and branching based on
measurements, nor do they usually allow
feedback of information from the
analyser to the oscillator in order to
adjust any of its parameters. The H -P
8903A, Tektronix SG 5010-AA 5001 and
Sound Technology 2000/3000 series offer
this technique as one of their
programming methods, and Amber now
offers a new external sweep control unit
for the 5500 which works in conjunction
with the stored set -ups in the main
instrument. Stored set -ups are also an
implicit part of this soft panel approach:
The soft panel- oriented approach with
sweep technique represents the
instrument panel on the screen of a
computer, and closely couples the
functions of the generator, analyser, and
computer. It's first implementation is in
Audio Precision's System One where it
basically adds a new panel (sweep and
display control) to the traditional
generator and analyser panels which
most of us have used all our careers. The
generator panel and analyser panel set
up all stimulus and measurement
parameters, and units of measure. The
sweep panel permits selection of
amplitude or frequency to be swept (or of
measurements versus time), log or linear
sweep and number of steps, selection of
which one or two measurement
parameters are to be displayed
(distortion, phase, or amplitude with flat,
bandpassed, or notched processing) and
selection of graphic display co-ordinates.
There is no required sequence and no
edit, create, or execute mode; a sweep
can be run at any time, interrupted,
changed in any way and re- started,
saved to disk whenever it appears that it
might be used again, brought back from
disk and run or further modified and
stored under the same or another name.
When sweeps are run, real -time graphs
of the results replace the set -up panels
on the computer display screen. A
settling function determines when the
analyser and device under test are
sufficiently settled to measure, then
permits the generator to step to the next
frequency or level. The set -up procedure
is unstructured and natural. Any
number of these tests can then be strung
together to create a complete procedure.
Acceptance limits can be added for go/nogo tests.

Location of computing power and
user interface: All the instruments

described contain at least one
microprocessor and all can work with
external computers. Some are designed
principally to work stand -alone from
their built -in computer and keyboard
(Wandel & Goltermann NFA -1 from the
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general -purpose list, and the more
specialised Sound Technology 1510A and
Schmidt Telecommunications SZ 340).
Others have limited semi-automation,
typically in the form of generator
sweeps, when used as stand -alones. The
H -P, Tektronix, Sound Technology
2000/3000, and Amber units qualify in
this category; they must be run from
computers for full automation. Only one,
the Audio Precision unit, must have an
external computer connected.
Data validity: During manual audio
testing, the instrument user takes the
responsibility of assuring that data is
valid with respect to measurement
dynamics. The user waits until the
analogue meter needle settles before he
notes down the reading. If it never
settles, he averages out the meter
excursions. Computers have to be taught
to take similar precautions. Automated
analysers are capable of rapidly
streaming out useless numbers while the
preceding portions of the analyser are
still unsettled. The analysers from H -P,
Tektronix and Audio Precision offer
internal software which delays the
delivery of a reading until it is settled.
The Tektronix and Audio Precision units
offer user control of the parameters of
this delay until settled algorithm to suit
various test conditions. Several other
manufacturers plan to offer this
capability in later software releases.
When evaluating automated audio
tester speed claims, be sure the speed
numbers quoted will provide data which
matches steady-state readings made on
the same device under test. Constant time- per-step sweepers without
information flow from analyser back to
generator either waste time at higher
frequencies where settling is typically
faster, or furnish bad data due to
stepping too fast for settling at lower
frequencies. Even a step time which
varies with frequency cannot handle all
situations, since many devices to be
tested (compressors, expanders, etc) have
their own settling times which may be
longer than those of the test equipment.
Architecture for measurement of split
or spread systems: Examples of split
and spread audio systems include
separated broadcast studios and
transmitters, broadcasting networks, and
microwave, telephone, and satellite
communication links. End -to -end
automated tests require some sort of
communications between the ends. Most
of the equipment listed can support
spread system testing with a computer
and automated instrument at each
system node, plus inter -computer data
communication via modems and data
comm links (usually RS -232). For one way end -to -end tests, such as from a
broadcast studio to transmitter, Sound
Technology's 2000/3000 series and the
Tektronix and Audio Precision modular
systems have some potential economic
advantage since their generators and
analysers can be physically separated.
Sound Technology also has a unique
capability, inspired by Recommendation
R27 of the European Broadcasting
Union. The Sound Technology generator
can intersperse test tones with
frequency- shift -keyed control signals
down the audio path being tested; these
control signals can control the distant
D
analyser's panel settings and, for

Akai (UK) Limited -Electronic Music
Division, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow
Middlesex TW4 6NF
Telephone: 01 -897 6388
Telex: 892555 AKAIUK G.
Stockists:

Aberdeen
Bruce Miller, 363 Union Street,
Aberdeen, Scotland.

Cambridge
Cambridge Rock, 8 Burleigh St,
Cambridge, Cambs.
Cardiff
Music Land, 148 -152 North Road,
Cardiff, S. Wales.
Chelmsford
Future Music, 10 Baddow Road,
Chelmsford, Essex.
Eastbourne
Peter Bonner Musical, 12a Grove Road,
Eastbourne, E. Sussex.
Edinburgh
Gordon Simpson Ltd, 6 Stafford Street,
Edinburgh, Scotland.
Fleet
Kingfisher Music Co, 20 Kings Road,
Fleet, Hampshire.
Glasgow
McCormacks Music, 29 -33 Bath Street,
Glasgow, Scotland.

Liverpool
Hesseys Music Centre, 62 Stanley Street,
Liverpool.
London
Freedmans, 627 -631 High Street,
Leytonstone, London Ell.
London Rock Shops, 26 Chalk Farm
Road, London NW1.
Turnkey, 14 Percy Street, London W1.
Syco Systems, 20 Conduit Place,
London, W2.
Chromatix, 12 Oak Road, Ealing
Broadway Centre, London W5.
Rod Argent Keyboards, 20 Denmark
Street, London WC2.
Gig Sounds, 86 -88 Mitchum Lane,
London SW16.
Maidstone
E & S Electronics, 2 Upper Fant Road,
Maidstone. Kent.
Manchester
Al Music Centre, 88 Oxford Street,
Manchester.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
Rock City Music Ltd, 10 Moseley Street,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
North Mansfield
Carlsbro Sound Centres, 182 -184
Chesterfield Road, North Mansfield,
Notts.
Romford
Monkey Business, 66 Victoria Road,
Romford, Essex.
Swindon
John Holmes Music, 21 -23 Faringdon
Road, Swindon, Wilts.

AKAI
A new world of sound creation

NOW AN INCREDIBLE

EXPERIENCE.

IN SOUND CREATION...
THE MG1212 RECORDER/MIXER
If you're looking for a complete recording

system - combining multitrack recorder and mixer
into one then look no further. You've found it in the
AKAI MG1212.
Imagine a unique 1/2" cassette tape the first
its
kind
- offering no less than 12 audio tracks
of
(with dbx noise reduction) plus special sync and
internal control tracks, with the ease and simplicity of
a home video recorder. A sophisticated on -board
autolocator with pinpoint accuracy. And much more.
it's already exciting
Now imagine a full -function 12- channel
multitrack mixing console with professional standard controls and flexibility. 3 -band sweep EQ.
LED bargraph metering. XLR mix inputs. Insert
points. And a unique centralised push-button routing
matrix. It's all there: just what you'd expect from a
company like AKAI.
But now imagine both these units 1/2" 12track recorder and mixer together in the same
machine. The result is a unique, compact, integrated
package that no -one else can match. Its all -in -one
concept eliminates tiresome multitrack wiring looms
and brings you flexibility, versatility, ease of use and
sensational sounds.
Its that special combination of versatility and
ease of use that gives the MG1212, and the whole
AKAI Micro Studio System, the edge. If you're looking
for a new creative experience, AKAI's got your sound.

-

-

-

For stockists see facing page.

A new world of sound creation
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example, change it from level to
distortion measurement modes or change
filter selections. A data logging printer
at the analyser could then record test
results.

How you might use

automated audio testing
Consider yourself wrapping up a
recording or mixdown session at 3am
with another due to start at noon. Patch
the cables of an audio routing switcher
which is part of your automated audio
test system into the mixing desk inputs
and outputs, set the faders and
equalisers to a predetermined position,
press the start button, and go home.
Long before you come back in, the
system will have completed a thorough
checkout of frequency response,
distortion, and noise on each channel
plus crosstalk in every possible
combination. The data will have been
compared to acceptable limits which you
programmed in, and only exceptions will

have been printed out. A quick scan of
the print -out tells you to stay away from
channel 9 until there's time to fix it, so
you can launch into the next session
with a high degree of confidence that the
board doesn't have any surprises lurking.
The station manager -whether you're
in a commercial or non-commercial
broadcasting operation -will be happy to
learn that your full system on- the -air
proof of performance will interrupt
normal programming for only a minute
or two instead of the two hours it
formerly required. You'll be more
confident knowing that your middle-ofthe-night test data won't be jeopardised
by the human errors common at those
hours. The computer will never read the
meter on the '1' full scale when it should
have read the '3' scale, and it will never
accidentally leave the 22 kHz lowpass
filter in the circuit even though it is
attempting to measure harmonic
distortion with a 15 kHz tone. Of course,
the final results will be graphed and
printed almost instantly -and you can
store away your French curve in the
same place you put the slide rule a few
years ago.
As a production test engineer or
manager for a manufacturer, automation
assures you that the quality assurance
tests are being done exactly the way you
specified, regardless of which operator is

doing them and whether or not it's
almost time for coffee break. The
operator needs only assembly or clerical
skills (and wage levels) instead of
technician skills, while still turning out
thoroughly- tested products 10 times
faster than your manual procedures.
In a tape duplication facility with
dozens of machines, you can run a fast
automated performance measurement on
every machine every week or month.
Then, ask the computer to sort back
through the previous tests on that same
machine and determine whether the rate
of deterioration with time should cause
you to change your preventive
maintenance or replacement schedules.
As a design engineer, a test system
lets you quickly and systematically
evaluate the results of a change you just
made in a prototype. When you're
putting your prototypes through
temperature, humidity and shake-rattleand -roll tests, your automatic tester will
make those thousands of measurements
and give you printed, annotated results
in graphic format.
In summary, an automated audio tester
can function much like a fast, accurate,
reliable test assistant who follows your
instructions faithfully, never takes
breaks, and can be had for the amount
imperfect human assistants earn in a
few

months.

Soft panels, close coupling and a personal computer
The Audio Precision System One is
probably the largest departure from
traditional automated audio testing
approaches (if anything can be
traditional in a five year old field). It
might be classified as standard personal
computer- based, closely coupled, soft
panel- orientated architecture.

No knobs, switches or

displays

Our design philosophy was driven
principally by the fact that IBM builds
personal computers at the rate of
2,000,000 per year while audio test
instruments are normally built by the
hundreds. The resulting economies of
manufacturing scale pointed us away
from duplicating any functions which
could be performed more economically
and effectively by a personal computer.
Thus the following functions were
allocated to a PC:
control (keyboard and mouse);
display (CRT monitor);
computation;
data and program storage (floppy or
hard disk drives); and
hard copy (via dot matrix printers or
graphics plotters).
Non -duplication of personal computer
resources not only provided an
economical solution from a
manufacturing cost standpoint, but
gave much shorter time -to- market since
the personal computer functions had
already been designed by the computer,
peripheral and software operating
system manufacturers. This approach
also leads to great future flexibility,
where totally new functions may be
added or existing functions used in new
ways just by distributing a floppy disk.
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System costs approach

When you're not testing
audio ..

This makes the System One the least
expensive approach to automated
testing. The IBM Personal Computer
and compatibles are extremely lowpriced for the performance and the
system has avoided the (typically) 20%
of instrument cost which normally goes
into a front panel and its support
microprocessor system. The result is
that instrument plus computer cost
only about 144 to 2 times the cost of
manual instruments of comparable
performance.

The personal computer also has many
non -audio -testing uses which are
readily implemented due to the
availability of inexpensive mass -market
software for word processing,
engineering circuit analysis, data base
management, and spread sheets -due
again to the huge market for standard
computers and software.

Bundled software

Though not intrinsically due to the
personal computer, soft -panel
architecture, System One also attained
performance specifications which would
be noteworthy even in a
manually operated unit with no
computer bus. The guaranteed residual
distortion specification (generator and
analyser combined) of 0.001% from
50 Hz to 5 kHz and 0.0018% from 20 Hz
to 20 kHz is one example. Residual
noise is guaranteed to be no greater
than 1.5 NV in a 22 kHz bandwidth and
3 pV in an 80 kHz bandwidth. The
generator guaranteed output
specification of +30 dBm at 0.0008%
distortion at 30 Hz (fully floating via
Deane Jensen transformer) is another
leading specification. These kinds of
numbers, combined with the ability to
make a 16 -point swept measurement of
both frequency response and harmonic
distortion to specified system residual
levels in less than 10 s, is performance
suitable even for high -volume testing of
edge-of-the-art products such as 16 -bit
digital audio systems.

manual instruments

The extensive software bundled into
the System One makes it extremely fast
and easy to use. Selection of a single,
standard computer which can be
inexpensively purchased by anyone,
allowed the software designers to put
all their effort into one comprehensive,
well -structured, optimised package
instead of diluting their efforts to
provide a bit of support for five or 10
different computers, languages, and
operating systems. Of possible interest
is the fact that the code was written
principally in C, a modular language
permitting division of the task and a
team approach to the large project.
Languages such as BASIC, Pascal and
Forth would have been unsuited to a
project of this magnitude. The source
code consists of over 16,000 lines, which
compiles to about 200 kbytes. C, as a
fast, efficient compiled language,
contributes greatly to system speed as
compared to typical BASIC
programmed systems.

.

Measurement
performance

audio sales

STUDIOFILE
STUDIOFILE
How do you recover from a fire

which totally destroys your
studio? The only thing you can
do is accept the fact that it
has happened and get on with
working like hell to build
another one as quickly as
possible. This is the story of
SAV studios.
Owned by Tony Frossard and
Marc Lacome, SAV started life
as a 4 -track studio in
Cricklewood in 1974. At that
time their main work was A/V

SAV Studios, London

presentation soundtracks.
Having progressed to 8-track
in 1978, they finally moved to
their present location, 10
minutes walk from London's
Control Room One
Kings Cross station to set up a
16 -track studio based around a used to be a large recording
Soundcraft console and
area and smaller control room,
machine.
they have been able to adopt
Today their business
the more contemporary large
encompasses television and
control room. "Ninety per cent

radio commercials and
programmes, films and A/V
presentations which they
produce in their 2- studio (24
and 16- track) complex.
Last July their world
temporarily collapsed when
the building caught fire. At
the time they housed some of
their equipment under the
floor and an electrical fault
developed. Tony surmises that
the air conditioning system
must have been taking the
smoke out since they had no
sooner settled themselves with
a pint in the corner pub when
the studio was swallowed up
in flames. "We were halfway
through a training programme
for the Royal Navy at the time
and everything was lost -all
the sound effects and
everything. The Navy's
comment was to the effect
`don't imagine we're going to
lay on another NATO just for
your perishing sound effects!'
They were quite good about it

of our work is from keyboards.
We only use the studio for
vocals, voiceovers, acoustic

guitars and brass," explained
Tony, and so there was

not necessarily acoustically
essential angles in the walls
which are mostly Ash veneer.
At the back of the room there
is an acoustic trap which
extends a short distance along
the ceiling and also into the
rear of the side walls. "This
way we absorb all the

Later this year we will have
real -time SMPTE: the desk,
multitrack and video will all
understand SMPTE so you will
be able to program
information in advance."
Since the installation,
Soundtracs has been working
closely with SAV in their
development programme in
order to become fully
conversant with the needs of
an A/V production studio.
The mixer is housed in a
purpose built wooden console,
flanked on the left by effects,
and on the right -a producer's
table. Ancillary equipment
includes a Bel BD80 digital
delay processor, AMS RMX16
digital reverb, Symetrix
compressor/gates and dbx 150
noise reduction. Microphones
include AKG CK414, C451
and D12 and Neumann U87.
SAV chose a Lyrec TR532
24 -track machine based on the

fact that they had had one
before and liked it very much.

reflections and yet have a
"Although strictly speaking,
room which is a bit different." the machine isn't fast enough
The control room is to the
for automation purposes it is
left of the console and the
very reliable. It is quite
window is also angled. The
robustly built -like a tractor.
walls are 4 ft deep and filled
You can have the most awful
with Rockwool with a stud
things wrong with it and still
frame and chipboard.
get through a session when
"We're having a slight
some machines would have
history repeating itself and
design problem with the doors: just stopped working!"
destroying all their tapes.
they are filled with just over a
Other tape machines include
Acoustic Design was the
ton of sand and we had the
an Otani MX5050 4- track,
company which had built the
hinges specially made. They
Tascam X1000M 2-track and
original studio and having
were guaranteed to bear the
122 cassette machines, Sony
learnt from that experience,
weight of 5 ton, but they
PCM 701, JVC BR6400TR
the new studios were built
don't! But we're working it
VHS machine and Sony Ualong similar principles.
out..."
matic. There is also a Technics
Studio One's control room is
Equipment wise, SAV put a turntable. Monitoring is on
approximately 18 x 16 ft with a lot of work into researching
Lockwood Majors (driven by
ceiling height of around 8 ft.
the most appropriate for their RCA amps) and Auratones.
Starting from the ground
facilities with a definite view
Foldback is powered by Quad
upwards, the floor is floated on of where the A/V industry is
amplification.
3 ft 6 in brick sections, 4 ft'
headed. "OK, so what we
"The reason why we use a
for density, on top of which
wanted was an SSL but we
4 -track machine instead of one
they laid timber joists/1 in
couldn't afford it," Tony grins, with centre -track timecode is
really."
chipboard/joists /chipboard and
"so we went to see several
that it is more versatile. We
During the following six
finally carpet.
console manufacturers. Todd
use tracks 1 and 2 for stereo,
months, whilst rebuilding the
They took rather an unusual Wells at Soundtracs showed us track 3 as an auxiliary and
studio, Tony and Marc made a approach to their design: "We
round their factory, which is
track 4 for timecode."
valiant effort to retain their
wanted to have an interesting not, I think, something they
Studio One's recording area
clientele, taking work into
shape because people spend a
normally like to do, and we
is 16 x 14 ft with a contoured
other studios and, to their
long time in the room and
wooden ceiling and Rockwool/
were very impressed with
relief, there is only one client
therefore it must be
what we saw. Although it is
chipboard walls. SAV's
who has not come back to
interesting and comfortable. A the low cost end of the market `environment' ideas are once
them.
lot of our clients could quite
they seemed to be looking to
again apparent in that the
Looking at the situation
easily get what they need in
the future with automation."
grey carpet is complemented
positively, SAV had an
our 16 -track studio upstairs,
The mixing console they
with black fabric covering the
opportunity, albeit perhaps ill but they prefer to pay the
finally went for was the
table and chairs, subtly lit
timed, to create a completely
extra money to work in here
Soundtracs CM4400 with
with carefully placed
new facility. They now have
because it is a nicer room. So
computer automation. "This
spotlights.
two studios instead of one, and here we have all these hard
desk is already semi
On the floor above, Studio
have totally changed their
surfaces and we just sorted out automated -you can store up
Two is where the original
equipment. The most obvious
the acoustics afterwards."
to 30 patch programs, and it is facilities were, although the
change is that whereas there
There are certainly several
interfaced with the Q.Lock.
control room and studio have
obviously not much
requirement for space.
Apart from the more basic
characteristics of the new
Studio One, they have
provided underground storage
for master tapes in the
concrete floor, terrified of

-

-
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WHO'S USING SOUNDTRACS CM4400?
Steve Glen chose the CM4400 for his studio 'The Chateau ". Some of the artists which benefitted from his songs and productions are: Hot Chocolate,
Quatro, Phil Fearon & Galaxy, Bucks Fizz and Roger Daltry. Steve's experience in recording led him to the obvious choice, the CM4400.

Sad Cafe, Suzi

SAV Studios using the CM4400 in a commercial situation, Tony Frossard and Marc Lacome use the'CY Lock Events Controller to trigger the 30 routing
patches of the CM4400 speeding up complicated mixes often used in their type of work.

Richard Harvey owner of the Snake Ranch Studios. Richard chose the CM4400 for his own private studio. He found the internal computer which can
console
be used to route and mute the equalized section of the monitors, as well as the channels, into the mix made the CM4400 the most advanced
available even at 3 times the price.
Blue Weaver As a member of the Bee Gees, Blue has recorded in studios all around the world and definitely knows what he wants from a mixing console.
E.Q.
Blue uses a Fairlight Computer Synthesizer and finds the CM4400 not only complements his electronic instruments but also has a great sounding

for the vocal overdubs.

THE CM4400 BY

The CM4400 features:
Internal computer allowing 30 different mixes to be pre -programmed.
Pre -programmed triggerable routing patches.
RS 232 Interface for personal computer to display routing.
Up- dateable software.
The CM4400 is always up -to-date.

IounDTR

U.K.

Distributor

audio sales

affordable quality

Luton: 29 Guildford Street, Luton,

Beds

Telephone Luton 105821 450066
Telex 825488 DOMAR

Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surblton, Surrey KT6 6AH
Tel: 01 -399 3392 Telex: 8951073 /SNDOUT /G

Stoke -on-Trent: Stafford House,
Clough Street. Hanley, Stoke-on- Trent.
Telephone Stoke-on -Trent 107821 24257

IOU

MCI Intertek Inc., 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas, 76011. Tel: (Bi 71 469
America Soundtracs Inc., 745 One Hundred and Ninth Street, Arlington, Texas 76011. Tel: 1817) 460 5519
Austria Audiosales, Postfach 168, A-2340 Modling. Tel: 2236 88 81 45. Tlx: 79456 AUDIO
1600
Australia Rank Klarion Pry Limited, 16 Suakin Street, Pymble, N.S.W. 2073. Tel: 2 449 5666. Tlx: AÁ71289
Finland MS Audiotron, Laitilantie
Denmark Kinovox AS, Industrivej 9, 3540 Lynge. Tel: 02 187617
A
Canada Omnimedia Corporation Ltd., 9653 Cote de Liesse, Dorval, Québec H9P IA3. Tel: 514 636 9971
Germany Amptown, Hamburg. Tel: 040 6460040. Session Musik, Walldorf. Tel: 06
Tel:
91
-4987
28
13004
Marseilles.
Boisson,
163
-165
Bd
Phase
Acoustic,
France
10, 00420 Helsinki 42. Tel: 90 5664644
Tel:
Greece Sound
07681 5043
2272876. Sound 8 Drumland, Berlin. Tel: 030 882791 1. Musik Shop, Munich. Tel: 089 3411 1. Der Musikladen. Nurnberg. Tel: 0911 445454. R 8F1 Studio Sound, Waldkirch -Kollnay.
Indonesia P. T.
Hong Kong Ace (International) Co. Block A, 10/FI., A8 Hong Kong Industrial Centre, 489/491 Castle Peak Road, Kowloon, Hong Kong.
Centre, 22 Tossitsa Street, P.O. Box 148, Athens, Greece
Italy Linear Italiana S.pA, 20125 Milano,
Israel Barkai Ltd.. P.O. Box 2263, Ramat Gan, Israel 52122. Tel: 03-735178/732044
Jakarta. Tel: 487235. Tlx: 48120 HASKO IA
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swapped places. Designed for

the more budget conscious
client, the centrepiece is an
Allen & Heath 2416 with EX8
add -on channels. "We chose
the Fostex B16 with dbx
because we didn't like their
Dolby C," explained Marc, and
being budget conscious there is
less ancillary gear. A Yamaha
R1000 digital reverb is
accompanied in the rack by an
Audio +Design equaliser. "We
are planning on putting a Q.
Lock in here as well." There
are two Tascam X/000M
machines and monitoring is on
Tannoy Oxfords.
This studio is used mainly
by the budget end of the video
market as well as for radio
commercials, A/V soundtracks
and music demos. The control
room is 12 x14 ft with an odd
shaped alcove in one rear
corner which bends around the
stairwell: "We had to do it
like this to soundproof the
room from the stairs -and
that's just the shape it turned
out."
The walls consist of
alternate pegboard and plain
board to achieve alternate
absorption /reflection and are
covered over in rust and grey
coloured stage felt. The
recording area is, if anything,
deader than that in Studio
One: "It's best that way. You
can avoid getting that awful
`BBC -type' sound to the
-

voice."
Looking to the future Tony
and Marc's main criteria for
choosing equipment were time
saving and quality. "What we
wanted from the Soundtracs
was to spend more time typing
than thumb turning switches.
We don't want to have great
lists of how we did things. At
the moment we've only got 30
patches which, quite honestly,
you can use up in next to no
time," and this is why
Soundtracs is using SAV as
their guinea pig. The console
operates in conjunction with a
Commodore 64 computer and
Soundtracs is developing a
new interface which will
overcome the fact that at the
moment the desk is speaking
to the computer but the
computer is not speaking to
the desk which means that the
desk doesn't actually know
where it is timewise.
It does, however, enable up
to 38 -track video dubbing,
because the computer controls
the slave, the B16 machine
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SAV, continued
and the Lyrec multitrack,
locking them together. The
24 -track is interfaced with the
Q.Lock and thus "you can go
on adding tracks to the
24 -track ad infinitum. We can
also store tracks on PCM ad
infinitum. In addition the
turntable is `Q.Locked' and
although there are different
off -sets for all the different
machines, as long as we are
aware of what they are it's
OK."
In this way editing becomes
simplified, "We never cut
tapes here: we just make a
note of the timecode, mark it
in the script, type those times
into the Q.Lock and then the
machine goes on
automatically. It means you
don't have to worry about
whether it worked or not
because you can just play it
and adjust as necessary.
"We can also keep storing

sounded great.
"We must also explain our
`mix as you lay' method of
working here. We don't use
the monitor section of the desk
at all. You are listening to the
end product as you go along.
With the dbx we can have all
the 24-tracks up all the time
and you can't hear them and
this speeds up the recording
process to such an extent that
you can do a complete TV
commercial in half a day.
SAV's eyes are focused
firmly on the future, their
working methods and design
ideas well ahead of many
comparable studios and the
calibre of client seen regularly
at their facility only goes to
strengthen this image. The
Q.Lock /CM4400 combination
enables them to provide
computer controlled search and
positioning of effects allowing
every element of a soundtrack

Future Plans for
the CM4400
We spoke to Todd Wells of

Soundtracs who explained in
more detail how SAV are

utilising their Soundtracs
CM4400 at the moment and
what they have been

working to achieve hopefully
by this summer.
"At SAV their fundamental
task is video production. The
standard CM4400 is being
used to trip between the
memories. In simple terms,
for example, if they have a
video of some promo,
anything, what they do is lay
the audio track which they
sync to the video, say, in
English.
"Now perhaps they want
several versions of the same
video with audio in different
languages: Spanish, German,
French, etc. At the moment,
because of the limitations of
the CM4400 they are forced
to set up, eg channel one
routed to master memory one
(with audio in English);
channel two routed to master
memory two (French), etc,
and they do this using the
Q.Lock: they set up the video
and run the programme in
English (channel one) and at
the end of the audio and
video the Q.Lock rewinds the
video and will trip the
memory, closing channel one
and opening channel two and
the whole thing will run
again.
"It is a fairly crude but
very cost effective way of
doing it. Now they want to
be able to do it without the
use of the Q.Lock, reading
Studio Two
the timecode off the video.
alternative tracks. You can
to be precisely lined or moved
This is what we have been
have a completely full
frame by frame, a facility
working on with them and
24-track, slave the PCM so
essential in the fast moving
hopefully some time soon the
that you get first generation
commercial world of A/V
CM4400 will be able to read
slave and thus you can use as production.
the timecode and
many alternative tracks as
Finally a word of warning:
automatically open and close
you like.
if, like me, you turn up in
the channels, and instead of
"PCM is a very cheap
Harrison Street in search of
having to write in the
storage medium -only £5 a
number 26, do not be thrown
memory, you will just have
cassette. We have stored
by the fact that the only
to give the SMPTE timecode
hundreds of percussion sounds functioning doorbell at that
for the opening and closing."
and we can trigger them off
austere building belongs to the
Installation of the prethe Bel BD80 memory. We
Masectomy Association! Just
production unit, as Todd
have stored three hours of
make a note now that what
says, is planned for early
Simmons sounds for example;
you are seeking is actually
summer and, "As a spin -off
we also stored the sound of the situated through the iron
from this we are also
fire escape being hit: when we gates to your left.
developing automated muting,
recorded a New Man
Janet Angus for the CM4400.
commercial we couldn't find
SAV Studios Ltd, 26
Soundtracs (UK), Soundout
exactly the right drum sound
Harrison Street, London
Laboratories Ltd, 91 Ewell
and the guy ended up out on
WC1H 8JG, UK.
Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6
the fire escape with a stick! It Tel: 01 -278 7893.
6AH, UK. Tel: 01 -399 3392.
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Ralf Arnie's musical career
dates back to his release from
a Russian POW camp in 1949
when he abandoned his
original plans to study
medicine and turned to his
hobby, music, to make a
living. Joining a publishing
company as a lyric reader, he
had his first release in 1951,
which was also a hit. This was
later followed by his adaption
of Memories are made of this
which he produced with
Freddy Quinn and which
became a runaway hit with
21/2 M single sales in Germany
alone -still an unbroken
record. Further successes were
the million selling German
versions of Ramona by the
Blue Diamonds and Kaymos
by Vicky Leandros. And what
about the famous Tulips from
Amsterdam?
"This dated back to when I
was trying to get my
compositions recorded. I had a
friend in the publishing
business so I went along with
some songs. We played them
all through and the result was
pretty discouraging -they were
all too American sounding.
`Haven't you got anything
else ?' they asked. All I had
was this very typical waltz
that I had done for fun ... "
Being a successful composer/
producer led Ralf Arnie to
found his own publishing
company in 1960 and four
years later he was the first
publisher in Germany to have
his own demo studio. This was
then upgraded in 1970 to
professional status and in 1972
Ralf became a Eurovision song
contest winner with Aprés toi
sung by Vicky Leandros.
At the same time, Ralf Arnie
was chiefly responsible for the
development of the `Hamburg
scene' with his interests
ranging from easy -listening
through to techno -rock, as
evidenced by his involvement
with Kraftwerk, Udo
Lindenberg and NEU. Other
artists he has worked with as
writer /publisher include Julio
Iglesias, Nana Mouskouri,
Paul Anka, Rita Pavone,
Caterina Valente, Demis
Roussos and the list goes on.
He has also maintained a
long standing unwritten
business relationship and
friendship with the top
German comedian, Otto, with
sales of 1/2 M for each album.
However, on the studio front,
things were not so rosy and
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Star Studio, Hamburg

the construction, resulting in
very close tolerances regarding
decision time was looming.
the specified dimensions."
"We felt we were taking a
The original studio was
The dead end of the room is
risk as a lot of people are still
installed in a residential area, wary of the LEDE concept but finished with a padded fabric
which put limits on working
and a carpeted floor, while the
after having seen and heard
live end consists of wood
hours. Especially with
Tres Virgos Studio we were
neighbours just waiting to
panelling interspersed with
sure we had made the right
phone the police at the
decision. It was very important floor -to- ceiling polycylindrical
slightest noise after one second for us to know that what we
diffusers covered with a rough
plastic or vinyl material and
past 10.00 at night! For
were hearing in the control
husband and wife team Ralf
parquet flooring. In addition to
room was what was going on
and Jenny, two courses of
in the studio or on tape. Also, the mixing console there is a
separate producer's/arranger's
action lay open: either sell the when the final mix left the
expensive studio gear and
desk on a small dais behind
studio, there would be no
build just a small private
the mix position. Vision into
unpleasant surprises!"
demo room or go the other
The new Star Studio saw the the studio is very good with a
way and rebuild in suitable
light of day at the end of 1984 long `wrap- around' control
premises where neighbours
room window that is well
after some arduous building
recessed to avoid unwanted
reflections.
Star's main concern was
whether to keep the existing
gear or change it. "We had an
automated MCI 500 series that
we were very pleased with and
we felt reluctant to part with
it. Jerry Jacob from Tres
Virgos suggested that we
modify it as per their own and
we went along with the idea."
One of the many LEDE
Jenny and Ralf Arnie
criteria is that the audio path
would be the least of their
work and the well known `will from microphone transducer to
worries. For business reasons
the master recorder /monitoring
it ever be finished' syndrome!
it was decided to locate the
be totally phase and polarity
Willing to put themselves on
new studio in Hamburg itself.
coherent. Modifications to the
the line, the studio was the
Jenny Arnie explains:
scene for the Syn -Aud -Con
console included the
"The advantages of being
workshop prior to the
replacement of all line input
near the city centre, with all
Hamburg AES and was also
transformers with balanced op
that entails, were greater to
able to announce their first
amps featuring a very low
us than building a studio out
No. 1 hit in Germany with
output impedance assuring
in the country. The studio was You're My Heart, You're My
proper matching in all console
to be both a composing tool for Soul by Modern Talking.
statuses and the replacement
Ralf and a commercial venture
Star Studio is situated about of the VCAs with Aphex VCA
for outside clients. Being city
cards.
10 minutes from the city
based just seemed the best
Other 'hot-rodding' involved
centre with unloading access
way to do things."
matching console and channel
directly into the main studio.
As many studio owners will
functions for truly optimised
In order to ease parking
know, finding the right
performance. As with Tres
problems, Star have rented a
premises can be difficult and
Virgos Studio, the entire audio
block of spaces in a parking
after much searching the
area two minutes' walk
system was assembled piece by
prospective studio builders
away.
piece to ensure phase
heard that the old Teldec
continuity and freedom from
The control room is both
studios were up for lease. The
earth problems. Though this
spacious and functional, with
location was right and there
can be fairly painstaking, Star
the benefit of a high ceiling
was plenty of room to move,
feel that the time spent is
which avoids the closed in
but it was obvious that some
fully justified by the results.
feeling. "Chips would have
heavy rebuilding was going to liked to make the ceiling
Monitoring consists of a
have to be done if the studio
higher but this meant altering 4 -way system from Art
was to be designed to modern
Electronic of Canada that uses
the basic structure of the
standards. The Arnies then
cone drivers for each frequency
building which would have
band, resulting in a very
heard about Tres Virgos
caused too many problems,"
Studios in California, the first explained Jenny. In accordance smooth sound. The system is
extremely powerful and allows
LEDE studio to be built from
with LEDE principles, the
plenty of headroom for peaks.
the ground up following the
room is completely
During the course of my visit I
designs of Chips Davis. There
symmetrical, with the basic
then followed the usual flurry geometry having been marked played with a multitrack
recording of an orchestra with
of phone calls and visits to the out by laser! "The site
no EQ, going from soft to very
respective sides of the Atlantic foreman was a master
loud. The balance and tonal
until the decision was made to carpenter and furniture
build the first Chips Davis
maker," went on Jenny, "and quality of the mix remained
identical, meaning that the
LEDE studio in Europe.
he used these techniques for
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room was not being excited in
a way to produce colourations

and that the monitoring
system was being consistent
over the power range used. In
short, it worked! Stereo
imaging along the console was
very stable and there was
hardly any noticeable `splash'
from the console surface.
Nearfield monitoring is by
Auratones.
The rest of the control room
equipment includes an MCI
JH-24 multitrack, Telefunken
M15 and M/0 master
machines and a Nakamichi
cassette deck. Dolby NR is
available throughout.
A twin movable rack houses
the effects department which
includes a host of DDL's from
Eventide, Roland and Ashly,
EMT and Barth modules for
compression, limiting and EQ,
three Barth pitch shifters,
Kepex Its and Gain Brains,
EXR exciter and UREI
limiters. Reverberation and
echo devices include EMT
mono and stereo plates, AKG

Star continued

"During the building work, a
burst pipe, due to the cold,
caused the Steinway to be

soaked with water. As we
were going to get a concert
grand to replace it we were
not too worried about it -and,
after all, it was insured.
However, one of the
technicians from Steinway felt
it would be worth restoring
the piano. They literally took
it completely apart and rebuilt
it piece by piece -and it has
never sounded better! It was a
completely different
instrument. Needless to say,
we kept it and the grand will
have to wait."
Apart from the usual
The control room
recreation and kitchen
either side by polycylindricals able to see here the successive facilities, Star also have a well
with the rest of the
ceilings and construction work equipped editing and copy
construction being a mixture
marking the three periods in
room, complete with
of brick wall and various
the building's career.
Soundcraft console and a
resonator/absorption modules.
Here is what may be one of clutch of Telefunken '/a in and
The studio floor area is
the only LEDE isolation or
'/a in master machines, cassette
210 m2 and for a room of this
drum booths in existence.
decks and turntables.
size the acoustics are
With a floor area of 17 m` and
After a period of frustration
surprisingly controlled with
a volume of 55 m3 there is
and certain inactivity, Ralf
shorter than average
more than enough room for
Arnie is now back in the swim
BX20, EMT 250, Lexicon
reverberation time. However,
the largest drum kits or even
and raring to go, both as
224XL and Roland Space
on listening to the unequalised small wind and string
composer and producer.
Echo. There is also a large
tape, it was evident that the
ensembles. Visual contact with Ideally, Jenny and Ralf would
natural echo chamber hidden
sound is very rich and smooth the studio is good with a video like to see studio time split
away. In addition to the studio over the frequency range.
link to the control room. The
fairly equally between ingear, Star also have a wide
Jenny explained that the
sound in the room is very
house and outside productions.
range of musical instrument
studio has a collection of
pleasant on speech and the
Other areas waiting to be
effects units for all the
diffuser planels that can be
size of the room means that
explored are video post usual -and not so usual
suspended at will from the
long overdub sessions should
production and film scoring.
sounds required today and
ceiling but that they have had not be claustrophobic.
The studio is large enough for
have a good direct interface
no call to use them yet. As
Star has a comprehensive
the largest orchestras and the
for electric instruments to the
well as the obvious advantages microphone list with models
installation of projection
console with a Trace Elliott
when recording orchestras and from Neumann, Schoeps,
facilities would certainly
preamp system.
large formations, the
Crown PZM, Electro-Voice,
present no difficulties.
There is plenty of seating
controlled acoustics make the
AKG, Sennheiser, Beyer and
Star have already had quite
space at the back of the room
studio eminently suitable for
Shure. The instrument
a few visitors to the studio
so that the production people
recording rock bands live -just collection is also considerable
since opening their doors
can work in peace.
set up, turn up and go.
with Steinway Baby Grand,
including René Kollo, Vicky
Moving on to the studio, the
Star Studio has plenty of
upright piano, Yamaha CP-70, Leandros, Melanie Holliday,
first impression most definitely room for expansion with the
Rhodes, Hammond, B3 with
Christian Anders and others.
is the space. The full ceiling
area outside the inner shell.
Leslies, clavinet, vibes,
It now remains to be seen
height is about 10 m brought
As it is, this space provides
guitars, Ludwig drums,
whether Hamburg will
down to 8 m by Decca but now storage and an additional
percussions, etc. Studio
increase in importance as a
the false ceiling height is
recording or separation area.
monitoring is provided by a
recording centre: certainly the
around 5 m. Though it appears As a point of interest, one is
pair of Lockwoods.
city has a lot to offer (apart
flat, it is not parallel with the
from the more widely
Star's
studio
area
floor and is composed of a
publicised attractions) and
suspended and floating
provides a pleasant change of
construction of acoustic tiles
scenery and pace. As Jenny
with lots of insulation piled up
Arnie put it, "Hamburg
on top of it.
combines the best of village
The studio wall construction
and city atmospheres;
is a room within a room (the
everyone is friendly but they
original building was a large
also mind their own business!"
cinema) and features a
Not a bad combination when
completely asymmetric floor
you think about
plan, with the area nearest to
Terry Nelson
the control room having
parquet flooring and the rest
Star Studio, Osterstrasse 124,
being carpeted. The `screen'
D -2000 Hamburg 20, West
end of the studio has a central
Germany. Tel: (040) 40 10 54.
absorbent surface flanked on

-

it.
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Singapore
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Contact: A. Fresco
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Audex (PVT) Ltd.
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Contact: W. Mueller
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THE BLACK & WHITE
he Kurzweil 250 has recently benefitted from the
introduction of 4 major enhancements, adding
increased possibilities to its already remarkable
scope.
Sound Block, once installed adds 84 instantly
accessible sounds to the Kurzweil's on board sound
library. These sounds include full church choir, timpani,
electric bass played in a variety of styles, clarinet,
oboe, flute - in total, a full compliment of both
orchestral and rock sounds. These sounds may be
combined in a number of ways with the sounds already

resident in the 250.

Sound Modelling Program,

the long -

awaited user-sampling option, offers 20 seconds of
sampling at a 25KHz sampling rate with 12 bit
resolution. Six different modes of sampling including
programs for slow, normal and fast decay analyse the
amplitude envelope of the digitised sound to ensure
optimum sound quality. Other programs cater for non compressed sounds and speech. Samples may be
edited, looped and adjusted for volume and pitch.
Macattach Communications package interfaces
the 250 to the Apple Mackintosh. The software
currently available for this package provides off-line
storage, keyboard setups, sequences and samples
made using the Sound Modelling Program.
Version 2 Software improves user programmability and allows stereo delay effects to be
programmed as part of a keyboard set -up.
Variable brightness and five modes of transposition
may be added to create dramatic effects. The 12 track
sequencer gains comprehensive editing facilities, error
correction, looping in record mode and any of the
12 tracks may now be assigned to play an external
device.
The arrival of these new enhancements makes the
Kurzweil 250 a digital keyboard unique in its price
MIDI

range and further enhances the astounding realism of
the sounds it produces.

Syco, 20 Conduit Place, London W2.
Telephone 01 -724 2451 for an appointment.
Telex 22278 SYCO G, Fax 01 -262 6081.
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INSIGHTS
INSIGHTS
Recording industry observations by Richard Elen

Electronic
communication for
the studio industry
The recent announcement by the APRS
of the setting up of a studio availability
system- Studio Linkup -on the British
Prestel Viewdata service marks an
interesting move for UK studios.

SPARS members in the United States
on the other hand have been using the
IMC electronic mail system for some

time (note at this point that as a
consultant for IMC and some Viewdata
companies, I'm not in the slightest bit
unbiased) where they have their own
bulletin board system, electronic mail
and now, following a grant from 3M, an
on -line database system covering studio
equipment and facilities.

,h!0 n0:0*
PE

15 PARAMETRIC EQUALIZER

AND NOTCH

FILTER

The PE 15 brings an unprecedented degree of performance capabilityto the
singlespace parametric equalizer format

complete bands with four- octave frequency sweeps
Bandwidth range from 1.5 down to 0.03 (1/30) octave
-+15dB boost and -20dB cut for notch filter capability
-Bands 1 and 5 switchable to shelving mode
-'/4" and three -pin balanced /unbalanced inputs and outputs
-Up to 20dB input gain for low level EQ such as electric guitar or bass
-Five
-

Backed with low- noise/low distortion circuitry and reliable Rane construction, the PE 15 would be a studio, sound reinforcement or broadcast
"must have" at any reasonable price. See, hear and covet a PE 15 at:

MUSIC
LAB SALES

72 -74 EVERSHOLT STREET, LONDON NW11BY.

BANE

CORRORAT ION

01 -388

5392

6510 216th SW,
race, WA 98043
ke Terrace,
Mountlake
(206) 774 -7309

CANADA Head -water Ind, 635 Caron Ave., Windsor, ONT. (519) 256 -5665
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While domestic computer systems are
common in the UK, there doesn't appear
to be the penetration of business

computer systems into UK studios there
is in the USA. This, according to one
APRS committee member, is the main
reason why the APRS have not adopted
the E -Mail system as their counterparts
in the USA have done -although a fair
number of studios have come on to the
system independently of the APRS.
Instead, the Viewdata service satisfies a
need without requiring hardware at the
studio end. It does, however, rely on the
record companies having Prestel sets to
access the pages which they probably
have.
The system has already been covered
in the APRS column in Studio Sound in
greater detail. In basic terms it works
like this. APRS member studios pay an
annual fee to cover the pages containing
their booking availability. All they do is
call Gwynne Williams Viewdata -the
company organising the scheme -and
phone through their availability.
BPI member record companies can pay
a subscription to become members of the
Prestel Closed User Group containing
the pages, and they can access the
information at will. Then they just call
the studio to book the time.
The idea has grown out of GWV's
existing and highly successful systems
for conference and theatre applications,
and it makes a lot of sense to any APRS
members. They don't need any gear
unless they want to buy a Prestel
adaptor or terminal to check their pages,
and it costs them £100 per year per
page-including unlimited updates. And
most record companies probably have a
Prestel set somewhere in the building
they use them to get the charts as soon
as they appear. All a BPI member
company has to do is pay the £250
membership fee -the same as they would
to set up five IDs on the IMC system.
The GWV system is virtually ideal
especially as far as cost -effectiveness is
concerned -for the purpose of checking
studio time possibilities. But Prestel has
its limitations. Britain was the first
country to utilise large scale computer based telephone networking and the
Prestel system was how they did it. It
was developed from a system designed to
check room occupancy in hotel chains:
the idea was that an unskilled operator
could simple key in a page number
Prestel is based on a large number of
40- characterx24 -line pages with
rudimentary block graphics and colour
capability -and access the data. The data
is sent from the remote computer at a
relatively high speed-1200 baud -but
you send data to it at the slow, Telex
speed of 75 baud. This is the CCITT V23
standard -it's designed for electronic

-

-

-

INSIGHTS
information systems where you ask, and
it gives you the data. It isn't, because of
the speed, very interactive, and although
Prestel has more recently introduced a
form of electronic mail, it's a real pain to
use. Indeed, alphanumeric keyboards on
Prestel terminals are a recent
innovation.
A system which is based upon the
calling down of pages by entering their
number, and allows pre- formatted
response frames which allow the entry of
small quantities of data into a preset
form, is ultimately rather limiting,
especially when you consider the space
limitation on a page (sending a message
of more than one frame is quite complex)
and the speed of sending. The result is
simple: you don't send long messages.
There's also the likelihood of quite
complicated routing between menus to
enable you to access pages when you
don't know their number.
This is not a limitation for Studio
Linkup, but it is if you want to do
anything else in the electronic
communications field. In fact, many
commentators believe that Prestel would
have folded if it had continued to rely
on its previous clients (it is widely used
in the financial sector, where rapid
access to pages of stocks and shares data
with the minimum of keystrokes is a
prime requirement).
What saved it was the introduction of
Micronet (now Prestel Microcomputing),
a special user group for home micro
users, which took off and is now a major
client area. The sudden availability of
add -on kits for cheap microcomputers
also meant that it was no longer
necessary to have a special terminal for
Prestel, which was many business
people's previous complaint.
But even if you can hook up your
Apple or IBM PC to Prestel, there's still
the page size limitation and the speed, so
it is hardly surprising that for
messaging-based, more interactive
purposes the more conventional networks
like Dialcom (Telecom Gold in the UK)
have taken off. For example, once you
have taken into account the fact that a
Prestel response frame will include your
address and account number, plus
formatting, you may only have nine or
so lines left- that's 360 characters. A
typical computer screen of 80 characters
by 24 lines has 1,920.
You can get into the IMC network
(which uses Dialcom in the USA, Europe
and Australasia and is accessible via
national and international data networks
from virtually any developed country) at
75/1200 baud V23 if you like. It is much
more common to find subscribers using
1200/1200, or the cheaper compromise,
300/300 baud.
Once on the network, you can make

use of a wide range of interactive
facilities including E -Mail of course, but
also covering database management,
publishing, bulletin boards and the like.
That's why all the major industry
magazines and their contributors are on
the system along with almost 3,000
companies and people in other aspects of
the pro-audio industry.
The Studio Linkup system is a great
idea, and if it encourages computer
usage in British studios it'll be even

better. It is unfortunate, however, that
British studios will be using a different
network from everybody else. But getting
your computer on -line to both systems is
simply a matter of adding a free or
inexpensive piece of software so there is
every possibility of both systems coexisting in the UK, each suited to its
own applications. The secret is to use the
right system for the job and not to expect
one system to excel at applications it
wasn't designed for.
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INTERIOR MOTIVES
Interior design is not

a subject which
would necessarily figure highly in
the about- to -be- studio -owner's mind.
He is far more likely to be
preoccupied with the latest and
greatest mixing console /monitoring
system/tape machine/digital effects
and how to divide his budget up between
them. He would probably think that
having paid good money for professional
acoustic advice /design, he had done his
bit for the world studio environment
campaign. This is not necessarily the
right conclusion, and could possibly be
seen as rather short -sighted to say the
least, as it is against his own interests.
Everything costs so much, and many
studio owners are loath to splash out on
the artistic side of their design. It is not
always clear just what the designer's
contribution has been, or more
accurately what he has done that you
couldn't have done for yourself.
Interior design has not been resisted
solely by the recording industry. In the
UK especially, it has only recently
claimed full attention from businesses
right across the board. Scandinavia and
Italy have been aware of the importance
of interior design for many years, but
industry in Britain is just catching on to
the fact that looking good is nine tenths
of being good. Image with good solid
technical/business back -up is the
complete formula.
In the recording studio today, high
technology equipment not only costs a
fortune but also looks as though it did
and the surroundings should reflect this.
Many studios are using the same
equipment and so there is an added need
for a different, individual style to create
a unique environment. This is one way
to attract custom.
Although a lot of UK -based acoustic
designers have been working with
interior designers for quite a while now,

they still meet a certain amount of
resistance from their clients. There is a
slight nervousness, probably produced by
financial considerations, of departing
from the norm. There is a theory that
the reason so many studios retain that
unadventurous rather boring look
referred to variously as `that American
barn', `that American Holiday Inn' and
that `American motel' look, is that they
know it works. They have seen it work
the world over, and here is the designer
trying to tell them that it's passé; they
should spend a bit extra and do
something tantamount to outrageous in

their eyes.

Acoustic designers, on the other hand,
appear to be welcoming interior
designers into their fold with open arms.
Creating a new design makes the work
instantly more rewarding, more
interesting; working with new materials
and new ideas provides a challenge.
Edward Veale, Neil Grant, Andy
Munro and David Hawkins are all
committed to the interior design concept
to varying degrees and were all more
than ready to discuss the subject,
bringing in their associated designers to
add their points of view.
Eddie Veale has been advocating the
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Janet Angus compares
the views of four
studio designers on
interior design

use of interior design throughout his 15
year long career. Back in 1972 Trident
were venturing into video with Trilion
and when they acquired the Brewer
Street Trilion premises they decided on
radical changes employing interior
design to promote business and attract
clients. They were very conscious that
their clientele were the media and that
their service had to be correspondingly
upmarket. The John Michael Group, a
major design company, was brought in to
work with Eddie on the preview theatres
and other areas which required acoustic
control. Encouraged by the results, the
directors instructed Eddie to generate
schemes for the refurbishment of the
Trident Studios in St Anne's Court.
"They tended to work to exceedingly
high standards using warm and
appealing materials to create comfort
and familiarity. Trident was rewarding
in terms of attention to detail more than
innovation in materials. A problem
which should never be overlooked in
terms of materials is their durability and
ease of maintenance (ie how to keep it
clean) and therefore there is a tendency
to use materials which have already
proven themselves."
n 1974 Eddie was commissioned by
Jerry Bron to work on the

Roundhouse studios and Bronze
Records office accommodation to
create a corporate image to be carried
throughout the group of companies.
This forward thinking view of the
company image was quite innovative at
the time and is only recently becoming
recognised by the majority of companies
within the recording industry.
Eddie Veale's reasons for working with
interior designers include the fact that
there is a team of people who come in
with a fresh approach, from a different
background. He appreciates their
keenness on introducing new materials
and ideas, making his job more
Sarm West's `visual joke' in Studio One

interesting. The designer is always

looking for new ideas and exploring new
ideas and encouraging the client to
accept the new ideas. "It is much easier
for us to get the client excited about
some wonderful new equipment rather
than about spending a bit of money on
making the studio look beautiful!
"So many studios want to do what has
been proven by someone else and is
therefore safe because they know it has
worked. Clients as a rule ignore interior
design and just somehow assume that it
is going to happen. When faced with it
they are fretful of the possible cost. It is
short- sighted because they will spend
hundreds and thousands of pounds on
equipment which, if it then doesn't look
good, they will not be taking full
advantage of its potential. Local Radio
and TV stations are rewarding clients in
this respect because they are more
conscious of image. The sales force tend
to show people around and use the
studios and offices as a sales point, so
looking good is very important. They
need good looking, effective designs."
Eddie's most recent and possibly most
adventurous project has been for Sarm,
working in conjunction with design
company XL -in particular designers
Gary Knibbs and Tom Watkins.
The XL design approach is quite
radical, totally uninfluenced by anything
that has gone before. They explore new
materials with enthusiasm and
incorporate daring features in their
design. The basic design principle is still,
however, one of overall cohesion. The
theme for Sarm West was simply blue.
Everything should be blue, and many of
the surfaces are similar and complement
each other. Right through to the kitchen
crockery the theme is adhered to
religiously, apart from Studio 3 which
was intended as a sort of playroom for
Trevor Horn. Its popularity however, has
led to it being available for some
commercial use as well.
Eddie Veale's approach to the design is
to try to avoid fettering the interior
design at the outset by laying down lots
of prerequisites. "In the initial brief I
outline the technical parameters for the
studio, ie where equipment can be
located and any constraints on the
placing of equipment (for example the
mixing console), positions for service
panels, air conditioning and lights, etc. I
identify the sorts of shapes that would be
useful from an operational and acoustical
point of view for the space under
consideration. Then the designer goes
away and creates ideas for the building.
If they then have ideas about changing
shapes, etc, that's fine and we can talk
about whether they are feasible or not.
"We work together dovetailing our
requirements for acoustics and technical
services. Once these details are agreed
we will separate and they will complete
their specifications for materials and
fixings which they wish to use. These we
will dovetail into the building contract
as a coherent set of drawings to be used
by the building contractor and then we
(Eddie Veale) will supervise the building
works."

Sarm West's Studios One and
Two bear witness to the blue
theme. Recent additions to
Studio One include the
installation of three isolation
booths with varying (and
variable) acoustical properties.
The blue surfaces range from painted
wooden panelling, to blue fabric, to
painted blue mirror tiles to corrugated
iron. The live booth has been designed to
create the effect of being inside a
swimming pool (the information `deep
end' and a ladder painted on the wall
tends to help you realise where you are
supposed to be). The reverberation time
is variable between approximately 1.25 s
and 3.3 s. Eddie specified a hard
material which was required to diffuse
the signal at the top of the room and
Gary Knibbs came up with corrugated
iron. Each piece is separate to prevent
ringing and they are properly damped.
The ceramic tiles serve to enhance the
swimming pool effect. Studio One also
contains what Gary refers to as a `visual
joke': the control room is fronted with a
mock temple fascia which looks
extraordinarily out of place. The object
here was to create visual impact.
Studio Three was intended as an
electronic music studio to satisfy the
needs of Trevor Horn and his
specification to XL was that he wanted a
space ship, and this is exactly what he
got. The most striking thing about the
room is that it is all black, the wall
surfaces being broken up with Linelit
plastic tubing which fluoresces under
ultra -violet light. Gary Knibbs was
provided with an SSL schematic circuitry
which he emulated with his design.
"Since ultra -violet light was required,
care had to be taken to make sure that
the levels used were sufficiently low to
avoid erasure of EPROMs. In fact, the
lighting system generally is low voltage
using several tracks, with a sophisticated
switching system controlled from the
mixing console. This enhances the visual
aspect as well as the working
environment.
"As many of the surfaces in there are
black there is a very low level of light
reflection. Therefore it is important to
have a large number of light sources
with flexibility of where they are
directed and how they are operated."
The XL spray -on finishes (or suspended
paint as they like to call it) were taken
across London to Sarm East Studio
which was given a facelift to bring it up
to the same standard as its sister.
Everything from the front door down was
redone. The ceilings received particular
attention as more light was introduced
incorporating a large number of small
lights as opposed to strategically placed
large and usually hot ones. Small low
voltage lighting brightens up the
machine room and reception area
improving the working environment.
The image is very similar to that
created at Sarm West except that this
time it is all high tech: shades of black,
grey and white -very smart and
unbasement -like.
"Studios used to take their identity
from their particular equipment. In
present day studios, so much of the
equipment is common, such as the SSL
mixing console, that when you walk into
a studio, if you could cut off the room,

Studio Three `space ship' at Sarm West

Sarm West's Studio One with three isolation booths and swimming pool effect

you could be just about anywhere.
Nowadays, a great deal more emphasis
has to be placed on the room decor to get
originality and individuality."
The challenge of using new materials
is one that Eddie welcomes although
they do require more work since they
must be assessed and measured for their
acoustical performance. Having been to
all the trouble of finding successful new

materials he feels it would be all too
simple to just sit back and incorporate
these in subsequent designs since it
reduces both the work and the possibility
of things going wrong, "But I think if
you are going to do your best you should
not rely on past achievements."
Sarm's owner Jill Sinclair brought XL
in on the studio design having
successfully used their creative talents in D
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the design of her own home. They now
find themselves involved in almost every
aspect of the business including all the
artwork for Frankie Goes to Hollywood
and the Art of Noise and the design of a
complete office block intended to house
all the companies.
Gary Knibbs is a very successful and

daring young designer who at 25 is quite
happy to break all the rules. "Trevor
Horn told me he wanted a space ship so
I gave him one and people like working
there because it is fun, although it is a

bit small. Everyone says a small room
should be white, so I broke all the rules.
I don't care."
He feels that over the years somehow
acoustics have managed to create an
almost reverent aura of mystery around
them and people have used this as an
excuse not to experiment. "I'm building
a studio at the moment using all
stainless steel and chrome. It will be
bright and clean and interesting. Sarm
East needed to be very unbasementlike- bright and interesting. You can use
all sorts of different materials, you just
have to learn about the various
properties of various materials. In the
studio you need an absorbent material
and a reflective one: you could have my
trousers and this filing cabinet door. A
studio doesn't need to be York stone and
cork tiles in order to work properly, and
I can't stand bare wood! It makes it more
interesting I think; you always have to
be doing something new -you are only as
good as your last job."

created the Sarm corporate
image when they first took
over the old Basing Street
premises: letterheads,

XL

advertisements, logos,
brochures, offices and studios.
"Blue was the colour that was
chosen and that was it. Before, Basing
Street was orange and brown -very
oppressive and boring.
"There is no point in designing a
fabulous studio if there is a piece of
paper lying around (say a track sheet)
that looks awful. You have to look at
everything. In order to achieve this the
client has to have the insight to see that
need. A corporate image is not
something that people are necessarily
aware of, it simply makes a company
look slicker. Image is something that
should receive a lot more attention in
the studio business. The studio industry
is a very high technology business these
days and it should have a contemporary
look with longevity.
"In a studio, if you are sitting looking
at the same wall all the time, isn't it
more interesting to look at something
that someone has put some thought into
as well? Like the live booth with its
swimming pool design.
Sarm went along with all our ideas
because they have a saying that goes:
`you don't have a dog and bark

yourself '."
Working with Eddie Veale, the XL
designers have learnt about the
properties which materials are required
to have: "There is a certain weight of
fabric which you can use because the
soundwaves have to be able to pass
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Sarm East's redesign in blacks and greys

through them; for example these trousers
would be no good but perhaps my shirt
would.

"Another consideration is that the
design must work on a long term basis,
and it has to be strong. A studio has to
be bomb -proof, and also, I think, quite
sexless. Everything, including the
fixtures and fittings, the hi -fi, the TV,
everything must be good."
XL worked very closely with Eddie
throughout the project -they had regular
meetings, co- ordinating every aspect of
each other's jobs. The Sarm East facelift
gave Gary more or less a free hand
although he was under pressure not to
upset the acoustics, and he worked
closely with Eddie to keep control over
the materials used.
"In Sarm East I sprayed everything in
sight and the wood panelling was either
stained or sprayed. Sarm East is a part
of the Sarm empire, but it is another
building and it is in another part of town
and so I used the same design but a
different colour. Having Eddie Veale on
hand as an instant advisor was really
important.
"When we started spraying in Sarm
West, the carpenters on site were
disgusted! There we were spraying all
their woodwork with these industrial
finishes that people are more used to
seeing in toilets. It was a bit of a
struggle getting the builders to accept all
our ideas and we had some terrific
arguments," Gary grinned. "By the time
we did Sarm East, everyone was used to
us and we did the whole thing in eight
weeks.
"A good relationship like the one we
have with Sarm means that they come
back to us for everything, including their

Christmas cards. We don't want to jump
from studio to studio; we want to build
up a good client list and do thorough
work. We don't want to impose our style
on anyone, we want them to come to us
because they like our work."
eil Grant's company employs
its own interior designer:
Jacky Ellis, with whom they
have been working for
the past 12 months or so.
Neil's reasons for bringing
Jacky's services in were that
he realised they did not have the
specialist expertise for interior design
although they were technically qualified
to design and predict acoustic spaces.
Having come under commercial pressure
to produce interior work of a high
quality they decided to do something
about it.
"Studios had always looked to us like
late '60s American Holiday Inns, and it
seemed so illogical to spend so much on
the equipment and neglect the interior
design, using timbers and fabrics, etc,
chosen at the whim of a client whose
taste was not necessarily terribly
reliable," explained Neil.
The way they work now is to present

N

the studio acoustic design alongside a
decor presentation which will contain
samples of ceramics, tiles, flooring,
colours, racks and photos of the
equipment so that the client can make a
choice. "I also believe that the design
should be based very much on the
client's own taste, so we have a meeting
where they will describe what they like.
Billie Currie for instance likes ceramics,
so we are basing his studio on that and
others like timbers. So we accumulate
D
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their comments, prejudices and opinions
and then Jacky prepares a list of
materials and we will reject any that we
cannot use for acoustical reasons."
Materials which Jacky has introduced
have been mainly different types of
fabric, and they have also crossed over to
using some metal, including mild steel
diffusers with many varied finishes on
them. Projects have included Studio Two
at Odyssey, the remix room at Utopia,
Swanyard in Islington, Chipping Norton
and the Tape Gallery (AN). "Video
people seem to be more conscious of the
comfort and ambience of a facility. They
are more sympathetic, as are people who
are having studios designed for their
own homes.
"I also think it is an awareness which
we bring to the project. Old studios were
such a mix of things: two or three
different types of hardwood, two or three
different types of fabric, a bit of stone,
etc, and noné of it was properly
integrated and co- ordinated. We work
very closely, with the client as a third
party; some we get right straight away
and some we have to keep going back
with new ideas. But the most frustrating
thing is that they all know what they
don't like, but don't know what they do
like!

"Control rooms are changing
dramatically in their function and in
what is required of them
environmentally. Also, although they
must look pleasing, they must look as if
as much thought, time, care and money
went into them as in building the
console or tape machine."
For Jacky Ellis's part, she feels very
strongly about the corporate image idea
of taking the design right through from
the front door. She sees the interior
designer as a professional person whose
aim is to tie together all the elements of
decoration, furniture, furnishings and
lighting with a consistent design
language, to create an atmosphere and
mood appropriate to the activity taking
place. In a recording studio this would be
combined with the right element of
reflective and absorbent surfaces to
provide live and dead areas as dictated
by the acoustic designer and which
cannot be affected by the aesthetics.
"Consequently, in the past, this has led
to the American motel-type stone and
wood panelling thrown up in no
particular co- ordination and with no
consistent theme. The interior designer's
role is to select, liaising closely with the
acoustic engineer, a range of materials
which co-ordinate in texture and colour
and are in tune with the very
sophisticated design of the equipment
available today.
"This approach, carried throughout the
design from the moment one enters the
building, through reception rooms,
corridors, meeting rooms and offices to
create the co- ordination common to all
good design. Careful mood matching
ambiences appropriate to the activity by
varying the lights and colours.
"So far there has been a certain
resistance from the client, but in the end
they have always been very pleased with
the result. Considering the outlay for the
total package and equipment it is really
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worthwhile to give a totally different
character by paying a bit more and
getting it right. It immediately gives an
appearance of quality which doesn't
become instantly outdated, and will
bring in customers straight away."
Munro Associates, more often

than not, will deal with the
interior design in -house as
part of their overall service.
Roger D'Arcy, the firm's
architect also looks after
the interior design and

offers advice on fabrics, colours and
materials all of which may be overridden
by acoustic considerations.
When working on a project overseas
they will work in conjunction with a
local architect in order to capture the
appropriate style for a particular
country. The recently completed Puk
Studios in Denmark, for instance, they
describe as looking like a sauna,
incorporating rather more wooden
finishes than they would normally have
used.
"We try to tailor the design to suit the
client. We will discuss everything with
the client all the way down."
At the company's offices a stock of
materials is kept to aid the client in his
selection. They, too, are finding that they
are using a rapidly expanding range of

materials.
"The most difficult thing is fabrics,
because they tend to be available only in
large quantities and it is therefore very
difficult to get hold of a good range of
readily available fabrics. You usually
end up finding something from the
fashion industry and you breathe a huge
sigh of relief, only to discover the
following year that it has totally
Puk's decoration in Denmark is light and airy

disappeared."
A current project is a new studio at the
Roundhouse, where Munro Associates
are covering up all the natural materials
used with different tones of one fabric
and incorporating high -tech metal
fittings.
"Everyone wants studios to look like
those American barns, and we try to
discourage that. Control room
requirements these days are for quite a
lot less bass trapping and this change of
requirements itself is affecting the
design.
"At the Roundhouse we are using
painted blockwork to get a more
industrial feel. We are trying to create a
lighter, clear cut design. Everyone
should have a unique design. We are
pushing people to have bigger budgets
for the design and they are starting to
bring in trendy builders and designers
although, of course, we would rather do
it ourselves!
"We don't see interior design as simply
choosing finishes. It is not skin deep. If
possible we encourage the client to take
it through the building with coffee rooms
and computer rooms, etc."
The way Munro Associates set about
designing is to firstly allocate the
acoustically correct amount of
accommodation. This will generate ideas
of general form of the room which is
designed acoustically in terms of space
and location of surfaces. Next is the
identification of areas where acoustics
are not that critical.
At this stage they will find out what
their client's tastes are, be they
luxurious or industrial for example;
whether they want a total design or
something freer; should the area itself be
interesting and colourful or should it act
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INTERIOR MOTIVES
as a backdrop -very simple and subtle to
offset the equipment?
"There are two approaches: you either
go for the room or to enhance the
equipment. At Aosis Studios in London,
for instance, we did what I call a
Toytown design because it is all primary
colours. It is a very vibrant room to be
in; fresh, light and airy. Both ways are
appropriate, you just have to find the
right one for you.
"I think we are tending to make them
lighter and brighter. For example, the
introduction of daylight is becoming

increasingly important. Puk Studios are
very Scandinavian; a large airy space
where daylight is dominant. Studio
equipment can so often be varied and
visually untidy, and so we try to use a
limited range of materials for finishes.
Another Danish project currently in
hand is for Werner Studios in
Copenhagen, working with a Danish
architect. At the last minute we
suddenly had to redesign the roof
because the client had been to see Puk
and decided they wanted more daylight."
Munro Associates are trying more and
more to let the form and materials of the
shells determine the aesthetic of the
room; instead of trying to lose all the
acoustic surfaces behind finishes; they
are exposing the geometric shapes
dictated by the acoustic treatment itself
and using them for visual effect.
David Hawkins of Eastlake
seems to be the most recent

convert, and his enthusiasm is
overwhelming as he conducts a
tour around Imagination in
Covent Garden. Imagination
are themselves a design
company who deal in massive accounts
including all the below- the-line
advertising for Ford motors. Being a
design company, their own image is of

the utmost importance, and they looked
to designer Tom Law for inspiration.
The design theme is carried throughout
their considerable premises, taking in
board rooms, offices, art studios,
presentation rooms, the corridors, "even
the dustbins have the logo" marvels
David, and also taking in, obviously,
their own recording facilities.
"I welcome the opportunity to work
with a designer," emphasised David.
"They tie in the appearance of the whole
building. A lot of people imagine that an
acoustic designer would resent somebody
coming in and taking over the artistic
policy, but I think it's a terrific idea.
When Imagination took over their
premises, they spent another £1M
straight away just on the interior decor
and it's absolutely spectacular. It is a
really integrated theme from the front
door handles to the dustbins."
At the time Tom Law had his own
company, Tom Law Associates, but he
did such a good job that Imagination
bought his firm and integrated it with
themselves.
Eastlake will often suggest that a
client should use an aesthetic designer:
"There are two ways of making a studio
spectacular: sheer size or sheer style, and
a professional designer can create style
often better than we can. I am probably
going to sound like a ,real hick now but
when I heard in concept some of the
things Tom Law wanted to do, I had
grave reservations about how it would
look at the end of the day. But designing
and visualising is the guy's job, and it is
absolutely spectacular."
Tom Law consulted very closely with
Eastlake on the acoustical requirements
they had on every surface in the
recording areas. He prepared materials
that he would like to use and asked
about their suitability, and then he very
firmly suggested the colours.
"The timber he specified was Japanese
Ash which he stained grey and which I
thought would be terrible! But at the

Imagination in London is finished in cool greys and blacks
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end of the day I had to concede that it
was very impressive.
"We tend to be a bit traditional and
conservative and I particularly, have an
affection for attractive and sometimes
exotic hardwoods -it's a bit of a quirk I
suppose. Left to my own devices I tend to
concentrate on those when there are
more pop/art finishes which I would
overlook.
"At Sarm, I gather, even the teacups
were incorporated in the design. That
sort of meticulous overview is what a
design company is so good for. I don't
think any acoustical studio designer
would resent being brought into one of
those overall concepts."
Over at Imagination, Tom Law based
his design around the SSL console which
they chose, although they only work
8- track, for its reputation as an
upmarket console. The studio colours are
therefore influenced by this, not only in
colour, but also by being high -tech.
Everything is shades of grey or black
with a small but striking relief produced
by blue beading in various points around
the rooms. We only had access to the
main studio, but I gather the other
facilities are along the same theme.
The Japanese Ash panels are covered
with a semi -transparent grey stain; the
chairs are black and grey; the grey
cotton curtains along the back wall were
chosen by Tom, who also found an
acoustically transparent grey fabric with
which to cover the ceiling and monitors.
Eastlake did a lighting plan and Tom
chose the fittings.
Even the reference monitors are
painted grey. The studio floor covering is
a tough vinyl called Chromine and the
skirtings are, unusually, carpeted rather
than wood which is very practical.
The grille frames on which the wall
fabric is mounted are set at 30° angles
to the floor, and the joints are staggered.
"We would have tended to just put them
upright, straight up and down, but
Imagination said that if you do it like
this it will make the room look wider
and it does."
For Tom's part: "I can design anything
providing I can run to a 'David' to sort
out the technical side and resolve all
those problems. I keep a tight control on
the visual side; David's job was to design
and build the studios while we controlled
how it looks using David's judgement
and technical input, and it has turned
out to be a very successful project.
"With something as technical as a
studio there is no reason why it
shouldn't look nice as well. And in
return you can see the difference in the
impression, response, enthusiasm and
excitement of the user as they arrive
here. It doesn't matter on what level you
do it- people do not enjoy squalor and
chaos. Studios should not be
intimidating, they should be thoughtfully
put together buildings.
"David is not simply an acoustic
designer. He has the ability to see the
visual language and interpret it and,
frankly, very little was changed."
Studio design and interior design it
must be concluded are destined to walk
inextricably hand in hand, and it will be
interesting to watch the changes sparked
off by the equipment itself, as technology
alters the use to which facilities are

-

put.
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Digital Energy Conversion
Amplification'" ... A new
standard of power. Brought
to you by Peavey via the
DECA'" -700 and DECA'" 1200 power amps. The
world's first (and only) 90
percent efficient and truly
digital power amplifiers.
Because linear amplification allows at best between 40 and 60
percent efficiency, we knew that in order to manufacture a 90
percent efficient power amp, we would have to depart from
conventional technology. DECA" is not magnetic field nor is
It analog. It's a totally new discovery on which we have
applied for six patents.
The DECA -700 and DECA -1200 power amps deliver time after time with virtually no heat, very little mass (24 and 26 pound units) and 90
percent efficiency. The DECA -700 specs out at a rated minimum power output of 350 watts RMS per channel into 4 ohms and 700 watts
RMS Into 8 ohms (in bridge mode). Our DECA -1200 is rated at minimum power of 600 watts RMS into 4 ohms and 1200 watts RMS into 8
ohms (in bridge mode). Other features include DDT'" compression circuitry to prevent amplifier overload, absolutely no measurable TIM or
slew rate induced distortion, multiple overload output and load protection features. They are both available in a 19" rack mount (two space)
configuration.
DECA Technology. Yesterday our competitors said it couldn't be done. Today they're wanting to know how we did it.
Discover for yourself our exclusive DECA power amps by visiting your nearest authorized Peavey dealer or writing us at Dept. DECA,
Peavey Electronics, 711 A Street, Meridian, MS 39301.
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INTERCONNECTION
AS A SYSTEM
Studio installation has changed
somewhat since the days of
simply XLRs and jackfields,
with perhaps a few machine
remotes fitted into the console.
Companies like SSL have
introduced the concept of the
console as the heart of a control room,
with peripheral equipment controlled by
and informing, the console's control
system.
This works fine if all manufacturers
can build compatibility into their
equipment, but it only needs one
incompatible item to prevent the whole
integrated control room becoming a

reality.
Unfortunately, this is more likely as
equipment becomes technically
sophisticated and design is entrusted to
engineers who have probably never even
seen a working studio. More and more
we are finding the necessity of interface
being involved with installation in order
for the customer to realise the full
potential of new studio systems. In
addition to wiring costs for a new
installation, there will now probably be
extra costs that should be allowed for
possible interface units.
An alternative is to plan the
installation carefully before placing
purchase orders, and find out precisely
what won't work with what, then exert
pressure on the relevant manufacturers
before finalising the purchase, to provide
compatible equipment. Otherwise
interface units, being `one-off will prove
to be expensive, and their need will only
be appreciated at the time the budget is
starting to overrun. This problem will
be readily appreciated by anyone who's
tried to work a Sony PCM-3324 with an
SSL or Neve console. An interface is on
its way, but it has taken over two years
of customer demands to make it a
reality.

Systems approach
The amount of items used together in
the modern studio has increased rapidly
over the previous few years, whether it
be effects, keyboards /synthesisers, or
control equipment such as synchronisers,
remotes or editors. To cope with the
reliable and correct interconnection of all
this equipment and to allow the various
reconnections, reconfigurations and
removals necessary if today's expensive
units are to earn their keep, a new
approach to studio technical design is
needed. The whole must be treated as an
integrated system rather than separate
add -on units, and after installation must
be thoroughly tested as a system.
All too often manufacturers will say
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Designing the right
system will help
cut down those
unwelcome noises.
Incompatibility can
also be the cause of
problems. An orderly

approach is
recommended by Rod
Duggan (Totalsystems)
their equipment is tested and working
correctly, and the wiring team will
confirm their wiring is to the highest
standards -but the customer is left with

all sorts of problems euphemistically
called `teething troubles'. These can be
eliminated completely if the system is
checked thoroughly after installation. For
example, the correct complete earthing
arrangements for a full system cannot be
safely predicted, even though rules and
guidelines exist for this, nothing can be
guaranteed until a full check with scope
and level meter has been made.
The large Neve consoles of the early
and mid 70s were built and tested with a
nominal earthing arrangement, and only
at the final stage of testing was the
earthing inside the console reconfigured
to produce the best possible figures to
meet the test specifications.

Electronic balancing
Over the past few years, significant
improvements in phase response, high
level distortion, low frequency response
and economy, have been made by the use
of electronically balanced transformerless
inputs and outputs. A notable exception
was the Harrison console outputs where
a transformer was used with an op -amp
feeding the signal back to the driver

stage thereby including the transformer
within the feedback loop. The outputs
performed with the quality of
transformerless circuits but with the
benefit of transformer isolation.
However, conventional electronically
balanced inputs and outputs are not so
tolerant as transformers to
inconsistencies in wiring and earthing.
A good illustration of this point is the
studio which was using the electronically
balanced PCM-3324, complaining that
the machine had poor crosstalk. Being
new technology, and the fact that the old
MCI machine had always worked fine in

the same position, the PCM -3324 was the
first suspect. The symptom was full
bandwidth crosstalk on all 24 return
channels of the console. A point to note
when examining crosstalk is that if it
sounds `toppy' (worse at high frequencies)
then the signal is coming in through a
capacitive source-across switch contacts
or parallel unscreened motherboards. If
`flat' across the frequency range then the
crosstalk is arriving through a resistive
source -cable or contact resistance, bad
earthing.
Cables between machine and console
were removed until only one existed.
Crosstalk was still there, 10 dB down
from the relevant channel and on all 24
return channels of the console. A wire
from the Dolby frame to the console
metalwork cured the problem entirely
but still the customer found it hard to
believe the 3324 was not at fault, after
all, his MCI had been working for years
with no problems like that. So
transformers and the floating isolation
they provide can hide earthing problems
that electronically balanced outputs
cannot.

Checking the system
This is most important, none of this
sending music down every channel and
seeing if it comes up on the right meters,
sometimes even before the rest of the
system has been installed. Neve
developed the best system I've come
across for checking out audio systems,
and also the best test waveform (Fig 1).
An asymmetrically clipped sine wave
that has a flat top offers most of the
advantages of squarewave testing that
Ted Fletcher described in his recent
article (How to check if it sounds
good ... June 1985). And it looks very
odd when it's upside down. So this
waveform can show phase problems
(wiggly top), frequency response problems
(tilt and sharpness of flat part), gain
problems (size of waveform), relative
equaliser performance (reshaping of flat
part), and polarity /out of phase
connections (upside down or not).
Every path in the system should be
checked with this waveform to maintain
continuous phase and continuity
throughout from the microphone panels
to all the outputs. Then an oscilloscope
and level meter can be used to look at
the noise from the system, instability
and hum being the common problems. At
this stage, noisy op -amps can be detected
that were going to blow during your first
few sessions. Crosstalk can be seen and
minimised (some console manufacturers
won't like this) and your expensive
monitor drivers can be spared full power
,

signals around BBC Radio 4 long wave
frequency that would make the voice
coils visible through the cones.
Incidentally, FM Acoustics recommend
monitoring the output of their amps on
an oscilloscope as standard procedure in
their installation.

A typical problem
I worked at The Mill, we had a
strange problem with the Auratones,
they would buzz occasionally and
wouldn't sound right sometimes -but
never predictably. The fault had been
there for some years, but as it only
happened occasionally, it was no great
distraction and also difficult to trace. An
oscilloscope on the speaker terminals
showed the problem, the Crown D60 was
unstable and oscillating at radio
frequencies. This was traced to the
output leads being unscreened and in
close proximity to the input leads. For
an amplifier that has a frequency
response from DC to Ultra- Violet, it had

When

no problem finding a frequency that it
liked so much it held on to it. Screening
the output leads cured the problem. This
is not usually necessary but shows that
you should not assume a system works
because you have followed good wiring

practice -always check thoroughly.

Monitor connections
Monitoring systems seem to attract the
most bizarre problems. Quite often the
cable used looks as though it was stolen
from a welding set. The terminals on the
amplifier then have such tiny holes that
most of the cable conductors have to be
left out then what's left is soldered,
inserted, and screwed down. Within days,
the solder relaxes under pressure, and
within weeks it oxidises over the surface.
So the power amplifier that has been
carefully designed to have a source
impedance of typically 40 mSl has to
deliver several amps of various
frequencies through a thin piece of
semiconducting lead oxide waggling loose
in its terminal. Choose carefully the
right gauge terminals for the amplifier
and cable used. Crimped spade terminals
offer a large surface area for good
conduction, and are available in many
sizes to suit cable and connector
variations.
FIG.

1

The cable has to conduct high currents
at high frequencies, so it has to be fat
enough to cope, but there's no need to go
overboard here as difficulties will arise
fitting it into the connectors. Also it may
be worth checking wiring inside the
cabinet -sometimes of telephone
extension calibre. If my experiences with
some JBC monitors are anything to go
by, while you're in there check the
relative phasing of the drive units in
each cabinet. You might be making a
few changes and be pleasantly surprised
at the improved imaging, and both
speakers will sound similar.

Cabling
All professional cable I've come across is
of excellent quality, the only differences
being in ease of stripping and
preparation. There are a few special
cables that overcome specific problems
however and two are described here.
I've always kept an eye on the hi -fi
market: they can occasionally turn up

improvements that escape the relatively
conservative professional market.
They have had Linear Crystal Oxygen
Free cable for some years and now
several professional manufacturers and
recording engineers are using it. It starts
off as high purity oxygen free copper,
which is then heated for several days at
900°C in Argon gas. The crystals grow
in this treatment, so when the copper is
drawn into cable the crystal boundaries
are very few and far between. Coming
via the hi -fi market it has been credited
with some strange magical properties.
The important thing to realise is that it
doesn't cause as much degradation over
long runs as ordinary copper does.
Remember, it may be good but it isn't
going to defy Ohm's Law, even if it is
made from altar crucifixes and forged on
a full moon. Now we have digital
recorders, high level distortion in a
system is easy to avoid. Low level
distortion is now the thing to beat, and
careful choice of cabling runs and cable
can minimise this.
If you've ever had guitarists playing in
the control room with the amp miked up
in the studio, then you will know the
loss of 'bite' or high frequencies caused
by a long stage lead running down the
corridor. This is because the high
impedance output is loaded down by the

ASYMMETRICAL TEST WAVEFORM

1

kHz

capacitance of the cable at high
frequencies. Using DI boxes back to back
is usually worse. There is, however, a
very low capacitance cable that cures
this problem, and is sold by RS
Components as 'car aerial extension
leads' in packs of three 3 m lengths. You
will have to chop the plugs and
capacitors off, and carefully solder the
central core which is like fusewire and
very fiddly, but several of these in series
carefully installed in the trunking
produces a very satisfactory if
unconventional long guitar lead.
Control cables are on the increase and
many are appearing in studio
installations, for video machines,
timecode, MIDI control, transport
controls, synchronisers, etc. Even more
will appear as equipment tends to be
designed into equipment rooms, away
from the main control room. This brings
the flexibility of having different
locations using common equipment
without physically moving it, and keeps
noisy fan cooled items and clanking
video machines away from the control
room, assisting the low noise floor
necessary for monitoring to digital
standards. These control cables should
all be screened, and if possible, double
compartment earthed steel trunking used
for cable runs. Put analogue audio and
video cables one side, control and digital
cables the other side.
For digital audio data, the AES/EBU
format uses 3 -pin XLR -type connectors
for the interconnection of balanced
digital data with both left and right
channels alternating. Cable should have
an impedance of 90 to 120 S2 and be twin
screened. A variety called Twinax is
ideal here, being 105 Sl and low loss. As
polarity is irrelevant, there is no pin 2 or
3 hot dilemma.

Connectors
Many new connectors are appearing in
studios that didn't used to be there,
perhaps the most prolific now is the
BNC connector. These all look similar
but the varieties are numerous. 75 S2 and
50 S2 types are physically different and
shouldn't be mixed. Each type comes in
different sizes for various diameters of
cable, then you can get solder or crimp
variety. Forget the solder variety and
invest in a crimper -they are expensive,
but life is so much easier with it, and
you will be making quite a few leads
with it. BNC leads 'walk' even faster
than XLR -type leads, and you can even
take the time out to tidy up the
DAE -1100 rats nest by making shorter
leads and fitting strain reliefs at the
same time, improving the reliability of
the leads. Verospeed stock a wide range
of coloured strain reliefs so you can
colour code your installation and save
yourself the migraine when you have to
re- connect the DAE -1100 quickly in the
middle of a session.

The old ones are best

OSCILLATOR

If your installation isn't quite up to
scratch, and a customer asks why the
monitors are humming, tell them it's
because they've forgotten the words -or
that they need a wash. There must be
someone who hasn't heard it yet and it
gets it over with quickly.
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BUSINESS
Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Pulling the plug

a year. So the total cost to the BBC of
playing a pop single is nearly £60. The

The high spot of the Government press
conference called to discuss the copyright
Green Paper and proposal for a tape
levy, was a head -on collision between the
Minister responsible Geoffrey Pattie, and
Bill Johnstone, of The Times.
Johnstone asked a not unreasonable
question: "If there is a levy that will
legitimise home taping of records from
the radio, what price the money which
the radio stations already pay the record
industry for the privilege of plugging
new releases ?"
Pattie was obviously out of his depth
and fudged. Johnstone persisted but
never got a straight answer because
Pattie threw a huff. "This is my press
conference and I run it my way.'
By an interesting coincidence, Radio 1

Controller Derek Chinnery retired a
couple of weeks later. He took the
opportunity to rail at the Musicians'
Union and Phonographic Performance
Ltd (PPL) over their needle time
restrictions. Then new Controller Johnny
Beerling had something to say and
between them they spilled some
interesting beans on pricing. Every time
a 3'/2 min pop single is played, the BBC
pays out £25 to the PPL. It also has to
pay the PRS at the rate of 2% on licence
income. That works out at £14.4 million

record industry would be lost without
these radio plugs. Witness the industry
pluggers who spend their lives trying to
persuade producers and DJs to play their
singles. Witness the old payola scandals.
The record industry is now trying to
persuade the Government that the
promised tape levy of 10% on audio, and
5% on video, is not enough. But if the
record industry gets a higher levy, to
compensate for sales lost through taping
off-air, then the radio stations could well
propose lower needle time payments.

Have you the right
time, please?
If you want to know the time ask a chip.
By now everyone must know that
British Telecom has re- recorded its
speaking clock, using a BT employee
who won £5,000 for his voice after a six
month competition between 5,000
entrants. Yawn. But behind all this PR
puff there is some interesting technology.
The first speaking clock, introduced in
July 1936, used rotating glass discs to
store the sound of TIM, just like a film
soundtrack. In 1963 the Post Office
switched to magnetic drums. Four heads
read four tracks, one for 'At the third

stroke', another for hours, another for
minutes, another for seconds. The pips
have been generated by an optical device
at the end of the drum shaft. Now the
new voice is going into ROM.
For his £5,000 prize Brian Cobby did
just two 1/2 hr sessions at BT's city HQ.
He read 60 announcements into a Shure
SM81 condenser mic feeding a Revox
B77 running at 7.5 in/s without noise
reduction. All the phrases began with
the same words "At the third stroke it
will be ", even though BT only needed
one recording of that phrase. Cobby
found that he needed a smooth run into
the hours, minutes and seconds phrases
that followed. Most of these phrases were
recorded several times to give a better
bridge between all possible combinations.
Also although BT's speaking clock is still
a 12 hr clock, the library of phrases will
also cope with a 24 hr readout.
The analogue recording was converted
to PCM, by sampling at 8 kHz and
coding in 8 bit words to give a data rate
of 64 kbit /s and standard telephone
bandwidth of 300 Hz to 3.4 kHz. The
samples were then stored in a PROM
controlled by an Intel 8085
microprocessor and quartz clock. The
clock tells the processor what phrases to
pull out and how to patch them together.
BT guarantees time accuracy of 50 ms
a day. But in practice it is 5 ms. The
speaking clock is checked every 60 s by a

hard wire connection with the National
Physical Laboratory's atomic clock at
Rugby. This has a caesium tube with a
natural resonant frequency of 9 GHz
which is divided down and used in the
feedback loop of a conventional crystal
oscillator to give accuracy of 1 s in every
10,500 years.
Any studio interested in tightening up
on its overtime rates, can always tune in
to the same atomic clock at Rugby. It
transmits timecode 24 hr a day on
60 kHz, 2.5 MHz, 5 MHz and 10 MHz.

aic

Case report

The SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING offers an international network of formal
training schools each complete with In -House Multitrack studio. Our one -year Certificate
and Diploma level courses provide extensive theory lectures and practical hands -on
experience in all aspects of audio engineering for live sound, broadcast and studio. Each
student is guaranteed practical time in our studios. Also available are short 6 day courses.
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International Head Office, Sydney, Australia: 699-7931.
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Need a good solid carrying case for
equipment? Try the London Graphic
Centre opposite Covent Garden tube
station in London. They have surely the
best range of low cost aluminium photo equipment carrying cases.
No, I haven't got shares in the
company or their casemakers. I bought
one, and after hard use the plastic
handle broke. In this day and age, when
nothing ever seems to be replaceable, I
reckoned the case would be a write-off.
Not so. The Covent Garden shop put me
on to the casemakers -Bellboy of
Camden Town. They apologised and did
a free repair. You don't often find service
like that any more.
(Strange how experiences can differ. I
bought a case from the same store two
years ago and the handle fell off When I
enquired about spares I was told to forget
it and buy a new case-Ed.)

Turning a deaf ear
Expect some reports out soon, or perhaps
they are already out, which reassure
people that they are unlikely to go deaf
through listening to music through
headphones from a portable stereo
system. One report is from the UK
Health and Safety Executive and
Nottingham University. The other comes
from Southampton University, those
wonderful people who, in the '70s
produced that infamous and still -secret
report on spoilers for the BPI.
The gist of both new reports is that
although you can damage your ears with
excessively loud sound through
headphones played over a long period,
not many people are likely to suffer.
Some of the scare stories of recent years
stem from widespread dislike of portable
stereos, because of the nasty scratchy
sound which leaks out of the headphones
and annoys everyone within earshot.
All the researchers I have spoken with
are agreed on one thing: very little
scientific work has been done in this
field. So no one really knows for sure
whether the trend over the last 20 years
or so, of louder concert and disco
amplification, and then louder personal
listening, has made any impact on the
overall condition of the public's hearing.
In fact, a lot of good scientific work has
been done over at least the last 20 years.
Every time someone applies to join the
BBC as a studio manager (now radio
sound assistant) they are put through a
hearing test by a Corporation medical
officer. There are eight medical centres,
two in London and six in the provinces.
Around 1,000 people a year are tested
and the BBC keeps all the records.
If these files were analysed they could
give a valuable fix on any trend towards
widespread hearing loss in the public.
Everyone who applies to join the BBC is
likely to be young and interested in
music. They come from all over the
country, all classes and creeds. So the
hearing test records could be valuable

data. Consider the possibility of rechecking ears after a period of years and
comparing with the original tests.
I spoke with both Nottingham and
Southampton Universities. Neither knew
of the BBC data. Nor did other hospitals
which specialise in hearing loss. I spoke
with a senior BBC medical officer who
told me he had, on occasions, thought
about doing something with the data but
had never had time. Also he had
reservations, because the tests have been
done by different people on different
equipment over the 10-year period.
Nevertheless it is a safe bet that the
BBC tests will have been responsibly
and sensibly carried out. The BBC
doesn't bodge. Sometimes a job applicant
is turned down simply because of the
results of these hearing tests. It would
be monstrous if they were being carried

out in a sloppy fashion.
Some BBC engineers now believe that
the number of otherwise ideal applicants
being turned down is on the increase,
and that this points to a general trend
towards hearing loss among young
people who listen to loud music. The
BBC medical officer acknowledges that
his department has come across some
evidence of this over recent years but he
does not believe it is firm enough
evidence to point to a definite trend.
Maybe, maybe not. There is only one

way to find out -by data analysis.
It would be unfair for the BBC, already
strapped for money, to have to pay for
the work. But if the Health and Safety
Executive has money to spend on
commissioning a university to produce a
report on leisure noise, and the
university bemoans the lack of hard
scientific data available on some areas
like personal listening, then surely the
HSE should think seriously about
funding a study of the BBC's data bank
of hearing tests.
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aurally expected manner. Actual clipping
does not take place at the input until
extremes of current are demanded which
the preceding stage would be quite
unable to provide and this sets the
effective limit to signal excursions for
the VCA when used for fader
replacement duty where there is a prefade stage.
Ever since its launch in the mid '70s,
the original dbx 202 module has

AUTOMATION
AND THE AKA
Robin Bransbury of Audio Kinetics discusses
the VCA's impact on automation

In the field of console automation,
there has been a great deal of
development in computer technology
to improve the speed and reliability
of data -storage. We have moved away
from the very unsuitable medium of
direct data recording on the master
tape to using media which are
essentially designed for error checked
data recording. However, when looking
at the devices which actually use this
now highly reliable data, ie the elements
which actually control the sound, there
are only four solutions available to the
console manufacturer:
Digital control of digitised audio;
Digital control of analogue audio;
Motorised controls;
DC control of a VCA.
Of these approaches, by far the most
complex is the first with the sound
waveforms converted into digital
representations and where the patterns
so formed are manipulated in real -time
to give new patterns which correspond to
the same audio signal but with some
parameter, for example the level,
changed.
The second technique, in terms of level
control, involves using multiplying D/A
converters operating on the audio signal
in its analogue form where gain control
is produced by small step changes in

attenuation.
The third approach of motorised control
gives the single obvious advantage of
instant level presentation and, when
used with a dual track fader element,
the knowledge that the signal is passing
through a purely passive control device.
However, as with any electro- mechanical
system, there are serious reliability
questions still to be answered. There is
also the quite severe power engineering
problem of providing the heavy start and
stop currents for multiple arrays of
electronically ganged motorised controls.
The final type of control technique uses
one or other form of VCA and this is
under discussion here.
Fig 1 shows the circuit of a classic
complementary symmetry VCA which in
one form or another is in wide use in
several types of equipment from the
simple limiter- compressor to the large
console automation system.
Fig 3 shows the published circuit of a
basic class A VCA (not what's actually
in the package). It was designed around
eight years after the first circuit but
uses the same basic principle.

profoundly changed console design and
although most design engineers have not
been particularly happy with the
performance offered (once they came to
analyse it in the role of an attenuator
only); compared to the then available
alternatives, (saturated transistors, diode
bridges, FETs and LDRs), the dbx VCA

largely on both input and output levels
and frequency of the signal being
handled.
If the circuit is operated in Class A,
where none of the devices comprising the
central bridge of transistors (usually
referred to as the `core') switches off, the
distortion tends to be mostly even order
and can be nulled by balancing the
handling of the signal. When close to
overload, (one quarter of the bridge of
devices starting to switch fully off),
higher even and odd harmonics begin to
predominate and these cannot be
removed by balancing. The
distortion /frequency curve is, however,
relatively flat rising at about
20 dB /decade with rising frequency. The
turnover point when using reasonably
fast devices is at about 5 kHz so we
would expect distortion to be roughly 10
times its LF value at 50 kHz.
We have assumed here that the
operational amplifiers used in the circuit
still have substantial forward gain for all
frequencies of interest and for modern
devices designed for audio duty this is
usually so. It is important, however, to
ensure that the devices selected can cope
with the demands made on them and
that the quite difficult compromise of
stability at widely varying feedback
ratios does not lead to over compensation
particularly of the input stage. This robs
the amplifier of its forward gain and
produces an HF distortion breakpoint
which is very much lower than indicated
in the figure.
Overall, Class A operation gives a
reasonably predictable distortion
performance which overloads at the
input stage in a fairly pleasing and

FIG.

represented the first really manageable
means of remote control of audio by
electrical means and can be said to have
effectively launched console automation.
It can be quite amusing to speculate on
the situation in this industry if David
Blackmer's original work had never
taken place. Almost all audio engineers
would have had to become expert in the
fields of mechanical and servomechanical design because, until the rise
of all digital methods, we would have
been stuck with motorised controls and
the constant battle to keep electromechanical devices running reliably even
when drenched in wine, coffee, cola
drinks and other substances legal and
illegal.
Even so, the arguments against VCAs
have been many. It is a device which
relies for its operation on the rather
unsatisfactory technique of open -loop
matching of semiconductor devices which
are very difficult to diffuse on a common
substrate.
The phrase `open -loop' is important
because audio engineers are very well
accustomed to working with very nonlinear devices and large quantities of
negative feedback to linearise them.
With current VCA topology, it is not
possible to apply linearising feedback
directly. We therefore have to rely
primarily on device matching with a
good deal of subsequent tweaking to get
satisfactory performance by removing the
last vestiges of imbalance between
devices.

1

oFE

INPUT

05(
o
OUT

CONTRO

Class A y Class AB

Typical distortion curves of two classic
bipolar VCAs which use log/anti -log
techniques are shown in Fig 2. As we
can see, the distortion produced depends
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The lack of common substrate is
another serious problem because,
transistor parameters vary so widely
with even small changes in junction
temperature. As we are trying to attain
perfect matching, we really require the
almost identical junction temperatures
found within the confines of a well
designed single chip; however, there are
very severe problems in the manufacture
of a truly complementary symmetry
single chip VCA which have prevented
its implementation throughout all the
years the circuit has been known.
The original version of the log/anti -log
VCA was designed to operate in Class
AB1 mode. There is a small bias current
flowing through the bridge of Q1 -4, set
up by the Vbe multiplier Q5. This bias
keeps the devices just conducting under
no signal conditions and is great enough
to ensure that, for small input current
excursions, none of the core devices
actually switches off. However, for quite
modest input currents, the top (Q1 and
Q2) and bottom (Q3 and Q4) halves of
the circuit start to operate
independently, each switching off as the
polarity of the input reverses.
As long as the devices are reasonably
well matched for HF gain versus
collector current, the tendency for the
even harmonics to rise strongly with
frequency can be ameliorated but never
completely eliminated.
At very low currents, as the top or
bottom half is near switch -off, the
log/anti -log relationship begins to break
down because of secondary terms which
have been neglected in the classic
relationship used in the design of the
circuit. Of prime importance, is the effect
of speed on the relationship which
becomes a significant factor.
If we choose devices carefully, we can

still measure good log/anti -log agreement
at currents down in the nanoamp range
as long as their rate of change is kept
low enough. If we raise the rate of
change of current, we find that the
agreement becomes less and less perfect.
Storage time in the base region causes
anomalies so that a device in the input
loop (Q1 or Q2) which should be turning
off quicker and quicker as its base
emitter voltage diminishes, is still
conducting far more current than it
should be. All would be well if the
relevant output device (Q3 or Q4) was
doing the exact opposite but, by the time
the output side knows about it, the
moment when correction was required
has passed.
Anyone who has worked on Class B
power amplifiers in the early days knows
this problem well, the symptoms and
their results are virtually identical; we
find low and mid frequency crossover
distortion caused by mismatches at the
origin where one device takes over from
the other and this symptom gets
increasingly worse as the frequency rises
as storage time effects predominate.
The large germanium alloy transistors
which were pressed into service in those
days were quite incapable of good
performance below quite large currents
and above modest speeds. As we reduce
collector currents, silicon planar devices
show just the same problem. The Class
AB VCA therefore has a strongly rising
frequency/distortion characteristic and a
turnover frequency around 1 kHz or
below.
Worse than this, the order of the
harmonics goes up so that rather than
finding substantial 3rd and a little 5th,
we can find crossover distortion's classic
spectrum of stong components up in the

9th and 11th region. It has been shown

FIG. 2
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that the nastiness factor of distortion
closely related to both the level and

is

order of the components involved. The
effect of distortion seems to be
proportional to the product of the level
and order so even small levels of high
orders are as nasty as proportionally
high levels of the low orders.
Class B operation, however, has one
other facet as anyone who has been
unfortunate enough to be in the
immediate vicinity of a transistor radio
with a failing battery can witness: it
provides highly effective noise gating.
When the broadcast contains quiet bits,
the speaker falls silent with an
occasional grating croak to show that the
set is on. Whereas, especially on AM
bands, a fresh battery shows the set to
be very noisy.
Considering the VCA's input stage (in
common with most transistor circuits)
the noise produced by the stage depends
on collector currents in the active
devices. For low noise, low current is
needed. The Class AB VCA has the

remarkable property of instantaneously
adjusting the collector currents in
sympathy with the signal passed so that
for no input, the noise is at a minimum.
As the input level rises, the noise rises
proportionally but as there is signal
present, it masks the noise.
Checking the recovered waveform from
a distortion bridge shows up this effect
very clearly. The noise modulation can
be clearly seen but, unless the input
noise really is excessive, the masking
effect of the signal makes it difficult to
hear. As masking is an inherent
property of hearing, it is difficult to
believe the claims by some researchers
that the very low levels of noise
modulation found in Class AB VCA's are
as audible as some studies suggest. It is
important to realise that the sidebands
of noise modulation are so diffuse that
the energy present at any one frequency
is extremely low especially in the
presence of a dominant audible signal.
On tone, however, the effect is very
visible on the recovered distortion bridge
output which may give us a clue to why
it is thought to be so profoundly
important to the committed audio purist.
Returning for a moment to our Class A
VCA, Fig 3, the bias through the core is
set by the total current flowing through
the core with a smaller surplus taken by
the central balance pot. The sum of the
currents flowing through the two halves
of the bridge is arranged to be greater
than the peak signal current which
needs to be handled by any of the
devices, hence the device is biased into
Class A conditions. However, because all
devices are always on, the noise gating
effects disappear, along with a good deal
of the nastiness factor of the distortion
spectrum. The output contains the full
noise output of both input and output
stages with the signal which previously
masked the noise now replaced by
inaudible DC current with no masking
properties at all.
To improve the Class AB VCA, we
would need devices which are fast
enough to establish reliable log /anti -log
performance at the vanishingly small
currents available at the zero -crossing
point.
Since hfe is almost directly
proportional to collector current in the
81

range of currents under consideration, to
preserve reasonable transistor behaviour
at or near the vanishingly small currents
that flow as the input crosses the zero
axis, we would need to be using either
very fast gold doped switching devices
which leak abominably (and often very
noisily) or very small geometry devices
designed essentially for UHF duty rather
than optimised for audio use.
Since good log performance depends
partly on very low leakage, gold doping
is obviously out. As far as the use of
UHF devices is concerned, while they
might solve some of the low level
problems at and about the axis, we must
also bear in mind that the current
handling capacity of a transistor is, to a
first approximation, determined by its
active area. So we would be swapping
small benefits at low levels for much
greater problems at high levels.
The compromise usually adopted is to
use reasonably fast high gain silicon
planar devices originally designed for use
in audio driven and medium power
stages. (Various experiments have been
done with larger and smaller devices the
results of which are quite interesting.)
Mention of the word `stability' to those
colleagues who have played around with
very small geometry devices will raise a
wry smile. To those who have not:
experiments with such devices are
constantly dogged by apparently
inexplicable phenomena which can
almost always be put down to oscillation
at frequencies so far outside our normal
domain that standard issue test
equipment is totally useless even as a
guide to its presence.
In the final analysis, the optimum
VCA would be Class A with automatic
adjustment of the operating point for any
level of signal through the device. For
low levels, the device would operate in
the A part of the Class AB1 transfer
characteristic. At higher levels, the
operating current would be adjusted to
maintain Class A operation by some
external means.
In the limit, when there is no input

FIG. 3

AUTOMATIO
AND THE VCA
signal, the collector current would need
to be reduced to a minimum which
prevents low level HF signals from
suffering distortion. In practice, the low
level current could be that needed to
give the required noise performance
whilst providing the benefits of Class A
operation when the input signal rises.
In a way, such a VCA would be
working in the inverse of Class AB
operation so that, although it never in
fact reaches Class B, one could think of
it as `Class BA' when describing the
genre. However, whilst such a design
would have very significant advantages
when compared to either of its
precursors, the adjustment of the
operating point should never be allowed
to cause any significant change in the
standing output voltage or distortion
trim setup otherwise we may introduce
another form of envelope dependent
interference into the output waveform.
This last stricture would mean that the
classical methods of balancing VCAs
need a good deal of revision. Unless the
devices are matched or balanced both
NPN to NPN, PNP to PNP and now,
NPN to PNP for both sides, changes in
operating point can and will introduce
non -symmetrical changes in the working
conditions of the quarters of the bridge
resulting in some highly undesirable
effects.
If it were possible to somehow isolate
the AC and DC balance of the core
devices in a way that balances the
devices for all conditions of signal, bias
and control drives, then we would be
some of the way towards implementing
the circuit but, put mildly, this would be
tricky as we now have an extra variable
to consider and one which has a
profound effect on the setting up of the
circuit at a very wide range of
t+VE

r
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conditions. For each new condition, we
need an extra testing step and, as many
test engineers will vouch, setting up
VCAs is enough of a nightmare already.
Passing on to another serious problem
with Class A VCAs -control voltage
modulation -the effects of Class BA
working would be highly beneficial once
we have found the right balancing
technique. In the much used Class A
VCA (Fig 3) any imbalance in the
conduction of the bias current through
the upper and lower halves of the bridge
force current into one or other inverting
input. The imbalance current will be a
function of junction temperature
differences, bias current and the amount
of control signal so that if the bias
current and the junction temperature
differences can be reduced, the imbalance
current goes down in sympathy.
One of the functions of DC control is to
group VCAs together and control them
from a single fader. As can be imagined,
with a poorly set up VCA system, it is
virtually impossible to ensure that a
group mute or solo in place, selected
during a quiet passage will not cause
objectionable `thumps' in the mix,
especially as all faders have their
outputs combined and each contributes a
similarly interfering signal.
The rectifier for the bias current
adjustment would also require very
careful selection. In theory, it should be
a true ideal peak rectifier so that any
incoming peak signal of either polarity is
given adequate bias current. This would,
however allow, isolated low energy
spikes to switch on the bias and give a
rather disturbing noise modulation
which, because it is no longer
synchronous with a masking signal,
would now be highly perceivable. The
rise time would, therefore, need to be a
carefully tailored compromise between
fast action and response to small area
spikes. The decay time similarly needs to
be chosen so that the ear's AGC action
never allows the noise from VCAs which
were carrying high level to be perceived.
The matching of the ear's reaction time
suggests a syllabic rate for the fall time.
This would, however, be bound to affect
the much lower frequencies found in
music so we would need to resort to some
of the attack -hold -release techniques
found in modern compressors.
In the end, the optimum values would
probably have to be chosen by
experiment. The distortion on the lowest
frequency has to be measured and the
fall time adjusted so that the effect
would be just measurable (an increase
which was just visible on the recovered
distortion waveform should be
satisfactory). Then a toneburst generator
could be used to listen to the VCA and
adjust the rise time so that the recovery
of the ear does not perceive the noise
modulation. Finally many types of music
would need to be listened to while noting
the settings found best and the average
of rise and fall taken for comparison.
The VCA does not clip in the classical
manner, it overloads gently with hard
clipping in the circuit itself way beyond
the overload margin of the preceding
stage. This feature of the VCA would
work very much in favour of the Class
BA stage because it limits the required
speed of reaction of the rectifier. The
level of TIM present in an initial
D
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16/16/2 is designed to complement budget 16 -track recorders. It
features its own external P.S.U. which can supply even a fully expanded
16/16/2 (a 32/16/2!). All mic. channels have 48V Phantom Power,
parametric E.Q. network, and 3 auxiliary sends. Full 16 channel monitoring is
included in the 16/16/2 package. 12 segment 2 colour bargraphs are fitted
to the 16 sub -mix stages and the master output which is also fitted with 3
band E.Q. As well as optional expander modules for the mic. channels, a
double patch bay is available.
The

16-4-2

16/4/2 is the mixer that the 16/8/2 and 16/16/2 developed from and
consequently contains all their superb features. It is expandable to 32/4/2 on
its existing P.S.U. and a patch bay is also available. Mic. channels have
parametric E.Q. network, 48V Phantom Power, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm
faders. Full monitor and foldback systems, 3 -band E.Q. on the master outputs
and 2 colour 12 segment bargraphs are all supplied on the 16/4/2. Uses of
this mixer include live sound reinforcement and for use with 4 track recorders
in small studios.
The

Mosfet 500

With distortion not exceeding 0.005% (1kHz sinewave at 200 watts /4ohms)
this amplifier provides reliabje amplification of outstanding fidelity in all
applications. The extensive protection circuitry ensures failsafe protection
against D.C., thermal overload and short circuit conditions. The front panel
carries LED indication allowing instant monitoring of the amplifier's
operational status. The Mosfet 500 is ideally suited to all professional
applications requiring medium power, accurate reproduction.

16/8/2 is compatible with 8 -track recorders and has all the versatility of
the 16/16/2, like optional expander modules for the mic. channels (an extra
16 mic. channels may be fitted without altering the unit's P.S.U.) and a
double patch bay. Mic. channels feature 48V Phantom Power, parametric E.Q.
network, 3 auxiliary sends and 90mm faders. Full monitor and foldback
systems are included. Master outputs have 3 -band E.Q. and 2 colour 12
segment bargraphs. These bargraphs are also fitted to the 8 sub -mix stages.
Applications for the 16/8/2 include small 8 -track studio mixing and live
sound reinforcement.
The

6 -2 -1

The STUDIOMASTER 6 -2 -1 mixing console offers features and performance
normally obtainable from mixers costing twice the price. Mic. channels feature
three band e.g., effects and monitor sends as well as the usual gain and pan
controls. 2 colour, 12 segment bargraphs allow monitoring of channels,
auxiliaries and both stereo and mono sum outputs. This outstanding
specification makes the 6 -2 -1 ideal for sub -mixing, P.A. and recording.

Mosfet 1000

This high power amplifier delivers twice the power of the MOSFET 500 with
the same 0.005% distortion (1 kHz sinewave at 400 watts /4 ohms). This
amplifier has already proved itself under the most stressful of applications and
is fast becoming the standard against which all other amplifiers are measured.
The Mosfet 1000 delivers high power with total fidelity in all applications.

Studiomaster, Faircharm Industrial Estate, Chaul End Lane, Luton, Bedfordshire.
Tel: (0525) 221331 Telex: 825612 STUDIO G

transient can be roughly gauged by
running the circuit without moving the
operating point with an input level
around the expected peak of a transient
and measuring the distortion.
Alternatively, we could measure the
compression or expansion of a train of
high level spikes with the sliding bias
disabled and then enabled.

AUTOMATION
AND THE VCA

A Class BA VCA would have an
enormous advantage over previous
technologies in terms of both idle
channel noise and distortion but, the
important point to note is the
requirement, using standard trimming
techniques, for matching between PNP
and NPN devices in addition to the
normal NPN:NPN and PNP:PNP
matches we are used to.
On the face of it this is very difficult
indeed but recent researches show that it
is not only possible, but fairly simple; if
we can tolerate an additional trimming
pot to set up the new structure.
From the X -ray micrographs, we can

This structure will only work well in
class A and derivative designs as the
amount of thermal coupling between the
junctions is minimal, the sources of
thermal perturbation many and the
thermal capacity of the array, quite
large.
Fig 5 shows the structure of the
TA101, which is a derivative of the first

investigate the internal structure of
various VCAs in common use. Fig 4
shows the internal structure of the
EGC101. We can see that the array
consists of a small PCB with the track
side uppermost which has 8 epoxy
transistors soldered to it. The leads point
downwards and are substantial copper
wires which will conduct thermal
transients into the body of the resin coat
and therefore upset the thermal balance
of the array if there is a large area of
copper foil on any of the pads on the
user's PCB on to which the leads of the
device are mounted.

FIG 4

FIG 5

Integrated PNP transistor in VCAs
Apart from the classic

complementary symmetry
VCA circuit, there are a
number of important
alternative topologies,
most of which are
specifically designed to
avoid the use of PNP transistors in
the gain cell.
The need to avoid integrated PNP
devices can be appreciated when the
processes required to make devices
usable in log /anti -log circuitry are
studied.
Linear circuits have traditionally
been fabricated on P type substrates.
This topology is the best choice for
most purposes because, if the
substrate is tied to the most negative
point in the circuit, it becomes an
automatic reverse biased diode
between the collector of an NPN
transistor and the substrate. However,
to make a simple vertical PNP device,
one has to use the P type substrate
itself as the collector region. This
connection obviously limits the
usefulness of the resulting transistor.
With a P type substrate, NPN
devices are easy to fabricate. If we
want a high gain device, in principle,
all we have to do is to make a
reasonably deep collector diffusion, a
very thin base diffusion on top then a
well distributed emitter diffusion on
top of that.
The major process parameters are
defined by time, temperature, dopant
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type and concentration. Using the
same masks, we can experiment until
a satisfactory recipe for a device is
found.
But to make a PNP device which
does not have its collector directly in
the substrate, we have to resort to the
lateral PNP device. In the lateral
device, the electrodes are formed by
placing masked diffusions side by side
where mechanical linewidth becomes
the determining factor in junction
geometry. We can no longer rely on
process tweaking alone to obtain the
required final result, to improve the
performance, we now also have to
change the actual outline of the
masks. We will, however, always be
stuck with the fact that current has
to flow sideways through the minor
axis of the device which can never
give the kind of performance available
in a transistor where the layers are
on top of each other and current flow
is through the major axis.
In the end, without impractical
design rules, the resulting devices are
very much less than perfect. In fact,
most lateral PNP devices have a beta
of between 1 and 5, which is very
dependent on collector current
peaking sharply and falling away to
vanishingly small values over only
two to three decades of current.
Looking back at the structure of the
classic NPN -PNP gain cell, we can see
that we require very perfect
transistors none of which can have its

array. Here, some attempt has been
made to improve the thermal coupling
over the previous device.
The stucture consists again of small
epoxy devices which have been slightly
ground down to reduce the amount of
epoxy B between the chip and the
outside world. These ground down
devices are then potted in resin with
pairs of opposite polarity each placed on
top of its complement and separated from
each other by at least a millimetre of not
very conductive epoxy B. The total
thermal capacity for this array is around
a quarter of the EGC101. The coupling
provided by simple proximity will be
nowhere near as good at that of the very
high conductivity of the collector flag of
the transistors' leadframe but at least
some attempt has been made to link the
devices. If this array is compared with
mounting the devices on a high
conductivity substrate or, of course, codiffusion on the same piece of silicon
then we can see that there are several
orders of magnitude difference in the
thermal linking coefficient between the
cottage industry version, and the purpose
designed device.
One important consideration to bear in
mind when using the device is that the
collector tabs on which the chips are
mounted have a direct metal connection
to the outside world. This means that
any transients induced on the collector
leads will have a greater influence on
the thermal balance of the chips than
the proximity effect through the epoxy
left after grinding down the devices. The
all important parameter to consider is
collector buried in the substrate
because the commoned emitters of the
NPN devices must assume the most
negative potential. The transistors
have to have the highest possible gain
which has to be usable over at least
four decades of collector current.
There are ways of making circuits
with vertical devices of both
polarities, we would start with a
substrate of either polarity and grow
a thin oxide layer over it and on to
this is grown an epitaxial layer of
doped silicon. Where there is to be a
transistor of inconvenient polarity, its
collector area is isolated by removing
the epi layer down to the underlying
oxide. This method of `Dielectric
Isolation' is a little more tricky to
control than the alternative `Silicon
on Sapphire' technique but uses very
much cheaper raw materials.
Suppose we start with P wafer, and
grow a P type epi layer; after
isolation, we would run an N type
diffusion for the PNP bases and NPN
collectors. Then there is a cycle of P
type dopant which forms the NPN
bases and the PNP emitters. Then
there will be an N type cycle for the
NPN emitters.
This may sound relatively simple
except for the problem that we would
be attempting to make collectors for
the NPN at the same time as we are
trying to make bases for the PNP.
To obtain good gain, we require the
thinnest possible base region and to
make the process workable, we need a
reasonable depth for the collector.

the exclusion of unequal relative heating
of areas of copper track soldered to the
leads carrying the collectors of the
individual chips.
One amusing aside is that transistors
with a much thinner covering of epoxy
are available from Ferranti under the
E-line trademark. If these had been used,
one of the more tedious manufacturing
operations might have been avoided.
Looking now at Fig 6 we can see that
the dbx 215x series is a single chip
design. The chip area at 65 by 75 thou is
respectably small for a special product
linear. As can be appreciated, the
immensely tight thermal coupling
between the elements will be several
orders of magnitude better than the
discrete arrays.
Apart from the substrate flag, the
thermal conductivity of the bondleads
connecting the chip to the leadframe is
vastly smaller than the very thick
leadframes holding the devices in the
discrete array. There is, however, one
minor point which might be borne in
mind, the isothermal centre of the chip
has not been orientated through the
centre of the substrate lead (pin 51 so a
strong thermal transient on the lead can
give an appreciable shift in the balance
of the chip. In comparison with the
discrete array however, this is a minor
effect but may explain the lingering
presence of thermal effects in a wholly
integrated device. It seems a pity that a
single sided, committed die -attach area
lead frame was used on this device
because an ordinary dip frame with a
central spine could have been used which
With this we would end up with
PNPs with enormous bases and
useless gain or NPNs so thin we
would never be able to form
reasonable electrodes in the depth
allowed.
Furthermore, the devices we are
trying to make should have, as closely
as possible, the same general
structure and geometry. Thus we are
left with the problem that we have to
form similar polarity electrodes on
different diffusions, thus putting up
the number of separate steps. With
thermal diffusion each run of oxidise,
mask, strip, clean and diffuse
produces degradation of the electrodes
formed before. The device would end
up with difficult to predict
performance, and wide differences
between the performance of different
batches.
The heat used to drive the dopants
into the wafer also drives existing
diffusions deeper so as each further
diffusion is done, the previous layers
take up different positions and
become more dispersed. Added to this,
we have to take into account the
considerable difference in mobility of
the different dopant molecules
through the lattice. It is a tribute to
persistence of diffusion engineers that
many of the early integrated circuits
came into being. With the number of
variables involved in getting each
layer to end up where it is required,
countless unsuccessful attempts at
finding the correct diffusion `recipe'
must have been needed before

would have had no high conductivity
unbalanced path to the outside world.
Interestingly, although this device is
marketed by dbx, the originators of the

complementary symmetry log /anti -log
VCA, it appears to be an all NPN design
with most of the chip area devoted to
large transistors which form the central
gain control core and thermally linked
bias network.
The last device, the SSM2013, (see
Fig 7) is even more thermally
symmetrical still, there is no direct lead
frame path to the outside world because
an uncommitted frame has been used
and the ground connection is via a bond
lead.
In many ways, these devices show an
FIG 6

FIG

working parts were obtained.
There is, however, another diffusion
technique which solves some of these
problems, it is called `ion -implant' and
relies on the fact that we can give
dopant molecules the energy they
require to enter the lattice not by
simple heat but by accelerating them
in an electrostatic or electromagnetic
field along the lines of the particle
accelerators used in atomic physics.
The technique has the added benefit
that we can actually purify the
dopants as they are deposited by
using the mass spectrograph
technique. In the ion implant
diffusion module, the target wafers
are placed in an evacuated chamber
and a source of the dopant is placed
at a high potential and heated. The
hot dopant molecules are ionised by
the strong local electrostatic field and
can now be focused into a beam using
electrostatic lenses, much as happens
in a CRT.

The beam is accelerated up to the
required energy to penetrate the
lattice of the target using synchrotron
techniques. When a magnetic field is
placed across the emerging beam, an
impure source of ions will be deflected
according to the atomic mass of the
element concerned and the beam will
spread into distinct bands, each made
up of different mass ions. If we then
direct only that part of the emergent
beam with the correct mass towards
the target, we can obtain a stream of
high energy, very high purity ions
with just the right characteristics to

evolutionary trend, from the six metal
can transistors in an alumina heat link
of the early dbx 202 to the wholly
integrated designs of the last two
examples.
None can be considered truly ideal yet
as the totally integrated complementary
symmetry design has, as yet, not been
implemented. The process problems
inherent in doing this are outlined in the
note but, with the steady rise in use of
ion implant dielectric isolated technology,
the final goal could be in sight.
The VCA has had its champions and
its total opposition from various parts of
the industry. No one can seriously doubt
that the impact of the VCA will continue
to grow with the new breed of analogue
assignable consoles which economically
cannot exist without them. It may be
that some of the performance claims for
early VCAs which did not take into
account the special problems of using the
device as the main channel attenuator,
have coloured customers' attitudes to
what, these days can have a performance
indistinguishable from a passive control
element.
The vast majority of recently recorded
material has had part or all of the signal
sources processed by VCAs in one form
or another and they continue to aid the
engineer to improve his product in
applications from the humble compressor
to the full blown automation system.
With the rise in digital recording, their
performance has had to improve and
recent developments have moved the
onus of quality away from the VCA to
other parts of the recording chain.
give the diffusion profile we require.
As can be appreciated the major
benefit of this technique is that
control of the diffusion parameters
can be much greater than thermal
technology.
The one great advantage provided
by ion implant is that the wafer itself
is not strongly heated so the diffusion
layers stay very much where they are
implanted throughout the diffusion
cycle. For the long job of epitaxial
growth, and sometimes the initial
collector diffusion, thermal will be
used but for critical layers, ion
implant then takes over.
Clearly, ion implant provides almost
the ideal solution for the fabrication
of integrated circuits which require
very precise control of layer structure
or where very tight design rules are
used to pack more devices into a chip.
The drawback is of course cost; both
capital and running costs are several
times that of standard thermal
diffusion. It is now becoming
commonplace to use 4, 5 and 6 inch
diameter wafers for circuits with mass
sales. Each of these wafers can hold
thousands to hundreds of thousands of
devices, and scores of wafers can be
loaded into each thermal diffusion
module. Contrast this production
capacity with the very limited usable
target area of an implanter and we
can see why the technique is only
used substantially on high value

circuits where the vastly increased
manufacturing cost is warranted by a
high sale price. D
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MIME
11111111
No nonsense eight buss mixing
console designed for live sound
reinforcement, theatre or eight track
recording. Unique facilities such as
+30db input headroom, 4 band
equalisation, six auxilliary sends,
switchable pre or post fade and settable
using hand set jumpers to pre or post

equ. By four matrix on each sub group
pre or post fade. Stereo return to masters.
Fader reverse. Eq on group output,
permanent access to all eight busses for
effects returns with eq option. Full

monitoring of groups. A total solution to
an eight buss mixer that will not fail on
you; So NO MORE SLEEPLESS NIGHTS!

THE M SERIES BY

3OUnD 7 R&cS
affordable quality
Soundout Laboratories Limited
91 Ewell Road, Surbiton,
Surrey KTG GAH Tel: 01 -399 3392
Telex: 3951073 /SNDOUT/G
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Studio Equipment Distribution Ltd
27Guildford St., Luton. Beds.. LUI 2NQ
Tel. Luton(0582)452495

PRECISELY.
Precise answers from
Toa's reference monitors.
O

23456

:L.

1i.''!j¡,,i"rtnl(;ll((I

°

How closely do Toa's réferéncé monitors fulfil
standards set by today's professional engineers?
Precisely.

How well does the range match the demands of
commercial broadcast and studio control?
Precisely.

How suited are Toa's monitors for serious amateur use?
Precisely.

How well do Toa's monitors combine excellent frequency
response, low distortion, smooth crossover and wide
directivity?
Toa

Electronics Limited,

Castle Street,
Ongar, Essex. Tel: 0277 364333.
P.O. Box 82,

Precisely.
Toa's range of reference monitors includes the 3 -Way 312 -ME, the
3 -Way 280 -M E and the 2 -Way 265 -ME.
Toa reference monitors. Precision units for precise audio reference.

CONSOLES
MADE

Cable Technology.
The one stop
cable shop.

CUSTOM
TO HOUSE
YOUR EQUIPMENT
AT REALISTIC PRICES

Klotz audio cable
Klotz modular stageboxes & multicores
"Broadcast Series" studio interface cables
Neutrik XLR connectors
Full colour catalogue
and price guide
available on

-

i-

request.

SOUND DESKS TO 19" CABINETS
THE COMPLETE STUDIO
FURNITURE SERVICE FROM
DESIGN TO INSTALLATION
LUND & HALSEY

le Technology
72 -74

EVERSHOLT STREET LONDON NW1

TELEPHONE

01

-387 5783

TELEX

UNIT B, PEME ROKE ROAD, STOCKLAKE, AYLESBURY,
3UCKS. TEL: AYLESBURY 89964

1BY

28159

the New 5MO? by

NU
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Internationa
Grove London N7 8EQ Tel 01 -607 2717

3 -5 Eden

CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 50p per word, minimum £12.50. Box Nos. £3.00 extra. Semi -display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in OCTOBER issue must reach these offices by 13th AUGUST addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (11 the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.
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FOR SALE?

STUDIO

SOUND
little as £12.50 + VAT.
For more details call Colette Ramsay at STUDIO
SOUND, Tel: 01 -686 2599.
it
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Angel Talk Limited

LA
SPEEDY

MUSIC SUITE -Low cost real time cassette
duplication. Labels, blank cassettes, boxes,
etc. -Fast and efficient service. Phone for price
(IL)

list 0239 711032.

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
demos),
pressings, sleeves,
and
labels. Fixed and mobile recording
studios. Free brochure. TAM STUDIO,
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 3460033
(masters

cassettes,

REAL -TIME, AUDIO CASSETTE DUPLICATION. Small
stereo format. cassette or open reel masters.
FOR HIGH QUALITY,

R E IOX

:

RAPER & WAYMAN

(X)

Tttf PLflYEACK STUDIO
Tel

Percy Street, London W1

01- 637 8392

service. Central London W2. GW BB Audiovision.
(X)'
01 -723 1583/5190.

STREET COPYS -A CASSETTE COPYING
SERVICE SECOND TO NONE! We can
arrange collection and delivery of master tapes,
so for high -quality, real -time chrome cassettes

BOXES!

100

7" £26.00!

VAT /UK delivery! Teedes,

(N)

5" £24.00! Includes
90 Ribblesdale Road,

London.
jbs records

MUSIC -SPEECH -COMPUTER

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette
Duplication and Blanks from 1 to 1000 +. Computer
printed Cassette Labels. Speech and '/A" reel -to -reel
recording /editing. Fast Security Delivery service.

a

division of FILTERBOND LTD.
records
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992 -551188.
Jibs

Raped

servu,..

J

&de le
-e.-

DIRECT FROM

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

ura

CASSETTE DUPLICATORS
SALES

spe,aanrv

°

Tel:

call Street Copys on 01 -251 3924.

a

SERVICE

her
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken
engineers
A persona' service by experienced
plus collection and delivery
34 Danbury Street, London Ni 8JU
Telephone 01.359 9342 124 hours)

to15

ín.

Ring 0344 425200 ANYTIME for details or write to:
6 ABBEY CLOSE, HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

Plus TEAC, NAGRA, UHER. Large spares stock

QUALITY HIGH -SPEED and real -time audio
and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7-days -a -week

un.s

SERVICE

MAINTENANCE

High speed cassette duplicators throughout th,
United Kingdom and export.
GRAFF TANDBERG WOLLENSAK

01 -446 3218

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

SELECTA

0460 20988

Exact length cassettes.
Maxell, Agfa and BASF cassette tape.
Ring John Smailes, 04024 53424
5 Margaret Road, Romford, Essex

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

DUPLICATING
REELBROADCAST
OPEN
SPEC.)
(ANY SPEED - ALSO
SPEECH RECORDING
(VOICE -OVERS; LANGUAGES; AUDIO- VISUALS)
TO

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO. 19, PAGES WALK, LONDON SE1 4SB. TEL: 01 -231 0961

SOUND

Real time or loop bin tape duplication.

3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING

Revox &Uher
iemm

slide
sound 35tnm

Sales &Service

and cassette
open reel
projectors, and repaired.
Utter
serviced

etc.,
amplifiers,
amp
Revox, Tandberg,
available
Ferrograph,
contracts
Maintenance
Bell & Howell, ag
agents.
at:

recorders,

approved service
Visit D Amateur

h

58 Hig

Showroom

treet, Newport

Photo

Pagnell.

Te1:0908

610625.

]cs Ltd
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Tapes Ltd.

WEST

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C1 -C120

HIGH QUALITY CASSETTE DUPLICATION AND
SPECIALISED LENGTH BLANK CASSETTES

5 -screw C -Zero

-

no minimum or maximum order.

Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd. Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex.

,e2Qho1GnQ -OuIdio
Audio

Leeholme

Services

Ltd.,

350 -4

Leabridge

Road,

Leyton,

Pfi-VS

DIGITAL DELAY

22 Hanway Street
London W1
Tel: 01 -637 7554

DIGITAL RECORDERS
DIGITAL RHYTHM COMPUTERS
VIDEO EQUIPMENT

SERVICES
anea a lull sr
equipment
mar menu,
itervce and a
PA -VS

.iii

OMPRFSSORSiNUISE GATES

.r

d,.

Telephone 01- 5564748

cssettes

CASSETTE DUPLICATION
COMPREHENSIVE FACILITIES

High speed cassette duplication. Open reel copying.
Small quantities a speciality. 48 hour service (if not sooner).

TECHNICAL

DIGITAL REVERB UNITS

C

SALES

HARMONISERS

El0

CA)cnwa-cv

0i540 204

7 DAYS A WEEK 24 HOUR
EXPRESS STUDIO EQUIPMENT
HIRE SERVICE.

London,

TAPE HEAD RELAPPING

Fairview
Services

CASSETTE and
HEADS
E7.50:

1,

QUICK TURNROUND - LOW PRICES
THE COMPLETE SERVICE

37

N.R.A. RECORDING
WEST END, LAUNTON, OXON.
08692 53986

E9 50.

(1900

Prices
VAT & CARRIAGE
WE CAN HANDLE FULL
HEADBLOCKS IF REQUIRED.
PHONE FOR DETAILS.

L12.00, 2"

,-ude

-

Contact: FAIRVIEW STUDIOS, WILLERBY, HULL. 0482- 653116

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS
are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide variety of formats.
Send or phone for our full price list and size chan.
Telephone (0795) 28425 - 24 hours
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS - Self Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
VVe

UNIT A4, SMEED -DEAN CENTRE
SITTINGBOURNE, KENT ME10 3RN

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, 1/2", h ", 1" and 2" tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

DOES YOUR STUDIO NEED
A FACELIFT?

STUDIO REFURBISHMENTS
CALL THE SPECIALISTS

-

Tel. 01-8641577
100 C -60 cassettes beautifully copied in stereo

Still only £59.50 (plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top -class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your Y. in
edited master. Any length C -5 to C -90. Ring for
price check.

RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD
01 -985 7573
BROKERAGE. Your surplus equipment sold for

YOU NEED IT

... WE SUPPLY IT

Precision wound cassettes, high speed duplication. Both
using Ampex, Basf, Capital open-reel copying. Full printing
facilities Iside labels & inlays). Major suppliers of Ampex
open-reel tape. Also razors, leader tape, splicing tape
spools and boxes, etc etc.

01-868 5555

01.866 5555

SOUND BUSINESS
The home of home studio recording
onwards and upwards to the fully

Let Saki expertise relap your tape
heads in London
Factory- approved laboratory and
training guarantees finish to original

performance specification
ALL MAKES RELAPPED

professional

Tapetek, 44A Brighton Road, London N16 8EG
Tel: 01 -254 5203 or 0860 317260 (mobile)
Replacement Saki heads from:
Tape Marketing, 13 Elm Road
Faringdon, Oxon SN7 7EJ

Suppliers of all Studio Equipment and
Musical Instruments
New and
Secondhand

SAKI

-

PLUS: STUDIO TECHNICAL INFORMATION SERVICE
RECORD PRODUCTION
SUPPLY AND INSTALLATION
SOUND BUSINESS LABEL 'MAGIC TUNNEL RECORDS'.

SUPPLIERS OF: TASCAM YAMAHA FOSTEX DRAWMER
ALLEN & HEATH STUDIOMASTER SOUNDCRAFT
DBX
JBL AKG LEXICON
ELECTROVOICE TANNOY
AMEK BELL SOUNDTRACS ORBAN REBIS MTR
LYREC TRIDENT AMPEX TAPE ETC, ETC
BEST PRICES

Open 7 days

a

MANY SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
FULL BACK-UP

week, Barn to 9pm. LONDON CENTRAL LINE

SOUND BUSINESS HOUSE
SOUTH WOODFORD, LONDON E18 1DG
TEL: 01 -989 6359

you. You'll get a better price than selling to a
dealer and be spared the endless phone calls and
procession of time wasters. Individual items to
complete studios, cash buyers waiting. Low
commission. No sale, no fee. Fast results. More
details from MSM Services Ltd. (0273) 736831.

,

Rainhill Tape Specialists
31 Eccleston Street
Prescot, Merseyside L34 5QA
051 -430 9001

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner

REDS,
SILVERS, X /Os CONES, CABINETS ETC.
EMT 927, 928, 930 ST. Neumann U47. STC 4038.
Valves PX4, PX25 KT66. Midland Radio Supplies,
(J)
021 -430 7817.

BRANCH & APPLEBY LTD.

Stonefield Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4OYL

TANNOY MONITOR GOLDS,

ENTHUSIAST SEEKS OLD DECCA VALVE
AND
STUDIO
CUTTER
RECORD
EQUIPMENT, Tannoy Autograph or GRF
speakers, Garrard 301, SME 2000 Plynth, Decca
FFSS arm /cartridges, Quad and other (pay
generously for Marantz) valve gear, etc. Tel:
01 -493 0275

or

01 -493 0275.

WANTED
DEAD OR ALIVE
Neumann valve mics
Types U47, U48, U67
Tel: 01 -387 9356

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING
All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA, BASF Chrome and Maxell XLII tape available.
1

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

ESTABLISHED IN
LAUNTON IN 1977, my

competitive services are
used by muscans. studios.
actors. record companies.
songwriters, comedians and
software houses
nationwide Comprehensive
price list from:

STUDIO PACKAGES

/SIMON STABLE PROMOTIONS
CASSETTE DUPLICATION

FOR SALE

24 TRACK STUDIO
JACKSON MUSIC GROUP

The Knightsbridge Stables. 20 West End.

Leunton.0.on 01600F.
VAT

II,

Tel 0869 25 2831

335 2323 79

\

The

Studios, Rickmansworth,

Herts, England WD3 2XD
Telephone: 0923 772351 or Vodafone 0836 203557
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WORKING IN THE USA?
NASHVILLE

NEW YORK

MULTITRACK

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

THE AUDIO RENTAL PEOPLE"
Complete selection of pro audio equipment for hire.
Recording * PA * Digital Audio * Audio for Video
A/T Scharff Rentals. 1619 Broadway, New York.
Phone 12121 582- 7360/1MC136711MCI Mail 260 -0455

BRITANNIA
ROW

01226 3377

Studio Hire

/MuSICi

effects ke,,00ares

LIB/ HIRE

24 HOUR RENTAL
A comprehensive range of
Digital and Analogue effects
including AMS, Lexicon,
Eventide and Roland.

Sony PCM systems, Tape
machines, Noise reduction,
units, Signal processors,
Microphones, Drum
computers and Keyboards.

Plus

and Arun,

eornputas etc
Phone for

Emulator II £100, Oberheim
Pander £35 AMS from £75.
Phone Paul Tattersall on 01 -640 8487
01 -646 3137
X

The First Name in

USound Equipment Hire

CFELDON AUDIO

580

01-3879356
24 HOUR STUDIO EQUIPMENT RENTAL

LONDON NWI

a

competmve
quote

rr

InnnrriutRrIr'11Vc'ryanví

76 EVERSHOLT STREET.

range of

Fo

*

this successful
section contact
Colette Ramsay
01 -686 2599,
ext. 567

431L1
'. -AH

Tele.

Sony PCM3324 24 -track digital recorders.
Sony PCM -1610 2,track digital recorders.
Sony Fl and 701 2 -track digital recorders.
Plus the most comprehensive range of audio effects
and ancillary equipment available.
.r 24 ne k .Lgrtel

*

..

For details of how
to advertise in

-

..

Ming Anrt!-.rm.ter

site

SA`M THERAPY
FOR AURAL EXCITEMENT

FAIRLIGHT +
TeL 01-221

T
24 HOUR SERVICE RING: 0860-313-990

FOR HIRE
AMS RMX16
AMS 15/80S
LEXICON 200

£200
£240

PER WEEK
PER WEEK

160 PER WEEK
£60 PER WEEK
SONY PCMF1
£35 PER WEEK
SONY F1
AND OTHER BARGAINS
£

BACKROOM RENTALS
01 -936 9204 (24 hrl
pure. e.lurJe

All

V

4

T

EMULATOR II
PLUS FULL SOUND LIBRARY

ALSO LINN DRUM

SIMMONS KIT KEYBOARDS ETC

STUDIO SUPPLY SERVICE

061928 5037

o

Lexicon 224X Larc
AMS 15 -80s 6.4s/1 -6s 2pc De- Glitch
AMS RMX -16 Digital Reverb
Drum Computers, Keyboards, etc

01 -228

0984

DIGITAL HIRE

PCM 1610

.

5967

HIRE

Bl7ÌP.t

..

SALES

INSTALLATIONS
01-607L008

PROFESSIONAL SOUND SYSTEMS AND
CONTROL EQUIPMENT TOYS,

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON NI 8QH

BRITANNIA
ROW

01226 3377

©0

with u -matic

£175 plus vatiday

Marquee Electronics

01-439 8421

24 TRACK STUDIO
WANTED
FOR IMMEDIATE PURCHASE.
Please phone
BLUEPRINT MANAGEMENT

01 -486

CLASSIFIEDS

8794

IT'S FREE

K.G. MUSIC
TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).
(X)
KLARK

TEKNIK VARISPEED /a" tape
mastering machine. 71/2 and 15 ips. Fully
serviced and working. New repro head.
demonstration and delivery available, £12,000
ono. Azimuth 01 -609 8081.

CABINETS. Speaker cabinets ex- broadcast
27 x 50 x 19'1 inches, £10 each. Equipment
cabinet with sloping front and hinged lid
37 x 41 x 26 inches, £15.00 each. Azimuth 01 -609
8081.

PAIR DITTON 44's SPEAKERS, £85 pair. Pair
Goodmans mezzo speakers, £45 pair. Azimuth
01-609 8081.

REVOX A77 Mk. II. Immaculate condition.
Privately owned, £350. Azimuth 01 -609 8081.

THORENS TD150 turntable, £45.00. SME
improved pickup arm, £35.00. Azimuth 01 -609
8081.

Northern Stockists and Distributors for
RSD/STUDIOMASTER Audio Consoles and Amplifiers.
ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK
AND ON DEMONSTRATION
Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio
equipment - extensive range of connectors and
accessories -Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18/42 Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 1UH
Tel: (09241 371766

Param /Leunig 42- channel programmable
digital equalizer, cost £32.000 brand
new
£ 12,500
Quad Eight Coronado mixing console, VU
meters, 40 channels, automated, good
condition
£29,500
EMT 240 Goldfoil,
£2,000
EMT
EMT

928 stereo turntable
250 digital reverb

Dolby

M

in

console .£750
P.O.A.

16H/M24H

P.O.A.

NORBERT PAPE
40/6035908

TELEFON:

Private Studio has for sale the following items in
good condition. Will sell separately if required.
Ampex MM 1000 8 -track
Soundcraft series 2 16/8/2
Quad 8 CPR /16 Digital reverb
Teac 4 -track A3340S
4 Shure mics 565
Master Room Ill BL Reverb
Yamaha Electric Grand Piano
Offers Telephone 01 -609 6001 anytime

NAB 'V4" x 101/2" metal spools, £1.50 each. NAB
I" x 101/2" metal spools in boxes £3.00 each.
Ampex 406 1" £10.00 per spool. Azimuth 01 -609
8081.

ITC STEREO CART MACHINE. Replay only.
Recently serviced. Fully working, £325.00.
Azimuth 01 -609 8081.

(

Rev°x
R°\ahelser

Senn
Shor dcrdit
o

MIDI CONTROLLER

d1

Pro,ects

Yam0hp

5

o
V

II

119:01

£2,750 o.n.o.

REVOX A710 CASSETTE RECORDER.£650 o.n.o.

/"

£2,500 o.n.o.
£3,250 o.n.o.

EVENTIDE HARMONISER H949
BECKSTEIN

£ 1,750

o.n.o.

7'3" CONCERT GRANDf2,500 o.n.o.

for sale available from 1st August 1985
for details phone Battle

(042 46) 2151

Includes remote. Little used, £1,400 +VAT.
Quad 405 Mk. II (as new) £170.00 +VAT. Tel:

ROGERS L55/8 BBC MONITOR LOUDSPEAKERS. Two mono AM8/I6 frequency
splitting power amplifiers. Mint. Stands. BBC
propak interface unit, £1,350. Trio KT 917 FM
tuner, £425. Tel: 01 -749 2081.
FEDI XIT 35mm PROJECTOR. Full rock 'n'
roll conversion by R.C.A. Set up to run from
perfectone syncrostart. Counter runs on 24/25
frames. No display. Non-standard pillar. £2000
or offers. Tel: Olympic 748 7861.

PROPHET T8, FULLY TOUCH -SENSITIVE
SYNTH, custom aluminium flightcase, offers.
Psionics EQ4 parametric, each band individually
accessible, £300. Roland rack phaser £150. Tel:
Paul 0I -884 0474.

For Sale

:

4FPPPAHG

MCI JH636 automated console 30 i/p
MCI JH1 14 24tk +autolocator II

Inovonics spectrum analyser M500
Marshall time modulator
Rebis RA301 stereo limiter
Gainbrains /Meyer gates
Red Acoustic biamped monitors
Masterroom CSREQ23 echo
Various synths, drum machines, etc

-

All items excellent condition personal
studio use only. Will sell separately
Call 044485 574 anytime

SITUATIONS VACANT

AMS DMX 15 -80 DDL with

EMT 240 goldfoil

2" CADEY TAPE RECORDER.
New head. Recently overhauled, £2,200+ VAT.
Otari 5050B Mk. II 2 -track mastering recorder.

Ravch

''

Upgrade to Midi your old favourite keyboard or synthesiser,
or use it to control your mixer, tape recorder, sound effect units
or even stage lights. Up to 128 lines per channel in increments
of 16 with six interface modules to choose from.
DEDICATED MICROPROCESSORS LTD.
Unit B2, Acton Business Centre, School Road,
North Acton, London NW10 6TD. Tel: 01 -965 2841.

STUDER A810

16 -TRACK

Tel: 0566 3510.

Milton Keynes (0908) 77710 for full details of
these unique SOUNDSTAGE analysers.

HARMONISER

AKS SYNTHESISER COMPLETE, boxed as
new, £420. Graphic equaliser Klark Teknik
DN27, boxed as new, £375. Patchbay 200 socket,
rosewood /leather plus wires and patchcords,
£250. Mixer (Massey) 6/4 inc. phantom power,
XLRs, pre -fades and patchbay and cords, £320.
Two Amcron D60 amplifiers, boxed, £175 each.
Tel: 091 -284 6666.

,IBL 4343 STUDIO MONITORS. Good condition £1550.00 for the pair. Tel: (0525) 221508.

"PHASE" THE MUSIC and see it as others
hear it with "THE BOX" by TAPETALK. Ring

STUDIO
RE- EQUIPPING

FOR SALE-PRIVATE

TWO THIRDS OF BASIC 8 -TRACK STUDIO.
Pair Tannoy 15" golds. Quad 405 amp. Ampex
mastering deck. Patch bay. Teac 80 -8, new
heads. Bel noise reduction. Drawmer comp/
limiter. Collingwood piano. Detroit harmonium.

TALKS CABLES, ONE RECTANGULAR
48 x 72 x 29 inches. One oval 48 x 85 x 29 inches.
BBC approved design, £120 ono each. Azimuth
01 -609 808I.

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
IAN.
13a Hamilton Way, London, N3
Telephone 01- 346 0033.
(X),

telex 825488.

(0706) 524420.

SCHEMMANNSTR.84,2
HAMBURG 67, WEST GERMANY

RECORDING TAPE. Ex safety copies -no
edits. 2" Ampex 456 £30. 2" Agfa 468 £27.50. 2"
Scotch 226 £25. 2" BASF FPR 50 £25. 2" BASF
910 £30. 2" Scotch 207 £35. 2" Ampex 406 £28.
2" Scotch 250 £27.50. New and unused Agfa
526 £50. Azimuth 0I -609 8081.

Don Larking audio sales produce a free bi- monthly
newsletter which is mailed direct and contains lists
of new and used recording equipment for both the
professional and home studio. Telephone now and
get your name on our computer. (0582) 450066 or

F

&P APPOINTMENT SERVICES

9 CARNABY STREET
LONDON W 1V 1PG

Specialists in
TECHNICAL RECRUITMENT WORLDWIDE
TO THE BROADCAST AND PROFESSIONAL AUDIO INDUSTRIES
PERMANENT & CONTRACT
For more information contact Phil Neighbour

*

01 -434 4174 tit
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SITUATIONS VACANT

Technical
Representative

STUDIO DESIGNERS
AND CONSULTANTS

BUSINESS FOR SALE

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics

FOR SALE

custom design of all kinds of
recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
- new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

24 -track professional studio with
large house and grounds.
An excellent going concern with
and
potential for expansion
improvement.
If you would like more details
please write to Box number 923.

30 years' experience in the

Tel: 0442 54821

Audio Design Calrec Ltd
have a vacancy for a Technical
Representative to cover the Greater
London area. The successful
applicant will have proven sales
ability within the professional audio
industry and an adequate
knowledge of electronics to
interface with audio engineers at all
levels. Remuneration according to
age and qualifications. Please reply
in writing to Howard Smith,

Audio INDesign
CALREC
L

I

M

I

T

E

U.K. and international projects undertaken.

DIGITAL AUDIO HIRE

Planning. design and materials export

Ring RECORD CONSTRUCTION LTD
01 -985 7573
London, England

-

.r.1tA<

H1RE

AU
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WHY PAY LONDON RATES?
Disc Mastering operation offering top
quality with over 20 years experience. Contact Brian
East, 'Suncliffe ", 43 Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.
Professional

í?

Box 182, Reading, RG2 9BA
YS (0734) 861088 Telex: 848722 ADR UK
P.O.

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION
Studio environments built to the highest standards.
Our services include.
Fully engineered floating floors, suspended ceilings, high density doors. sound
lock lobbies, concrete and brickwork. double glazing, low frequency absorbers.
attenuated ventilation systems. insulating sealants, acoustic screens. electrical
and electronic installation. equipment sales and commissioning.

SPECTRUM SOUND

{ie

1

Te\ePhO5o4PPPAHG
teteX' ,,,,AT
pc

0303 38752

ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER -FORM
STUDIO CLASSIFIED
your sales and wants.
use this coupon for

SOUND
AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

all
Please
Rates: 50p per word. Min £ 12.50. Box Nos. £3.00 extra

r
insertions under
To: STUDIO SOUND, please publish the above advertisement for
Cheque /P.O. to be made payable to LINK
the heading
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required Yes /No. If no, please include remittance to cover name and address
and /or tel. no.
Address
Name

Lomm____...m__________________
CLASSIFIEDS

X

12.00

ole

l.i

w0

36 00

INDEX TO ADVERTISERS

pER DEALS
STUDER A80 MK IV 24 track
LYREC TR532 24T inc. loc.
TASCAM MS 16 (in stock)

AMEK 2500 series and ANGELA 'To order'
T.A.C. MATCHLESS & SCORPION 'From

£23,181
£24,000
£6,187
£2,495

TASCAM 480B (special price)
TASCAM 38 (few left at pre -increase
price)
£1,529
TEAC 80 -8 with Dx8 (mint)
£1,495
FOSTEX B16 from stock
£P.O.A.
FOSTEX A8 & A8LR stock
£P.O.A.
FOSTEX A8 (re -con. new heads) .... £895
TASCAM ATR 60 2T with CNTR. time
code
£2,750
TASCAM 52 NAB/IEC record/play front
panel switching
£1,595
TASCAM 52 new (2 only left) ... Gt £1,295
REVOX PR99 HS MAB S/H mint
£795
REVOX PR99 HS NAB & IECnew
£895
REVOX PR99 II HS
£1,300
REVOX 377 II HS (few left at pre -increase

price)

£695
£795
£595
£750
£825
£425
£550

TEAC A3440 (new in box)
TEAC A3440 S/H mint
TEAC x 1000M (new in box)
TEAC x 2000M (new in box)
TASCAM 22 -2 15IPS 7" spool
FOSTEX A2 15IPS 7" spool
M.C.I. JH 110BC 8T 1"

(outstanding)

£3,500
£795
£495
£460
£680
FOSTEX 250 portastudio
£625
TASCAM PORTA 1 with P.S.U.
£345
FOSTEX x 15 portastudio
£243
FOSTEX MN 15 mixer/comp for x 15 £40
TASCAM 225 syncassette 2T
£ 195
NAKAMICHI BX 300E 3H B&C
£425
TEAC CI MKII with Rx8
£495
TEAC V700 3H B&C
£295
TEAC V707 auto -rev B &DBX
£245
TEAC V360c B&C
£95
TEAC V350c B&C
£89
TEAC V330 B
£75
UHER 4200 P.S.U. C.H.G. NI -CAD ST.
MIC.
£675
I.T.C. DELTA stereo rec/play cart deck
and amp 8 months old, as new, offers

TASCAM 34 new in box (1 only)
TASCAM 22 -4 new in box (1 only)
TASCAM 234 4T cassette (few at)
TASCAM 244 portastudio

.

around

£2K.

TASCAM T2640 MS duplicator

£1,500

COMP/LIM/EXP/GATE
DESIGN F760 xRS 'complex'
£995
& DESIGN transdynamic + 3 express
£ OFFERS
DBX 165A (new)
£695
B.S.S. DPR 402
£615
DBX 166 (new)
£560
DRAWMER 201, 221, 231 and new 1960
from stock.
FOSTEX 3170
£216
YAMAHA G.C. 2020
£199
AUDIO
mint
AUDIO

&

SPECIALS

stock or demonstration'.
ALLEN & HEATH CMC 24 with COMMODORE COMPUTER, on demonstration and

from stock.
ALLEN & HEATH SYSTEM 8II 24:8:16 with
(P.O.A.)
Fully wired 128 hole patch bay & console
stand.
ALLEN & HEATH SYSTEM 8II 16:8:2 as

new

£ 1,195

SOUNDTRACS 16:8:16 S/H corking cond.
£1,595
TRIDENT TRIMIX 10:8:2 in 16 way frame
(mint)
£2,900
STUDIOMASTER 16:16:2 new

(old price)

AUDIO & DESIGN SCAMP RACK & PSU
(maj) with S.24 and 508 + extender £400

the lot!
M.B. ELECTRONICS STEREO PZM mics,

new
HILL DX700 power amps, new
HILL DX100 100w mono, new
TURNER B502 power amp, new

£195
£395
£75
£395
£375
£395

FOSTEX 600 power amp, new
AMCRON DISCO AII, new
FOSTEX M505 mic
£45 cash
AUDIO TECHNICA MIC at 813R £55 cash
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME

f

CAN I BUY ANY OF YOUR
SURPLUS EQUIPMENT.
CAN I SELL ANY EQUIPMENT
FOR YOU ON COMMISSION

61
8

24
31
6

63
18, 19

25, 94
28
12

£950
£1,495

Don Larking Audio
DBX

21, 55
27

Eardley Electronics
Ernest Turner

73
26

RAM MEGA
RAM RM 16 & RM 1O
£ Best
SECK 18:8:2 in -line from stock
£1,295
A.H.B. SR SERIES 16:2 (on demo) ... £P.O.A.
SECK 12 -2
£495
SECK 6 -2
£345
TASCAM M30 ex -demo bargain
£595
New model TASCAM M216 (16/4/2) £725
TEAC M2A with MB20 (S/H good) £250 cash
TA SCAM MM 20 new (1 only).. £125 cash
PROMARK Mx3 8:4:2 new bargain
£365
MILLBANK STEREO DISCO MIXERS
NEW
£75
TASCAM new model 106 (on demo) £335

FM Acoustics

Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd
Genelec OY

Greengate Productions

REVERS & D.D.L.
AMS RM x 16 & DMX 1580s plus keyboard
interface in stock!
LEXICON 200
£4,995
LEXICON PCM 60
£ 1,575
MXR/ART 0IA
£1,695
AKG Bx20E
£1,395
ROLAND SRV 2000 digital revb .. £P.O.A.
ALESIS XT digital revb (new prod) £865
BEL BD 80 (2 secs)
£695 keyboard
interface
£90
ROLAND SDD 3000
£695
BEL BD 240 & 320
(coming soon)
ROLAND SDD 000
£335
ROLAND SBF 325
£95
KORG SDD 1000
£295
DELTA LAB EFFECTRON
£195
KORG SDD 2000
£P.O.A.
YAMAHA DISCO
£495
KORG SDD 3000
£595
BOSS DE 200
£245
IBANEZ DM 500
£150
IBANEZ DM 1 /100
£255
IBANEZ DM 2000
£250

Michael Stevens & Partners
MS Audiotron
Music Labs Group

71
23

Paul Farrah Sound
Peavey Electronics

71,73

Televic
TOA Electric Co Ltd
Trad Sales & Services

Turnkey
Ursa Major

06632 4244

14

44, 45

Tandberg A/S
Tape Automation
Technical Projects

STUDIO HOUSE

4

Otari

Studer
Studio Equipment Distribution
Studiomaster
Studio Spares
Surrey Electronics
Syco Systems Ltd

High Lane Village, Nr Stockport SK6 8AA. Telex 665721 SOTA.

8, 88

24
43
88

Scenic Sounds
School of Audio Engineering
Sim Hi Fi
Sony Broadcast Ltd
Soundcraft
Soundout Labs
Sowter Ltd, E.A
Stage Accompani

WELCOME

87
20

Lexicon
Lund + Halsey

Sanken Microphone Co Ltd

r

12
6, 16
17

33, 35

Rebis Audio

ROLAND MKB 1000 mother board exdemo
£995
ROLAND MKS 10, 30 & 80
from £595
KORG DW 6000, new
£P.O.A.
S.C.I. six teas (surplus)
£433
S.C.I. max (surplus)
£378
ROLAND SX8P marked
£795
360 SYSTEMS digital keyboard OFFERS!
KORG EX -800 + DW 100, ex -demo £634
ROLAND MSQ 100, no box
£295
ENSONIQ MIRAGE
on demo
YAMAHA KX5
£173
YAMAHA RX11 & RX1S
from £395
S.C.f. MULTITRAX, ex -demo
£895

26

ITA

Rane Corporation

£236
£193
DBX 150
£250
DOLBY 360
£350
8/9 CHANS BEL .... £295 (16 CHANS £500)

16

29
67, 79
73

Northern Audio

NOISE REDUCTION
TASCAM Dx4D
TASCAM Dx2D

88

HW International (Shure)
Harrison Information Technolog
Hill Audio Ltd
Hilton Sound

Lennard Developments Ltd

.

SINCERELY
ALAN CHEETHAM

ET

IBC

£ 1,295

KEYBOARD SPECIALS

(perfect)
£350
KLARK TEKNIK DN34 (pair with link) £795
!CLARK TEKNIK DN22

8

23
52, 53
39

Cable Technology
Computer Music Studios
Connectronics Ltd

STUDIOMASTER 16:82 new

(old price)

APRS
Advanced Music Systems
Akai
Amek Ltd
Ampex (UK)
Aphex Systems Ltd
Applied Microsystems Ltd
Armies Shacks Tools Ltd
Atlantex Music Ltd
Audio and Design (Calrec) Ltd
Audio Developments
Audio Kinetics
Audio Service Co
Audio Systems Components
Audio Video Marketing Ltd

Vitavox

75
66
51
16

27, 43, 47
78
14
41

IFC
57
21
59
17

86
83
22

46
64, 65

26
24
71
10
87
10
7, 9, 11, 13, 31

OBC
21
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When you're in the studio, tape that's good enough is not enough. Which
why for ten years Ampex has continued pushing the potential of recorded
sound. Through a decade of increased fidelity and reliability Grand Master" 456
remains an audio tape obsessed with performance. Which is why more top
albums are recorded on Ampex tape than any other tape
in the world. For Grand Master 456, the beat goes on.
Is

Ampex Corporation. Magnetic Tape Division. 401 Broadway Redwood City. CA 94063 415,367-3809

AM PEX

Ampex Corporation

One of The Signal Companies

AND THE BEAT GOES ON
Ampex Corporation Magnetic Tape, International Division, Acre Road, Reading, England. Tel. (0734) 875200

Enter the Space Age
With the coming of the Space Age, sound
engineers will finally acquire power over acoustic
space and time. They will create reverberant
spaces of almost limitless variety, from tiny
chambers to vast echoing canyons. They will tune
their effects to achieve a richness and realism
that once seemed beyond the reach of any
technology. And they will command equipment
so easy to use, it becomes an extension of their
own creative abilities.
Now, with StarGate 323 from Ursa Major, you
can bring the Space Age into your own studio.
StarGate 323 is a high performance digital
reverberation system whose sound quality and
features match those of much higher-priced

URSAMAJOR,

Inc.

systems. Eight pre -tuned Rooms let you
simulate (and modify) a wide range of acoustic
environments; the superbly designed panel

controls let you independently adjust all
important reverb parameters, with full
simultaneous display of settings.
To see what Space Age technology can do
for you, ask for a hands-on demonstration of
StarGate 323 at any Ursa Major dealer. And
enter a new dimension of sound.

!1ARGATF 323

-7697

Telex: 921405URSAMAJOR ELMlephone(617)924

